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SPORTS

Two arrested
in shootings
of officers

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & .1- rnes photo
Republican gubernatorial candidate Larry Forgy addressed a crowd of supporters at Wednesday night's
rally at the National Guard Armory. The crowd of more than 250 supporters heard Forgy discuss his
Republican platform.

LOCAL
He has advocated the idea of making the
ungraded primary a local option.
ni it is working in Calloway County, it can be
kept," he said. "If it is not working elsewhere,
they can get rid of it."
Forgy has also questioned the validity of the
KIRIS test.
"It has been pronounced to be a flawed test, and
I want to replace that test with something that is
more normed," he said. "I also think that too much
time is being spent in the classrooms on
_
portfolios."
He emphasized that the portfolios should be
used in English, history and the social sciences,
but he recommends that they not be used as -extensively in the hard sciences such as math, physics,
chemistry and biology.

By GINA HANCOCK
Managing Editor

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
task force on higher education
says the General Assembly
should study a merger of Kentucky's community coil es and
vocational-technical Sc
Is.
It was one of several preliminary recommendations Wednesday by the Task Force on
--Skala, Education, which is to
issue a final report .in
December.
Other recommendations covered 10 subjects, ranging from
providing money for campus
maintenance to finding ways to
improve counseling for
students.
The roles of community colleges, and to what extent they
are duplicative of vocationaltechnical schools has been
questioned in recent months by
some legislators and the candidates for governor.
The University of Kentucky
controls the 14-campus community college system.
Vocational-technical schools
are under the Workforce Development Cabinet.
UK President Charles T.
Wethington Jr., who formerly
headed the community college
system, said he welcomed a
study but not a merger.
This is not the first time that
a group has called for a study
of the possibility of merging the
two systems. The Higher Education Review Commission, a
task force appointed by Gov.
Brereton Jones, called for such
a study as part of its final report
in 1994, but it never happened.

WEATHER
Tonight...Cloudy and breezy
with a chance of showers. Low in
the upper 30s. Northwest wind 10
to 15 mph. Chance of rain 40
percent.
Friday...Cloudy in the morning
but partial clearing in the afternoon. Breezy and colder. High 45
to 50.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY. ... 355.4,unc/64*
355.1,-0.3/62
BARKLEY.
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More than 250 supporters of Larry Forgy -turned
out Wednesday night to rally behind the Republican guberatorial candidate.
Forgy spent much of his time shaking hands and
talking with residents about their concerns before
heading up to the podium to emphasize the issues
that have led his campaign.
Among the topics he emphasized were his
pledge to cut taxes, get government under control
and reform welfare.
Forgy has championed a cooperative effort
between Murray State University President Dr.
Kerh.Alexander and University of Kentucky President Dr. Charles Wethington as a solution to the
engineering battle in western Kentucky.
Forgy's comments about -staying out of the
Calling for a "change in Kentucky," Forgy has
engineering debate brought the crowd to its feet as
described himself as the conservative candidate
people clapped and gave him a standing ovation.
who is pro-life and supports prayer in the public
Forgy also discussed the Kentucky Education
schools.
Reform Act, which has been a controversial campaign topic between the two candidates.
• See Page 2

By NICOLE WINFIELD
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
A hijacker with a grudge against
the IRS commandeered a school
bus this morning with II disabled
children and two adults aboard,
taking them on a harrowing ride
before he was fatally shot by
police.
About an hour after the hijacking began, the bus came to a halt
and police fired at least three
shots at the hijacker, Metro-Dade
police spokesman Pat Brickman
said. Authorities were uncertain
about whether he was shot on
board or after he stepped off the
bus.
Police said the hijacker had a
device strapped around him and
they believed it was a bomb; subsequently they determined it was
not.
Officers dragged the man onto
the sidewalk in front of Joe's
Stone Crab, a popular restaurant
at the tip of Miami Beach.
The children, the bus driver
and an aide escaped serious
injury, authorities said.
"Fortunately, today we were
lucky nobody was harmed," said

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — underwent surgery for multiple
Two Texas men — one a fugitive gunshot wounds. Officer Roger
from Colorado — were arrested Robinson's condition was
today and charged with shooting upgraded to good Wednesday
two Hopkinsville police officers
night following surgery.
who had stopped them for possiBoth officers were wearing
ble drunken-driving.
body armor, but Hayes was shot
The suspects were identified
in the abdomen and reportedly
by police spokesman Rich Liebe suffered extensive internal injuas 36-year-old Reuben Arrigon ries, police officials said.
and 37-year-old Tony Arrigon,
Hospital officials said Hayes
both of Odessa, Texas. Liebe said
had a contusion on his chest
the two are believed related, but
where the body armor stopped
the kinship could not immediate- the bullet.
ly be determined.
County Judge-Executive Steve
Reuben Arrigon is accused of Tribble, Hayes' cousin, said he
being the shooter who wounded
understood that Hayes had been
officers Cary Hayes and Roger shot five times, with one bullet
Robinson.
striking him near his badge.
Both men were charged with
"We've had some shootings at
two counts to attempted murder. police officers in the past couple
They were being held on
of months and I just figured it
$500,000 cash bond each and will
was a matter of time before
be arraigned on Friday.
somebody got hit," Tribble said.
Liebe said Reuben Arrigon is
Several local businesses
also wanted for murder and other offered a reward totaling $3,250
charges in Arapaho County, for information leading to the
Colorado.
arrest of the suspects.
Liebe said a tip led police to a
There also was a prayer vigil
remote area in northern Christian
for the officers outside the hospiCounty where the two were hidtal Wednesday.
ing. They were captured by a
Police spokeswoman Dec Hopstate police special response team
per gave this version of the
about 4:30 a.m. CST without
incident:
resistance.
Hayes, with assistance from
Hayes and Robinson were shot
Robinson and Patrolman Ken
Wednesday after they advised a
Grace, was pursuing a Nissan
motorist he was under arrest for
with Kentucky plates about 5
DUI. The suspects drove away
a.m. EST. After stopping the car,
and fled on foot after crashing
Hayes determined the driver was
their vehicle.
under the influence of drugs and/
Hayes was listed in critical but or alcohol.
stable condition this morning at
Jennie Stewart Hospital, where he • See Page 2

Rotary
set for
telethon

Henry Fraind, a Dade County
schools spokesman.
Jesse Dunwoody, administrator
of the South Pointe Manor nursing home across the street from
the restaurant, said he and 10
staffers watched the drama.
"I was up on the roof and I
heard the shots. As soon as we
heard the gunshots we all pulled
back," Dunwoody said.
Another witness, who was not
identified, told WSVN-TV he
heard four or five shots.
"About 15 cops jumped on top
of him," the witness said. "He
was bleeding from the upper right
shoulderand it looked like fromthe stomach area. They dragged
him onto the sidewalk and just
dropped him. The officers told
everyone to step back, I think,
because they thought he had a
•
bomb on him."
The school bus was en route to
Blue Lakes Elementary School in
Miami when it was commandeered in southwest Dade
County.
Metro-Dade and Florida Highway Patrol cruisers formed a conII See Page 2

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

SUCKING UP: The colors of fall add up to a lot of leaves, as this
employee of Forever Green Lawn Service found out earlier this week.
City lief removal begins Nov. 6.

The Murray Rotary Club is
gearing up for its annual telethon
with a large percentage of this
year's proceeds going to the two
local family resource centers.
"We aren't asking people to
call in and give money and we
don't have a set of phones for
people to call in," said Phil
Sparks. "We do our telethon
through advertising sales."
As part of the telethon this
year, the Rotary Club is putting
together four nights of programming designed to let people know
what's going on in the-schools
and the community.
"We raise money by selling
advertising for the programs and
usually make around $8,000," he
said.
Last year, the proceeds from
the telethon went to help with
improvements in the park.
"Each year a committee examines the recommendations of
worthwhile projects," Sparks
II See Page 2

Clinton, GOP seeking balanced budget accord
By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House cautioned today that
Congress' failure to move swiftly
in resolving a borrowing crisis
could scuttle Treasury Department auctions scheduled next
week, perhaps driving up interest
rates.
The warning came the day
after a meeting between Clinton

and congressional Republican
leaders failed to move the sides
any closer to resolving their dispute over balancing the budget —
even though Republicans indicated they may be willing to
postpone the borrowing crisis for
a few weeks.
On Capitol Hill, GOP leaders
said they expected to have on the
House and Senate floors next
week legislation temporarily

extending the government's ability to borrow and to spend money.
The debt limit could otherwise be
reached by about Nov. 15, while
a measure that has temporarily
financed most federal agencies
expires Nov. 3.
Senate Whip Trent Lou, RMiss., and House Majority Leader Richard Armey, R-Texas, said
Republicans planned to make
final decisions on what both mea-

sures would look like by Friday.
But administration officials
said today there isn't much room,
or time, for maneuver.
A failure by Congress to temporarily extend the nation's borrowing power — the debt limit
— would threaten planned auctions of Treasury notes on Tuesday and Wednesday, said department spokesman Howard Schloss.
White House spokesman Mike

McCurry said the failure would
"have some unpredictable effect
on market rates. We think it will
have some negative effects on the
American people." The sale of
Treasury bills and other securities
is one way the government borrows money to pay its bills.
McCurry said Clinton made it
clear to Republican leaders at
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FROM PAGE 1
When Hayes told the driver he
was under arrest, the man pulled
a gun from underneath his shirt
and began firing at all three officers. Hayes, Robinson and Grace
shot back. The passenger
remained sitting in the car.
The two men then drove off,
crashing the vehicle and fleeing
on foot.
Police would not say what type
of gun was used, or if the suspects were shot.
This was the first shooting of a
city officer since Mike Ousley,
now a major in the department,
was shot on Feb. 28, 1986, during an undercover investigation.
The last time a police officer
was killed in the line of duty in
Christian County was in March
1987, when state conservation
officer Bob Banker was .fatally
shot by a fisherman at a county
watershed lake.
Hayes, 27, joined city police in
December 1989, according to
department records. He and his
wife, Cricket, have one daughter.
Robinson, 30, was a dog warden for the county before becoming a city officer in April 1991.
He and his wife, Mary, have two
children.
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FROM PAGE 1
He also pledged to make
improvements in the highway
system throughout the stale and
emphasized that attention will be
given to those projects in western
Kentucky.
He said he would work for the
construction of Interstate 69,
which is the north-south superhighway that would eventually
connect Canada with Mexico and
would pass through Kentucky.
In addition, he pledged to build
several accesses off the Western
Kentucky, Pennyrile and Purchase parkways at 20-mile
intervals.
The absence of improvements
to parkways whose bonds have
been paid and tolls removed is
indicative of the General

Suspect...
FROM PAGE 1
voy around the hijacked bus as it
traveled from southwest Miami
north on State Road 826, a major
north-south highway, and then
east toward downtown on State
Road 836, a major east-west
highway.
News helicopters followed and
the chase was broadcast live on
national television.
During the hijacking, the bus
driver kept in radio contact with
authorities and passed along the
hijacker's demands, said Randy
Egues, a Metro-Dade police
spokesman.

Assembly's neglect of the region,
Forgy said Wednesday in a news
conference in Hopkinsville.
"A typical example for any
western Kentuckian that wants
one as to the fact that they never
even think about this area," Forgy said.
He estimated that interchanges
could be built for $600,000
apiece and implied the state's
Road Fund had enough money to
pay for them.
The last interchange was on
the West Kentucky Parkway in
Muhlenberg County, finished in
1985 at a cost of $3.7 million.
In his news conference, Forgy
also 'mentioned the Mountain
Parkway in eastern Kentucky —
not as a road for additional
access but as a further example of
legislative neglect.

The hijacker took the bus
across the MacArthur Causeway
linking Miami and Miami Beach
and led police through the streets
of the South Beach tourist area.
The bus finally stopped outside
the landmark restaurant, where
the hijacker had said he wanted
to eat lunch, Egues said.
Dozens of police cars, their red
and blue lights flashing, surrounded the yellow bus and
police crouched behind them,
aiming weapons at the bus.
"As the bus stopped originally,
we attempted to make contact,
negotiate with him," said Brickman, the Metro-Dade police

•GOP...
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FROM PAGE 1
Wednesday's two-hour meeting
that there could be "no linkage"
between the debt-limit extension
and issues swirling around congressional action to balance the
budget in seven years.
But, McCurry said, "they are
pretty frozen in."
—They understand where the
president is on that and that
there's not much room for movement," the spokesman said.
Wednesday's White House session among Clinton, top administration officials and congressional leaders of both parties covered the budget, the
soon-to-expire debt limit and
Bosnia. It yielded no accords,
other than an agreement to meet
again.
Participants said Clinton reiterated his determination to veto the
GOP package. It is aimed at
balancing the budget by 2002, but
Clinton believes it cuts Medicare
and other domestic programs too
- deeply and delivers too large a
tax cut. House-Senate bargainers
are working on a final version of
the legislation, which they hope
to send Clinton later this month.
White House spokesman
McCurry said afterward that disagreements over spending and tax
cuts "are likely to remain undecided for a long time." Republicans did not dispute that, but said
their goal was to work out a deal
with the president.
"You know ultimately; sometime this fall, we want a signed
bill," House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., told reporters.
But that didn't mean getting
there would be easy. Clinton told

Republicans that "if they want to
accomplish some of the things
they feel are important to their
long-term agenda, they would
have to elect a Republican president," according to McCurry.
Gingrich spokesman Tony
Blankley later responded, saying,
"The president will only get
what he wants if he has a Democratic Congress."
The more immediate issue of
the government's borrowing
authority, which could run out
this month, seems likely to be
resolved more easily.
Gingrich and Senate Majority
Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., said
Republicans were considering
extending the government's borrowing authority into early
December. A lapse of that authority could prompt a first-ever federal default, which Democrats
and most economists say could
send interest rates higher and
trigger panic in financial markets.
"We agreed there's an immediate problem — the debt ceiling," Gingrich said. "We want
to be helpful on that. We're trying to work out a way to work
together."
Republicans earlier had considered an extension through Nov.
29. But they revised that Wednesday because the government has
a huge paymenkehie Dec. 1, when
it mails out Social Security
checks. The GOP plans to put a
long-term increase in federal borrowing authority into its budget
bill, raising the stakes of a Clinton veto.
Earlier Wednesday, Gingrich
used a more confrontational tone
describing GOP feelings about
the debt-limit showdown.
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Somewhat tongue in cheek,
Forgy said the rest stop at Slade
in Powell County should be
named for him.
The Junior Williamson Rest
Area actually is named for a Pike
County man who for years shined
shoes in the legislators' lounge at
the Capitol in Frankfort. His lobbying for a rest stop on the
Mountain Parkway became
legendary.
Forgy said the rest stop was
built only after he repeatedly criticized the legislature in his days
as a television commentator in
Lexington.
The Junior Williamson Rest
Area "should be the Larry Forgy
Memorial Toilet. It's the only
toilet from Prestonsburg all the
way down to Campton," Forgy
said.

spokesman. "We're not sure of
all the demands he might have
been making."
But then the bus started moving again slowly and stopped,
Brickman said. That's when the
confrontation occurred.
Police then boarded the bus
and pulled the suspect off. They
dragged away a man in a white
shirt and dark pants.
The hijacker commandeered
the bus to draw attention to a tax
dispute with the Internal Revenue
Service, authorities said. The
agency declined comment about
the dispute.

••••,19sit emieelem'Oerrlegiell.

NEW YORK (AP) — Two
weeks after the fall of Saigon and
Phnom Penh on May 15, 1975,
Marines were dispatched to
rescue the crew of an American
cargo ship seized by Cambodian
rebels in the Gulf of Thailand.
But their assault helicopters
ran into a sudden storm of hostile
fire as they approached tiny Koh
Tang island, and in the ensuing
debacle, 38 Americans were
killed— the last U.S. casualties
in a war not quite over.
Now, more than 20 years later,
a Navy salvage ship and a team
of search experts have returned to
Koh Tang, hoping to recover the
remains of 18 Americans left
behind in the bloody battle.
The operation, which began
this week and is expected to last
a month, is part of the Joint Task
Force-Full Accounting program
set up by the Bush administration
in 1992 to find the remains of
more than 2,200 pilots and other
military personnel missing and
presumed dead.
At Koh Tang, the missing
include 10 Marines, two Navy
medical corpsmen and an Air
Force pilot killed when his helicopter was shot down just offshore, and five others on the
island itself.
Lt. Col. Roger King, a spokesman at the program's headquar-
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Search
remair
nsh team scientists say the
best finds are teeth, which can
readily be matched with dental
charts. Vietnam was the first U.S.
war in which dental records exist
for virtually all military
members.
Chances of finding the five
bodies believed to be on land are
slim, King said, because "we
don't have a clue to where they
are." But he said the weather
was now ideal and would allow
for the best search effort.
The American freighter Mayaguez was seized by communist
Khmer Rouge guerrillas on May
12, 1975, after it mistakenly sailed into Cambodian waters. Its
crew of 39 was taken hostage as
purported spies, and President
Ford ordered a rescue by 230
Marines.

,

FROM PAGE 1
said. "Donna Herndon (coordinator of the Calloway County Family Resource Center) has done
such a good job keeping the center in front of the people and this
is the first year Murray has had
one. Although the centers' administrative costs are covered, the
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ters in Hawaii, said that over the
weekend, the salvage vessel USS
Brunswick reached Koh Tang
carrying large metal coffers specially designed to siphon off tons
of sand that cover the helicopter
wreckage.
A tea* of 20 military specialists and' civilian anthropologists
set up camp on the island, where
they will use archaeological
search methods to look for

•Rotary...
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Worried parents raced to the
scene in Miami Beach, along
with schools Superintendent
Octavio Visiedo, who said 11
children were on board.
He praised the bus driver and
the aide for remaining calm.
"She never panicked," he said of
the driver.
"We're trying to get the
parents," Visiedo said. "Some of
the parents are already here, and
we're dealing with them -right
now."
One parent, Vivian Ellis,
waited for her child at the school.
"They're OK. I'm happy," Ellis
said, weeping.

Team seeking remains
of 18 servicemen

•

1

"There's been many a dignified woman that has not been
able to excuse herself along that
parkway down there and have
complained bitterly about it,"
Forgy said.
"That's the kind of thing they
have forgotten about (in the General Assembly). They never got
around to getting far enough
down into the people's lives to
understand that there needed to
be a rest stop on the Mountain
Parkway."
Wednesday's visit marked Forgy's first official public appearance in Calloway County. The
last time he was in western Kentucky was Oct. 20 when he made
stops in Benton, Mayfield and
Paducah.
Information also provided by
the Associated Press.

Sponsored by:

Shell
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money from us will go directly
where it is needed."
Sparks said the liotary Club
will donate 80 percent of the proceeds to the two centers.
The telethon will air over local
city and county cable channels
Nov. 13-16 from 7 to 10 p.m.
The programming for each evening is as follows:
*Nov. 13 — Murray Independent Schools.
.Nov. 14 — Calloway County
Schools.
•Nov. 15 — Murray State
University.
•Nov. 16 — Community focus.
"People who come to the Rotary Club meetings leave with a
good feeling," Sparks said.
"There is a fellowship in the
group that is hard to find
elsewhere."
For more information about the
telethon, contact Sparks, Jeannie
Flemming, Scott Seiber, Bill
Wells, Dan Farris or Johnny
Bohannon.
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Folk art hoto a hs on displayat caller
"Generations of Kentucky - An
Exhibition of Folk Art with Photographs by Guy mendes" will be on
display Nov. 3 through Dec. 15 at
the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery at
Murray State University. Garland
and Minnie Adkins, featured artists
in the exhibition, will visit the
gallery on Nov. 14.
Approximately 90 pieces of art
are included in the exhibition accompanied by Mendes photographs
of each of the families of the artists.
Albert Sperath, director of the uni-

versity art galleries, noted that Nov.
14 is a full day of scheduled events.
The morning begins with the Adkinses visiting with woodworking
clacses taught by Paul Sasso,assnr late professor of an at MSU.
From 2:30 to 4 p.m.,the Adkinses
will demonstrate their carving technique and share their story with area
residents in the community room of
the Calloway County Public Library. Later that Evening, a reception will be held in their honor in the
Eagle Gallery from 6:30 to 8.

Students, faculty, staff and community members are invited to
attend both the demonstration at the
library and the gallery reception.
Over the years, the Adkinses
have established themselves as successful artists, having received national recognition in 1989 in "0,
Appalachia," a traveling exhibit of
self-taught artists from the region.
Their story is one in which their
many talents paid off.
After marrying in 1952,the Adkinses ran a farm in Elliott County,
but soon discovered a urge for
something different in their lives. In
the early 1960's, they relocated to
the north in search of employment.
Aside from rearing a son, Gar-

land worked in Construction and
Minnie carved twig roosters. She
sold her woodcarvings at flea markets while the family lived in Ohio.In
1973, they returned to Elliott
County where Garland worked in
coal mining until it became unprofitable.
Eventually, Minnie met Adrian
Swain who ran a Morehead Art
Gallery where woodcarvings were
sold. Minnie asked Swain if he
would accept her pieces. He agreed
to and later Garland joined Minnie
in woodcarving. They began making larger woodcarvings and since
that time have refined the stylized
faxes, horses, bears and possums
that have become the Adkinses'

signature pieces.
Referring to the featured photographs of the artists, Sperath said,
"Guy Mendes photographed them
in their houses and in their shops. As
well as putting a face with the
artwork, you're able to put an
environment with it. I'm hoping it
will be a popular exhibition," he
said.
Other exhibiting folk artists include Lillian Barker, Linvel Barker,
Minnie Black, Ruth Mitchell, Calvin Cooper, Jessie Cooper, Ronald
Cooper, Ruthie Cooper, Tim
Cooper, Charley Kinney, Hazel
Kinney, Noah Kinney, Junior
Lewis, Leroy Lewis, Tim Lewis,
Lonnie Money, Twyla Money,Earnest Patton, Donny Tolson and
Edgar Tolson.

"In the strictest s,:nse of the word
folk an,in academic circles, is an art
form that's passed down familially
from generation to generation. In a
broader sense of the word,folk artist
can mean someone who is not
academically trained," Sperath said.
He pointed out that there are many
other definitions of the phrase as
well.
The exhibition is organized by
the Kentucky Art and Craft Gallery
and is underwritten by the Texas
Gas Transmission Corp., the Kentucky Humanities Council, Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corp., the
Funf for the Arts and the Kentucky
Arts Council, a state agency of the
Education, Arts and Humanities
Cabinet.

Theatre department presents comedy
Murray State University, Department of Speech Communication
and Theatre, will present the hilarious comedy "Lend Me A Tenor" on
Nov. 3-4 and 10-12 at 8 p.m. at the
Robert E. Johnson Theatre.

Ann Stapp,Terry Burke and Margaret Crawford wort on cards fci the Murray
Art Guild's "Christmas Gallery", to be held Nov.3 and 4 tram 10 am.to 5 p.m.

The play begins on the eve of the
gala season-opening benefit for the
Cleveland Grand Opera Company
in 1934. World-famous tenor Tito
Merelli (played by John Fritts) is
scheduled to sing the title role in the
opera Otello. Mr. Saunders (played
by IL,-Kevin Gose), the General
Manager of the opera company,
hopes Merelli is late arriving -- and
when he finally sweeps in at the last
moment with his wife, Maria
(played by Courtney Paulin), he is
too sick to rehearse with the
company.
Through a humorous series of
mishaps,Tito is given a double dose
of tranquilizers. That, mixed with
the booze he has consumed, causes
him to pass out. His pulse is so low
that Saunders and his faithful assistant Max (played by Shane K.

Will You Be Able
To Retire?

Morton) believe that he is dead.
What to do? What to do?
Max is an aspiring opera singer
and Saunders persuades him to get
into costume and impersonate
Merelli. Max is reluctant to pretend
to be the opera star, but, when he
puts on the wig, costume, and
make-up, they both realize max is a
dead ringer for Tito. Max gains
reassurance when he fools Maggie
(played by Amy Boyd) -- his girlfriend, Julia Leverett (played by
Jody Thompson) the Chairman of
the Opera Guild and an annoying
but persistent bellhop (played by
Brain Walker) into thinking that he
is the opera superstar. Add to the
list, Diana (played by Andrea
Askew),a sly soprano with only one
thing on her mind and she thinks
Tito is the right man for the job.
What happens next? Will Max be
found out?

\*• I
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Will your present savings be enough?
How much do you need to save monthly?
What rate of return do you need?
At what age can you retire?
What type of investments will you need to reach your goal?
Can you count on Social Security?

It's classic farce at it's best in this
delightful comedy about mistaken
identity, romance, and opera. Murray State University Theatre presents"Lend Me A Tenor" written by
Ken Ludwig. Directed by James I.
Schewpp. Show dates are Nox 3-4
and 10-12 at 8 a.m. at the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre for ticket information call 763-4421

MCMA Announces Season
Murray Civic Music Association, a volunteer organization
dedicated to bringing performances of the highest quality at the
lowest cost to the region, announces the upcoming 1995-96 season.
December 5 - Chicago a cappella
February 25 - Daniel Heifetz, violinist & chamber
ensemble
April 23 - Urban Bush Women
Al performances are at Lovett Auditorium on the Murray
State University Campus. Admission is free to MSU students.
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When the romance ends

FROM OUR READERS
Reader responds to comment
Dear Editor:
I would like to respond to a comment that Dr. Dan Miller made in an
article of the Murray Ledger &. Times dated Oct. 27. He said after calling
both school systems, the Calloway County Resource Center, the
W.A.T.C.H. Center and the Playhouse in the Park, he found that WalMart did "close to nothing" as far as community involvement
lcannot speak for the other organizations mentioned,but!can say that
Wal-Man has been supportive of W.A.T.C.H. each and every time that I
have asked for assistance.
Paul Sharp, manager at Wal-Mart, has been most kind in donating
shopping sprees, certificate frames for our employer of the month
recognition, allowing us to have bake sales and supporting our "Drugs
Are Wrong" campaign.
Dr. Miller may think these acts of kindness are "next to nothing," but
to those of us at W.A.T.C.H., they mean everything to us and are most
appreciated.
Our area is fortunate to have Wal-Mart and the support it provides to
our many agencies. In addition, however, Wal-Mart is fortunate to have
the Murray community so each may continue to grow.
Peggy Williams
Executive Director
W.A.T.C.H. Inc.

Writer supports Coursey
Dear Editor:
If you wanted your car repaired, would you trust a mechanic who
simply walked up to your house and told you he could do the job? Even
though he had never fixed a car before and had only visited repair shops
in other areas, he still tells you he's the best. Would you trust him?
Suppose there was a nearby repair shop where a mechanic was
employed who had 10 years of experience repairing cars. Suppose this
gentleman had an excellent record of service to your community and
could be had at the same price as the first mechanic. Who would be
repairing your car?
I use this analogy to make my point. Itjust makes good sense to choose
someone for a job who can best do that job and has proven this fact to
you. You want it for your car and you should want it for your county
clerk's office. Ray Coursey is the best for the job.
Ray Courscy earned a B.S. degree in finance at Murray State. He
knows how to run the clerk's office and is doing so according to the laws
of Kentucky. Anyone who tells you differently either doesn't know what
_he's talking about or doesn't know Ray Coursey. Ray Coursey knows that
a job worth doing is worth doing right. He wouldn't have the respect and
faith of the people of this county if he didn't deserve it.
Tina LaDon Wright

•

Patton means progress for county
Dear Editor:
What has Paul Patton done for Calloway County?
In his term as Lt. Governor, Paul Patton also served as Secretary of
Economic Development. While serving as Secretary of Economic
Development, he created a jobs program for Kentucky that has made and
continues to make impressive gains in almost every county of this great
Commonwealth.
Calloway County received over $390,000 in new investments and
jobs.
Paul Pauon means progress in Calloway County!
Vote Patton/Henry on Nov. 7th.
Freed Curd
1607 Sycamore St, Murray, KY. 42071

Patton's tax cut a plus
Dear Editor:
Lt. Gov. Paul Patton is the only candidate for governor with a specific
plan to cut taxes. He will cut the property tax on cars and trucks by
reducing the tax assessment from the unfair N.A.D.A."Blue Book" retail
value to-the common sense trade-in value, which is what your car is
actually worth to you.
No more paying propertj, taxes on an automobile based upon a value
v.rhiL h is hundreds oreven thousands more than what you paid for it! Paul
Patton will also cut personal income taxes by raising the standard
deduction, for thc'first time in almost 20 years, from $650 to $1,700.
That means more money in your pocket come April 15!
Paul Patton will eliminate the medical provider tax on doctors so that
good doctors will stay in our communities and give us better health care.
Finally, Paul Patton has pledged to stop "blanket" property assessments
by the Department of Revenue!
If you want meaningful tax cuts-and reform that will make a difference
for Kentucky's hard-working families, vote Paul Patton for Governor on
Tuesday, Nov. 7.
Dortha Lyons
1401 Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY. 42071

Reader supports Johnson

—

Dear Editor:
The special election for Kentucky's next Supreme Court Justice from
the First Supreme Court District gives voters the Opportunity to send to
our highest court a judge who will carry with him Western Kentucky's
value.
That's why we enthusiastically recommend Kentucky Court of
Appeals Judge Rick Johnson as Kentucky's next Supreme Court Justice.
I have served at various times as Judge Johnson's staff attorney since his
election to the Court of Appeals in 1991. We believe we are uniquely
qualified to endorse his candiacy. We know his judicial record the best.
Judge Johnson is the only canidate for the Kentucky Supreme Court
who is a sitting appellate court judge. He already represents the 24county district. This experience prepares him to assume the role of
Supreme Court Justice. Judge Johnson will revitalize the Supreme
Court, not retire on it.
Judge Johnson's judicial philosophy is simple and steeped in the
values and common sense of Western Kentucky where he was reared. He
does not -believe in legislating from the bench.
Additionally, Judge Johnson's judicial temperament qualifies him for
the Kentucky Supreme Court. His impartiality,fairness,and high ethical
standards are trademarks of every opinion which bears his name. He
decides cases without regard to politics or personalities. His concern that
the right decision be rendered in each case requires long hours of work
and meticulous detail to be paid to every opinion.
I ask for your vote for Kentucky Court of Appeals Judge Rick Johnson
for Kentucky Supreme Court Justice on Tuesday, Nov. 7.
Jody Lassiter
Dexter, KY 42071

ob.

There can come a sad time in
some marriages when both sides
finally know that the magic has
faded away.
That's the way it was with Richard, a Chicago lawyer. He had an
attractive, intelligent wife, two
lovely children, and a spacious
home in a Chicago suburb.
But he was in his 40s, often a
difficult age for a man. His oncehappy home life seemed a bit dull.
His wife, the same age, was still
slender and attractive, but she
seemed to spend a lot of time in her
role as mother to their children and
on other domestic duties.
Their relationship just wasn't the
same as when they were in their 20s,
laughing, carefree, and he was beginning his law career.
No, things had changed over the
years. The real excitement in his life
came when he went downtown to
defend his felonious clients and to
pal with the colorful characters in
the Criminal Courts Building.
And he became certain that the
romance had gone out of his marriage when he found himself regularly sneaking into bed with a cute
young thing in her 20s.
His wife learned of his hankypanky,so he left his home, moved in
with his young girlfriend and filed
for divorce.
His wife didn't take it to well.
Women can be that way,especially
when they've spent years raising the
kids and working pan-time during
those lean early years of a marriage.
So the wife did what many wives
do when they, believe they have
been treated shabbily. She made the
divorce difficult by getting a lawyer

difficult to hire good help these
days.
So Richard stood trial, his hit man
told all, and after Richard wept and
blubbered that it was all a mistake
and that he really adored his wife
and kids, the judge told him what a
slimy character he was and sentenced him to 42 years in prison.
And that's where Richard is toand asking for a hefty chunk of her
husband's wealth and generous
child support fot their two teen-age
daughters.
That wasn't easy, because Richard had his money well stashed.
And it appeared, from financial
records his wife found, that he
might not have been perfectly honest with the Internal Revenue
Service.
Naturally, her stubbomnsess
irked Richard. And it troubled him
that if she got really mad and blew
the whistle to the feds, he could
wind up in serious tax trouble.
There was the potential inconvenience of having to give his wife
much or most of his loot and paybig
child support, while trying
iutiiyve
his new young sweetie the,
le
she deserved.
That's when he decided that divorce wasn't the solution to his
problems. Murder was.
Of course, he wouldn't do it
himself. Being a lawyer, he had
professional standards to maintain.
Instead, he would hire one of the
many criminal cutthroats who were
his clients.
The $10,000 assignment went to
a hulking thug who had been a
member of a murderous motorcycle
gang.

The hired hit man stalked the wife
for a while, intending to shoot her
dead when he got the chance. But
she never presented a suitable
target.
So he decided instead to blow her
up.
You may have read about it a
couple of years ago. The wife,
Margaret Kagen, left a commuter
train, got into her car, turned her
key, and the car exploded and was
engulfed in flames.
Close, but no cigar. The bomb
hadn't been placed properly, and
Mrs. Kagan managed to scramble
out of the buring, melting car with
only minor injurues.
When Richard Kagan got word in
his law office that his wife was still
alive,and yelling to the cops that he
did it, the poor fellow had to pop a
nitro pill for his heart.
In such cases, the estranged husband is always the logical suspect,
as unfair as that might seem to
Californians who serve on juries.
And it was only a matter of time
before the cops tracked down the hit
man and persuaded him to squeal on
Richard in exchange for a lesser
prison sentence.
Another example of the recurring
north suburban complaint that it is

day. But the story hasn't ended yet.
As goofy as it sounds, Richard and
Margaret are still married.
After he was sentenced last year,
Richard dropped his divorce suit.
He would have sounded strange
explaining to a judge why he wanted
to be rid of Margaret.
But after the explosion, Margaret
filed for divorce. You can't blame
her. It is one thing to be dumped,It's
something else to be blown up.
You might think that this would
be an open and shut divorce.
"It's this way, your honor. He
hired a guy to kill me.So the hit man
is doing 10 years and my husband is
doing 42 years. So I don't think it's
likely that we'll patch things up."
What's there to talk about?
Apparently a lot. Richard, from
his cell, is putting up a legal battle
with writs and motions and all sorts
of things he learned in law school.
It's more fun than working in the
prison laundry.
The case has bounced from one
judge to another, and could wind up
in front of a fourth.
So Margaret still isn't rid of the
husband who tried to blow her to
bits.
And lawyers actually complain
that they are misunderstood?

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Oct. 29 — The Augusta (Ga.) Chronick on Mike McCurry:
It is one thing to accuse your political opponents of being wrong
or ideologically blind in promoting policies which you believe will
hurt people. That's legitimate political discourse.
But ever since voters gave control of Congress to Republicans to
balance the budget and shrink government, liberal Democrats'
attacks have taken on a harder edge.
Faced with reforms of their favorite Big Government programs,
they accuse their foes' policies of being mean-spirited and cruel.
Words like "fascists" and "Nazis" are hurled about carelessly.
The other day, though, White House press chief Mike McCurry
went over the edge. Not content with the lie that Congress "would
like to see the (Medicare) program die and go away," he added,
"that is also what they (Republicans) would want to see happen to
seniors, too. ..."
Suggesting that Republicans want to hasten their parents and
grandparents to early graves impugns motives and personalizes policy differences. This goes way beyond acceptable political discourse. No one has a monopoly on compassion, especially defen-

ders of the destructive status quo.
The GOP leadership was outraged and properly demanded
McCurry's resignation. How can Republicans negotiate with a president when his top spokesman says they want to kill people? The
lame apology wrung out of McCurry was too little, too late. He
must go.
Oct. 28 — The Cincinnati Enquirer on the U.S.-U.N.:
Richard Clarke, special assistance to President Clinton for
National Security Affairs, ... urged immediate payment of more
than $I billion in back dues owed to the U.N. by the United States.
He made a good case that the U.N. is a bargain, replacing U.S.
troops with peacekeepers in hot spots from Iraq to El Salvador.
But the U.S. share of U.N. funding is out of whack. Although
membership has swelled since 1945 from 50 to more than 180
nations, American taxpayers are still expected to provide 35 percent of costly peacekeeping missions. And Clinton's goal to reduce
our share of the U.N. budget to 25 percent still seems too high
MWe have only 20 percent of the veto power as a permanent
member of the Security Council. We also play host.

Fissure in the family
The faxes, letters, challenges to
debate and charges of political and
moral heresy are flying among
factions of what some believed was
a unified coalition of conservatives
determined to re-establish a nation
in which virtue would be more than
a book._
- On one side are Focus on the
Family President James Dobson and
Free Congress Foundation President Paul Weyrich.On the other are
former Education Secretary William BenneU and Christian Coalition President Ralph Reed. The split
appears tei be over the possible
presidential candidacy of Colin
Powell and the stand and tactics of
Powell and Bennett over the incendiary issue of abortion.
But the fissure goes much deeper.
As Weyrich put it in a letter to
Bennett, the real debate is about the
establishment, made up of members
of both parties, which is responsible
for co-creating the welfare state and
big government, and the antiestablishment, which wants to tear it
down and build something different.
The essence of Bennett's abortion
argument is that the GOP platform
plank that favors a constitutional
amendment outlawing abortion
cannot be achieved (and that it
allows insincere candidates to
mouth the pro-life position and,
when elected, do nothing about it).
Bennett thinks it would be better to
jettison the plank and work to limit
the number of abortions through
education and social pressure.
Bennett makes two points that
deserve a response.
First, he asks whether pro-lifers
would criminalize abortion and

what penalty they would impose on
the doctor who performs them and
the women who have them. Second,
he asks how uncompromising prolifers could support declared Republican pro-choicers like Sen. Paul
Coverdell of Georgia and Kay
Bailey Hutchison of Texas?
The answer to the first question is
that it begins with the wrong premise. Like the O.J. Simpson trial,
which focused more on the defendant than on the victims, the baby is
the first victim. Awareness of what
happens in an abortion must be
increased so that criminal laws will
be supported. Still, laws preceded
changes of heart in race relations
and the law can serve as a powerful
persuader to do what is right if the

public has a heart for such things.
To the second question, the
choices in the last Georgia and
Texas Senate races were between
no-exception, pro-abortion candidates, and those favoring restraints
on abortion in some cases. Pro-lifers
who voted for Coverdell and
Hutchison did not abandon their
principles. They took what they
were offered and hoped the two
would "grow." Which, in fact, they
have. According to National Right
to Life,Coverdell's floor votes have
been 100 percent pro-life since
taking office two years ago. While
Hutchison's initial voting was only
60 percent pro-life, she has moved
to a 71 percent record overall.
Why do some pro-lifers went to
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abandon ship so close to shore?
Norma McCorvey (aka Jane Roe)
recently changed her absolute proabortion position to a mostly prolife one. And the feminist writer
Naomi Wolf has written that since
having a baby she is far more
sympathetic to the argument that
"abortion stops a beating heart."
Pro-lifers should build on this new
foundation, not gut it.
Weyrich makes a more substantive point in his Oct. 23 letter to
Bennett: "(The New Right) has to
realize that even if its positions on
abortion and school prayer were
adopted as national policy tomorrow, it would be no cure. The
disease is the acceptance by the
culture of immediate gratification.
Abortion, drug abuse, alcoholism,
street and white collar crime and
casual sex are all simply symptoms." In other words, such things
are not the cause of a decadent
society; they are a reflection of it.
In 1952, Democratic presidential
candidate Adlai Stevenson compared government to a pump. He
said government pumps up what is
below. If the water is bad, it is not
improved by replacing the pump.
You find a purer source.
Ultimately, culture won't be
changed from the top down, but
from the bottom up. When the
ancient Israelis followed God,their
leadership reflected a virtuous people. When they rebelled against
God, their leadership reflected their
hard hearts. The pattern has not
changed. To get moral leadership,
significant numbers must choose to
be moral. We pump up to Washington what is found in the culture.
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Dale named at college

JO'S DATEBOOK

JACKSON, Miss. — Michael
William Dale of Murray, Ky., has
recently been named to the Millsaps Tower Council, at Millsaps
College.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
a
Need Line gives pantry needs

Workman girl
born on Oct. 3

Need Line has released items needed this week for its pantry to
prepare food baskets for clients. Items needed include powdered
milk, evaporated or canned milk, instant potatoes, peanut butter, and
tuna. These may be taken to the office on bottom floor of Weeks
Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Need Line is a United Way agency.

Almo-Dexter nominations wanted
Almo-Dexter Fire Protection District will be taking nominations
for one property owner as a board member on Tuesday, Nov. 7, at 7
p.m. at the Almo Fire Station. All residents of the area are urged to
attend. For information call 437-4349.

MMS Book Fair now in progress
Murray Middle School opened its Book Fair on Thursday. It will
continue today and Friday in the school auditorium. Proceeds from
the fair will go to the school library, according to officers of MMS
PTO, sponsor of the event.
.•••••.,

UNDSAY ATKINS, right, was presented with a special certificate at the
general meeting of the Murray Woman's Club on Sept. 28. Sue Allison,
left, president of the club, made the presentation to Atkins for winning
first place for her short story In the contest of the General Federation
of Women's Clubs. She had previously won In the contest by the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs.

East Fall Festival Saturday
East Calloway's Fall Festival will be Saturday, Nov. 4, from 4 to
8 p.m. Entries for the Chili Cook Off must be at the school by 4
p.m. Door prizes will be given away. The public is invited to attend.

Oaks Couples will play bridge
- Oaks Couples Bridge will be played at Oaks Country Club on
Saturday, Nov. 4, at 7:30 p.m. Those not already signed up and
wishing to play, may call Kathryn Outland at 753-3079 or John Fortin at 753-3719. All bridge players are welcome.

4-H Talk Meet on Monday
The 1995 4-H Talk Meet, a speech contest for individuals between
the ages of 9 and 19, will be Monday, Nov. 6, at 6:30 p.m. at Calloway County High School. Paricipants will meet in the foyer to be
assigned rooms for competition, according to Ginny Harper, 4-H
Agent.

Calvary Church plans homecomingg
Calvary Pentecostal Church of God, Highway 641 South, will
have its annual homecoming on Sunday, Nov. 5. Dr. Ronald Minor
of Joplin, Mo., will be the speaker at 11 a.m. service when special
singing will be featured. A potluck meal will be served at noon followed by a gospel singing at 2 p.m. There will be no evening service, according to the Rev. Darrell Young, pastor.

LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director
...And about that time, I
jumped up and allowed that we
ought to invite parents to bring
their kids by the library on Halloween for trick or treat.
"Sure" says I, comfortable in
my omniscience, "we may have
as many as 15 or 20 kids come
down to get a treat."
We had 57.
We handed out the 43 Halloween bags that we had made up.
We handed out all the sweet stuff
from the employees' snack jar.
And down towards the last, we
were doling out Deanna's basket
of peppermints four at a time. We
made it, but just barely.
It was the most fun I've had in
several weeks and we're glad to
have such a good turn out.

Billards' champion here Friday
Murray State University will sponsor Nick Varner, four time
world pocket billards' champion and two time U.S. Open Champion
on Friday, Nov. 3, at 7 p.m. at Curris Center Gameroom.

Elkins plays in band on Friday
The Red Wiggins Country Music Band will play Friday, Nov. 3,
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at American Legion, Mayfield. Members of the
band are Otis Elkins of Murray, along with Red Wiggins, Ronnie
Housman, Jerry Powell, Kenneth Norsworthy and Orvil Orr.

Art Guild event starts Friday
Murray Art Guild will have its fifth annual Christmas Gallery, a
show and sale of quality crafts and arts, on Friday and Saturday,
Nov. 3 and 4, between the hours of 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The guild is
located at 103 North Sixth St., Murray. The public is invited to this
special event.

Band members to canvass city
Members of the Murray City School Bands will have a city-wide
sale of cheese, sausage and chocolates on Thursday, Nov. 2, from 6
to 8 p.m. Orders taken now will be delivered after Nov. 16. All residents of the city are urged to place an order with a band member
when he or she knocks on your door. The band appreciates the support of the public throughout the year, a band spokesperson said.

FOP chapter picnic Saturday
The local Chapter of Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) will have its
picnic on Saturday, Nov. 4, from 2 to 5 p.m. at the back pavilion at
Murray-Calloway County Park.

One by One Single's plan trip Saturday
One by One Singles Ministry of First United Methodist Church
will meet Saturday, Nov. 4, at 10 a.m. at the church to go to eat at
Iron Kettle, Grand Rivers. Later the group will visit area businesses.
This is an ecumenical outreach of the church. For more information
call Dr. Russ Sisson at 753-3812.

Lutherans' bazaar on Saturday
The annual Craft Bazaar will be Saturday, Nov. 4, from 8 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th and Main Streets, Murray. The tea room featuring coffee, soups and desserts will also be
open.

Lauren Marie Wilson

First birthday
is celebrated
Lauren Marie Wilson celebrated her first birthday on Sunday, Sept. 10.
Her parents, Kevin and Rose
Wilson, and brother, Eric, welcomed family and friends for
Sunday brunch.
Attending were the following:
Paul and Charlotte Wilson,
grandparents; Guthrie Grogan,
great-grandfather; Michael, Paula, Kristi and Kala Morton, C.R.
and Weezie Outland, Paul and
Charlotte Grogan, Neutress
Smith, Tim and Breton Bailey,
Craig Robertson and Tamara,
Cullen and Aaron Moody, Gail
and Chelsea Weaver, Melanie
and Jaclin Patterson, Terri Dick,
and Danny, Carolyn and Steven
Dunn.

• • • •
Amy Tan (The Joy Luck Club,
The K-ftchen God's Wife) has a
new book out, The Hundred Secret Senses.
It's a love story with ghosts.
Set in San Francisco and a tiny,
remote village in Southern China,
it follows Olivia from age 6 to
adulthood and watches as she has
her American pragmatism
unsettled and then soothed by the
ghosts of her ancestors, handing
love down through the
generations.
Highly recommended.
• • • •
Your ancestors are not from
China? Well, how about the
south? Not the get up and go
south of the 80s and 90s, but the
south of the depression years.
And what's the south without
Yankees to observe it?
Enter the Bairds. They're fleeing Connecticut for a variety of
reasons and wind up in Pinehill.
The Bairds and good people of
Pinehill see each other as an exotic element coloring a boring life.
Walk along as Alice Adams
explores the many societies of the
old south in A Southern
Exposure.
Again, highly recommended.
• • • •
We've got a world more books
than I can mention today. Come
on down and see what's come in
new. You're sure to find something good. And look the book
sale over while you're here. You
never know what you'll find.

Mr. and Mrs. Ross Workman
of Kansas City, Mo., are the
parents of a daughter, Mary Kate
Workman, born on Tuesday; Oct.
3, 1995, at Shawnee Mission
Medical Center, Kansas City.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 13 ounces. The mother is
the former Gina K. Salmon.
Grandparents are Richard
Workman of Clarksville, Tenn.,
Mary Jane Workman of Cordova,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. John
Salmon of Paris, Tenn. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Workman of Murray, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Thompson of Ripley, Tenn., Mrs. Sue Salmon of
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Rozelle
Radford of Gleason, Tenn.

At many points along
the Amazon, the river is
too wide to see one
shore from the other.

753-0882

Ivit matrix Dixieland Center

•••••
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NURSING UNIFORMS!
We now carrry uniforms from every
SIZE to any COLOR with
DESIGNS to catch your eyes in name
brands by Crest and Barco!

Factory Discount
Shoes
Open Mon.-Sal. 04 (Friday" Id 8) Sundays 1-6
100 S. 5th St.
Murray, KY 753-9419

GOSPEL MEETING
November 5-7

HOSPITAL REPORT

Speaker: Lynwood Mathis

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Oct. 31, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Inez C. Hopkins, Dexter;

Local Minister Parker French

Time of Services
Sunday Bible Study — 9 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship — 10 a.m.
Sunday Evening Worship — 7:30 p.m.
Monday/Tuesday Worship — 7:00 p.m.

James Richard Tacker, Kirksey; Baby
girl Greene, Benton;
Mrs. Johnie M. Crass and Ms.
Lesley A. Emerson, Almo; ms. Carolyn
Dawson and baby girl, Cadiz; Mrs.
Peggy A. Moody, Stewart, Tenn.;
Terry Garner, James H. Etheridge,
Lester R. Burchyett, Mrs. Ebith Louise
Bray, and Mrs. Marilee Mauney and
baby girl, all of Murray.
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Friends & Family Day
Sunday Morning (Nov. 5th)

Hazel Church of Christ
Hazel, Kentucky

Helping Right Here in
Our Community.
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TODAY'SKIDS

25010 Storewide
1 DAY ONLY SALE!
Sat., November 4
10-4 pm

Christmas Open House

present coupon

Sat, Nov. 4, 6-8 p.m. & Sun., Nov. 5, 1-5 p.m.
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FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
Announces Its New Arrival!

209 W Washington St Paris, TN
invites You to Our

20% Off
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Come in for an + Early Christmas Treat

ProfesiorTatThli Sera& Salon

Get Shorty

Copycat
R 1:30 4:00 7:10 9:35

_
HIGGSAdMATTNEWS
•

IniEpDLIRIES

Theatres
Program Info. Call 753-3314
Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only!!!

Now and then
PG-13 1:30 3:35 7:15 9:25

Goshen UMW will sponsor bazaar
A Country Christmas Bazaar will be Saturday, Nov. 4, at 8 a.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. Sponsored by Goshen United
Methodist Church Women, the bazaar will feature baked goods,
Christmas items, country store and crafts.

The Tower Council is a student
public relations organization.
Council members are selected to
serve as College representatives
and tour guides and participate in
off-campus programs.
Dale, a senior at Millsaps College, is the son of John W. Dale
III and Marsha Hendon Dale of
1606 Wiswell Rd., Murray.
Majoring in classical studies,
Dale is Community Service
chairman for Pi Kappa Alpha,
Honor Council, Resident Advisor, and Community Service
chair for Campus Ministry Team.
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Church plans event

eat

DR. to

A joint celebration for Warren (Hawk) Boughton on his 1110th birthday
and Kathie Fleming on her 53rd birthday was held Saturday, Sept. 16, at
the Brass Lantern, Aurora. Pictured, from left, are Helen and Hawk
Boughton, Don, David, Donald and Kathie Fleming, and Eurless and
Bob Boughton.

First Baptist Church, Mayfield,
will present its seventh annual
Living Christmas Tree Dec. 4 to
10 at 7:01 p.m. nightly. This
year's presentation will be
enhanced by an additional tier
and computerized lighting.
Requests for complimentary
tickets are now being taken at the
church office. Tickets must be
picked up the week of Nov. 27.
Groups may reserve tickets,
but group leaders should request
only the number of tickets their
group will actually use.
Tickets will be mailed upon
request if accompanied by a self-
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ALL dinner on Nov. 18
Willard Collins, presidentemeritus of Lipscomb University,
Nashville, Tenn., will be the featured speaker at a dinner on
Saturday, Nov. 18, at 6 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ,
Murray.
The event will be hosted by the
Associated Ladies for Lipscomb
of Calloway County. This will
include a meal and entertainment
by "Alliance," a singing group
from the school.
As part of this fall fund-raiser,
the ladies will also have seasonal
table centerpieces for sale appropriate for holiday decorating.
Collins, a well-known Christian educator, served as president
of David Lipscomb College from
1977-1986, and chancellor from
1986-1988.
He has written four books, has
been a member of the editorial
staff of the Gospel Advocate and
20th Century Christian Tublicabons, and was a weekly columnist with the Nashville Banner for
five years.
His career as a gospel preacher
began in 1934, and he has
traveled across the country and to

Seth Andrew Frederick

I Frederick boy
feted at party
Seth Andrew Frederick recently celebrated his first birthday on
Saturday, Sept. 16.
A party was given in his honor
with the theme being "Winnie the
Pooh." A supper of lasagna, salad
and garlic bread was served to 21
guests.
The party was given at *the Frederick home by his parents,
Deane and4Rhonda Frederick of
Elgin, Ill.
Party guests were Terry, and
Patricia Wilson and Deane and
Sue Frederick, his grandparents;
Nathan and Renae McCoy, Shonda Wilson, Bill and Terri Pelfresne, Carol DeBoer, John Schultz,
and Amy Troff, aunts and uncles;
Clint McCoy, Natalie and Travis
Wilson, Adam Carter, Kara Pelfresne and Ryan DeBoer, cousins.

East Calloway's

addressed, stamped envelope.
(1-15 tickets will require 32
cents; 16-35 tickets will require
55 cents in postage.) First and
second choice seating dates
should accompany all requests.
Mail requests to: Living
ChriAtmas Tree, First Baptist
Clujkh, 118 W. South St., Mayfield, KY 42066. If your group
will be arriving by bus, please let
the church know so parking can
be reserved for your group.
Seating will begin at 6:14 p.m.
and persons are requested to not
plan to arrive earlier. Seating for
ticket holders will be honored
until 6:46 p.m. At that time, nonticket holders will be seated as
pace permits. Child cre will be
available for children from birth
through the age of three.

FALL FESTIVAL
co Saturday, November 4
4-8 p.m.
&NG,
GAMES

arlAfks

REGISTER FOR DOOR PRIZES
*Food *Coupons *Gasoline
Calloway Basketball Tickets
•Tarining Visits and Much More!
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Chili Cook Off

Chili Entries Must Be At The School By 4 p.m.
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SUPPORT OUR CITY GOVERNMENT

The friends and supporters of
Ray Coursey
want you to know...

The Facts...
Jon Ernstberger
Willard Collins
points around the world to preach
at special events.
The members of the group,
"Alliance," are ambassadors for
the university and play a part in
recruiting students to Lipscomb.
Everyone in the community is
invited to the dinner. Prices for
tickets will be $10 for adults and
$5 for students. Reservations
need to be made by Nov. 15 by
calling Wendy Parker at
753-2400, Janie Parker at
753-9354, or Marsha Dale at
753-4874.

HOPKINSVILLE — Hank
Williart4 Jr'* Iptendaii "llama
Band" will appear at dance party
on Friday, Nov. 17, at West Kentucky Fairgrounds Convention
Center, sponsored by JTM Promotions, Inc.
Advanced tickets will be $7
single and $12 couple. At the*
door the tickets will be $10
single and $15 couple. Persons
attending must be 21 years of age
and IDs will be checked. Doors
will open at 8 p.m. with' showtime at 9 p.m:
For
tickets
call
1-502-886-4774.

Ernstberger
nominated
Jon Ernstberger has been nominated to appear in the 29th edition of Who's Who Among
American High School Students
for the 1994-95 school year.
Ernstberger, presently a junior
.at Calloway County High School,
is active in Marching and Concert
Bands. He is an honor roll student and a member of Beta, Pep,
and Co-ed Y Clubs.
A member of Green Plain
Church of Christ. Ernstberger is
the son of Mr. and _Mrs. Mike
Ernstberger.
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you can get them anywham, but we can glue
you thatfinishing touch.
Manicures
$13
Pedicures
$20
Acrylic Nails
$30
Fill-Ins
$21
Hrs. Al -Sat. 8 a.m.-5p.m.
After Hours By Appetrument Only

The Finishing
Touch

about your County Clerk's Office
are as follows:

1. All receipts are balanced daily. This is not some new idea; it's the law.
2. There has been change brought to the County Clerk's Office. It happened six
months ago when Ray Coursey was sworn in.
3. From the dozens of phone calls, cards and letters received(flowers and balloons
also), it is very apparent that a great number of people have trust and faith in
the Calloway County Clerk's Office. Honor and dignity are earned by hard work
and a reputation of honesty,integrity, and public service. On Election Day,this
will be demonstrated for all to see.
4. Ray Coursey was the first to call for a state audit each year. In fact,he has talked
to State Auditor Ben Chandler and told him personally that the Calloway
County Clerk's Office is ready for audit anytime. No county clerk should be
allowed to do his own audit.
5. Ray Coursey was the first to call for a triple receipt method of accounting for
funds. (In fact, Ray Courry designed the new receipt book)
6. Ray Coursey was thefirst to bring the idea ofnew bookkeeping software into the
accounting process. In fact, he is already working on it.
7. Ray Coursey has a record of achievement that is second to none!

Ray Courey must be doing a really Great Job
because his ideas spread quickly!
Make The Right Choice...

Nail Salon

Tiffany Elaine
Bennett born
here Oct. 16
Mr. and Mrs. Michael L. Bennett of 1950 Briarpatch Lake Rd.,
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, Tiffany Elaine Bennett,
born on Monday, Oct. 16, 1995,
at 6:26 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 12 ounces and measured
l9'A inches. The mother is the
former Edith Moreland. Two sisters are Samantha Bennett and
Emily Bennett.

Owner
-,Sherry JamesSoulbside Ilbeneping Center
767-0525

Ray Coursey
Calloway County Clerk
Pa3d For By Ray Courley, 1302 Vine St., Murray, KY 42071

***************************************

SMUTS
of Murray
Just Arrived — New Groups of

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURA1VCE

Sportswear Coordinates
By Peter Popovitch, alfred dunner,
Lizsport and I•V•Y

*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care

Women's

Sportswear & Dresses
1/41.1/2 off

Handbags
1/4 Off

Wondermaid

Slips, Half Slips and Camisoles

1/3 Off

Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach: Agent, Bob Corneltoon

7534703
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310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

1

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9:30-5:30, Fri. 9:341:30, Sat. 9:30-5:00, Sun.
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ANIMAL SHELTER photo

Pictured Is Robin Johnson with two special dogs, "Ella Mae" and "Ski,"
at the Animal Shelter.

Animals need homes
By MARILYN J. ARCOU
Shelter Director
Robin Johnson, our TuesdayThursday volunteer, holds two
very special ladies, "Ella Mae," a
Golden Lab mix, and "Ski," a
three-months old Rat Terrier mix.
The "girls" are wonderful
roommates, virtually inseparable.
We have found that placing a
very small dog in the same kennel with a large dog almost
always is a perfect match.
Both of these dogs were relinguished at the shelter. My staff
and I do not understand how any-

•

one could possiblly have given
them up for they are the most
friendly, trusting, happy and lovable little gals we presently have
living at the shelter.
If you think either "lady"
would make a loving addition to
your home, please come and visit
them at the Animal Shelter,
located on East Sycamore Street
off South Fourth Street. The
Shelter is an agency of United
Way.
We are open to the public at 1
p.m. every day except Sunday or
you may call us at 759-4141.

Oaks'ladies plan luncheon
407 N. 12th St.

753-1725
Mon.-Sat. 8-5
fertilize your lawn this tall!

Ladies of the Oaks Country
Club held their final golf session
of the 1995 season on Wednesday, Oct. 25, with Jan Ochoa as
hostess.
Winners were as follows:
Championship flight — Shirley
Wade, low gross, and Bronda
Parker, low net;
First flight — Joanne Honefan-

ger, low gross, and Dot Finch, lot
net.
The ladies will have their
Thanksgiving luncheon on Wednesday, Nov. 15.
For reservations call one of the
following hostesses: Ada Roberts,
753-2259, Shelba Barnett,
437-4161; or the Pro Shop at
753-6454.

Thursday, Nov. 2
Murray American Legion Post 73 at 7
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Pubic
Library. In1o/436-2453.
Accessible A.A. m••ting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living,
Dixieland Shopping Center.
Anxiety and Panic Group/6:30
p m /Muehleman Psychological Services. Info/753-0181.
Murray Band members citywide sale
of cheese, sausage and
choco4ates/6-8 p.m.
Restructuring Committee of SBDMC
of Calloway County High School/6:30
pm/Room 400.
East Calloway Elementary School
PTO/6 p.m./school.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional familii•s/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/Carolyn, 753-6026 or Nancy,
753-7405.
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting/7 p.m./board room, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3862.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospital Education Unit, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1389.
German Shepherd Dog Club of West
Kentucky/7:30 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m. at Main Street Youth
Center.
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly study/7
p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church R.C.I.A./7
p.m.
Knights of Columbus/7:30 p.m./KC
building.
First Presbyterian Church Cub
Scouts/6 p.m.
First Christian Church Disciples
Men's Fish Fry/6 p.m.; Singles StudySupport Group/7 p.m.
Murray Civitan Club/6 p.m./Eva's
Country Kitchen.
Murray TOPS 0469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin

Stockade.
MSU Concert Choir Concert/8

p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Free admission.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9

a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Singles Friendship of Paris,

Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
Friday, Nov. 3
Calloway County High School Lakers

SNAP
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM j

1-800-432-9346
CANEFOR fritatuisesounces
WITLIOCT

";•Pirs

Singles Organizational Society/6:45
p.m./Chamber of Commerce to go to
American Legion, Mayfield. Info/

Marlene, 753-2350 or Janice,
474-8774,

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

re
A UFA
UIDATIO
LI
This is your chance to Save
Up To

play football game at Owensboro/7:30
p.m.
Murray High School Tigers host football game with Russelville/7:30
p.m./Ty Holland Stadium, Murray.

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

753-0489

600 Main St.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

()OFF

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money

with ZERO% Interest
for One Full Year!**=,.:T.s,

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

753-2380

Limited Stock on Hand!Many One-of-a-Kind Items.
Merchandise varies per store! Best Values will go first!
Ladies
Fashion
Cocktail

Two
Carats*

'raft,
e'k4
2 or 3 Row
.t.e?t-14,4PIN: Anniversary
Band

Your Choice
One Carat*

$599
'

1.411( Heart
Charm
Bracelet
or "Taz" Charm

• •,,Ist.

Your Choice
Special Close-Out Price!

ZERO% Interest
for One Full Year!

FREE!

Christmas Layaway!

'SVC Stl•fl, Iu.r

*

JEWELERS

1"tal
1,4

Chestnut Hills • Murray

Opening November 3rd!

Friday, Nov. 3
Wsaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Hazel Cantor/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Muiyay Art Guild open/10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Benefit dance for Marshall County
Need Line at Hardin Community
Building/7:30-10:30 p.m.
Fall Indoor Junior USTA Tennis
Classic/Kenlake State Resort Park.
Info/474-2211.
Health Express of MCCH/Water
Valley/9-11 a.m.; Pilot Oak/12:30-2:30
p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
AA °pinto newcomers/8
p.m./American Legion Building.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314,
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora.
Main Street Youth Canter/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/

753-TEEN.
United Methodist and Episcopal
Campus Fellowship/9-11 p.m. at 1315
Payne St., Murray.
"Lend Me A Tenor/8 p.m./Johnson
Theatre, Murray State. Info/762-6797.
Luncheon byMeal Management
Class/Murray State. Info/762-3384.
AOHA Horse Show/7 p.m/West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
dance/8 p.m.
Eagle Gallery/Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Wrathor West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Wheels for Life
event will be
here Saturday
Debbie Bell is calling on all
Murray and Calloway County
residents to join the St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital
Wheels for Life event slated for
Saturday, Nov. 4, from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Calloway County High
School track facility.
Volunteer workers and participants are needed for this event
to raise funds for the worldfamous research center in its
battle against childhood cancer
and other catastrophic childhood
diseases.
In the Wheels for Life event,
participants ask sponsors to make
a donation based on each mile
completed.
All participants turning in
money will receive a certificate.
Those who raise $35 or more will
receive a certificate and a special
St. Jude t-shirt. When $75 or
more is raised, the participant
receives a St. Jude sports bag in
addition to the certificate and tshirt.
.
Contact Bell at 753-9486 for
details on participating as a rider,
a volunteer helper, or on becoming a sponsor.
St. Jude Hospital was founded
by Danny Thomas and operates
primarily from public support.

Samantha Rose
Looper is born
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam Chad
Looper of 120 Nortti Ninth St.,
#143, Mayfield, are the parents of
a daughter, Samantha Rose Looper, born on Saturday. Oct. 21,
1995, at 12:19 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds and measured 21 inches.
The mother is the former Robyn
Blackford.
Grandparents are Joe and
Monette Blackford of Murray,
Larry and Sue Dumas of Dexter,
and William and Sandra Looper
of Mayfield. Great-grandparents
are Matthew and Allene Gibbons
of Dexter and Sammie and Linda
Tate of Mayfield.

RAISE YOUR EYE-Q

kitchen & home
Classic home accents: Pottery, porcelain, prints & paintings
Luxurious bed & bath linens - Soaps & toiletries
Gourmet kitchenware - Dining & entertaining accessories
Gourmet coffee & tea, imported foods, fresh cheeses

Average. Close set. Wide set.
Prominent lids. Hooded lids.
Oriental. Which eye type
describes you? Let me show
you how the right makeup
application techniques can
enhance your eyes. Call for
a free consultation.

Quality merchandise, reasonably priced
Visit our Tearoom for a sip of refreshment while you shop!
Espresso, cappucino, coffees & fresh brewed teas &
"Treats & Sweets"
Gourmet Gift Baskets - Bridal Registry
Convenient location, easy access, ample parking &
a friendly, helpful staff

Monday-Friday 10 am to 6 pm, Saturdays 10 am to 4 pm

The charming yellow cottage at:
408 S. 12th St. • Murray, Kentucky - 753-0545

To minimize a prominent lid ontou,
helms, the crease - rather than along a
adding emphasis to the upper lashline

M A RY_____KAY.
f TiACF

BE 411T ADO(f

Susan Cunningham
Independent Beauty Consultant
Sales Director

753-2207

21

Career Opportunity Available
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FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

Jim Fain

truiiition senice
since 1981'

HLoifme
Health
Annuities
Auto
Home
Business

As
Aives.

(502,
753-0632
641 South 4th Street Murray, Ky

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray
•
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County Attorney
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Murray quarterback Allen Thompson looks for running room between a pair of Lone Oak defenders in last week's 22-7
Tiger win at Lone Oak. Murray hosts Russellville Fnday night in the first round of the state playoffs.
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Murray, Russellville meet
753-4451 to crank up 1995 playoffs
407 Maple • Murray
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Ignore the records. When it comes to Murray vs.
Russellville in the playoffs, anything can happen.
That's the message Tiger head coach Rick Fisher is
trying to instill in his players this week as Murray
(8-2), the defending Class A state runner-up, prepares
to host Russellville (2-7) in the first round of the state
playoffs Friday night at 7:30.
While Russellville's record is very uncharacteristic
of years past, Fisher asserts that there's no way Murray will dismiss the Panthers as an easy win.
"We can't let their 2-7 record dictate what the game
will be like; they're the best 2-7 team anywhere
around," Fisher said. "Look who they've played —
Danville, Franklin-Simpson, Fort Campbell and Trousdale County, Tenn. — those four teams don't have
five losses between them. "They have six starters back on both sides of the
ball, but they haven't been able to piece it all together
and they've had some injuries," he added. "They have
the talent to beat you, but they're hiding behind their
record and trying to get people to think they're not
good. This will be our toughest first-round game in a
while."
Murray and Russellville have had some classic battles over the years, especially in the playoffs where
they were usually meeting for the second time in a
season. Last year, Russellville downed Murray 27-17
in the regular season, only to see the Tigers come back
and take a 20-17 overtime win in the playoffs. Murray
went all the way to the state championship game, falling to Beechwood 18-16.
"They'll come in with a lot of a revenge factor
because we put them out last year, and this will be
their first shot at us since then," Fisher said.
"Russellville has ended a lot of Murray High seasons, and the big thing is that anytime you say Murray
'
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Murray High (8-2)
vs.
Russellville (2-7)

701 Main Street

can be locked in
far one year.

and Russellville, you know what kind of game you're
going to get," Fisher said. "It's a different year and
some different personnel, but the game remains the
same."
Fisher said Russellville hasn't changed anything in
its approach to the game. That's no big surprise,
though, as the Panthers' head coach, Ken Barrett, is
now in his 20th season at the school.
"They still run the same offense and defense, they
just have a few different players," Fisher said. "You'll
see the same things with them as you've seen in the
last 10 years."
Based on that, Fisher said his team will have to
ignore Russellville's record and just concentrate on
playing the game.
"We're going to have to really stay focused," he
said. "We have a saying around here: 'Some go on and
some go home,' and on any given Friday, anything
can happen. We'll have to go out and play every play
like it's the last play, and we'll have to win all the
little wars if we want to win the big war.
"Russellville played teams good early, but then they
got banged up and they've had 11 people disappear
throughout the -season with injuries," Fisher added.
"But they're supposed to get some people back this
week. Power teams are the ones that have given them
the most trouble, but we're not a power team."
In other local Class A first-round matchups, Mayfield hosts Crittenden County, Fulton County visits
Todd County Central and Fulton City travels to Trigg
County. The winner of the Murray-Russellville team
will face the winner of the Fulton-Trigg game. If Murray and Trigg, the higher seed in both games, advance
past the first round, Trigg would host Murray next
week.
"Our road back to Louisville will be tougher than
ever, starting with the first round," Fisher said. "There
are no easy teams around here."
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Intense Racers have guns blazing
.

•

Despite coach's plea for normalcy,
'Showdown'raises intensity levels
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
At Monday's weekly press
conference, Houston Nutt
stressed that the pre-Eastern Kentucky practice week would be
just like the last eight.
Deep down, however, he had
to know that his players weren't
going to be normal this week.
"It's been a pretty normal
week, but I think you could tell
the intensity stepped up a little
bit, especially on defense," senior
defensive tackle Dane Fuller said
after Wednesday's workout. "Big
(Anthony) Hutch and (Ramon)
Okoli have been coming. They
always do, but they stepped it up
this week."
Monday night's practice is
supposed to be the loosen-up, go
over the early game plan practice.
It nearly turned into a brawl.
Hutch and Okoli took on the
offensive line, then the whole
offense, as players had to be
separated after one play which
was supposed to have light
COMACt..

"Don't let them intimidate us
guys," quarterback Mike Cherry
told the offense. Had they had
more than sweats and shorts on,
players might have asked Nuu to
scrimmage, first offense versus
first defense.
Not since the preseason sum-

EASTERN KENTUCKY
(7-1, 5-0)
Saturday, Nov. 4 — 1:30

Roy Stewart Stadium
mer workouts have the Racers
had a skirmish such as Monday's.
"Boy, they've got all their bullets tonight," said a smiling Nutt.
"They want this one bad."
Other than the one outbreak,
things have returned to normal in
the Racer camp.
"We came out really intense at
the beginning of this week, but
today coach decided we had to
tone it down a little bit so no one
gets hurt," said offensive tackle
Mike Cutter.

Okoli, a captain, said Monday's fire was just a sign that the
team is ready for Saturday's
OVC showdown with Eastern
Kentucky.
"We're totally focused," said
the 6-5, 300-pound senior. "You
have to show some sign that you
are ready. You just can't take it
that they're Eastern and we're
Murray and we'll get up. No, it
has to start (last) Sunday.
"We've got a lot at stake, it's
like a fear of failure. You don't
want to come so far...we don't
want to let up at all. We're taking
this very seriously."
With a conference championship on the line, the Racers are
not taking anything for granted
this week in practice. On Wednesday, Nuu kept the team on the
field during a driving rain
shower.
No one seemed to mind.
"I don't think I've ever played
in a game bigger than this,"
explained Cutter.
Fourth- and fifth-year seniors
like Cutter, Benji Bona, Xavier
Shephard and Jeff Hornalc can
remeber the 2-9 season of 1992
and are especially focused on
Saturday.
"This is the biggest game I've
every played in, the biggest game
I've ever been a part of,"
II See Page 11

STEVE PARKER/ledger & Times photo

Murray State head coach Houston Nutt, right, has worked hard to keep this week as normal as the last eight
weeks, but Racer players have stepped up their intensity prior to Saturday's game against Eastern Kentucky.

NFL settles Delon's contract dispute
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
NEW YORK (AP)— The NFL
and the players' union settled
Delon Sanders' contract Wednesday, allowing the star cornerback
to play for the rest of the season
and removing the dispute from
the courts.
In a matter that again pitted
Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry
Jones against the NFL, the team
will now be charged an additional

Sanders allowed to play
$1.6 million against their salary
cap over the next four years.
But the settlement also charges
the Cowboys far more under the
cap — as much as $6.2 million
— if they cut Sanders in 1998.
Jones, who initially said the
team would "prevail" in this dispute, said the club, for the

moment, is satisfied but needs to
make a "thorough evaluation" of
the agreement.
"We have not had a chance to
set the written details and how
detailed the total agreement is,'-"
Jones said. "One thing is clear. It
will have no impact on our 1995
cap or our roster. We do not have

to concern ourselves with 1995.
We are pleased about that. There
is no sense of urgency to respond
now."
The Cowboys could still appeal, but Jones said "we're taking
this thing in real good faith. We
may not have to appeal. I don't
want anyone to think we have
agreed to this."
Gene Upshaw, executive director of the NFL Players Association, called it "a good deal for

DALLAS MAVERICKS: On The Rise

• See Page 11

FRIDAY
FOOTBALL
• Lakers at Owensboro
(Playoffs)
Owensboro — 730
O Tigers vs. Russellville
(Playoffs)
Ty Holland Stadium — 7:30
SATURDAY
FOOTBALL
•Murray State vs. Eastern Ky.
Stewart Stadium — 1:30

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Playoffs
in front
of Mair*s

UK's Curry on
NCAA hot seat
after comment

Dallas coach says
young team hungry
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS (AP) — The
Mavericks no longer are the
NBA's door scrape.
Dallas won 36 times last season and improved 23 games
over the 1993-94 season, the
biggest one-year turnaround in
club history.
Coach Dick Motta sprang the
surprise on the rest of the
league by relying on a youthful
and talented lineup that
included the likes of Jim Jackson, lama! Mashburn, Jason
Kidd and Popeye Jones.
The win total would have
been higher save for Jackson's
season-ending ankle injury on
Feb. 24. Before his injury, Jackson was having an outstanding
year, averaging 25.7 points per
game to rank fifth in the NBA
in scoring.
Motta, in his 24th year as an
NBA coach, really likes his
team, but nts.orsough to forecast
the playoffs.
"Our division is very good
and we still have a young team
with a lot to learn," Motta said.
"We still need to be more dom-

everyone." And Harold Henderson, the chairman of the league's
management council, called it a
"constructive outcome in all
respect."
The agreement prohibits the
Cowboys from cutting any player
on their active roster to make cap
room this season. It also
increases the minimum salary for
five-year players from $178,000

SCHEDULE

Coach talks
about Leslie
star Couch
Daiies Mavericks photo

Jason Kidd, left, and Jamal Mashburn, right, are lust two of the young stars that Dallas Mavericks coach
Dick Motta hopes to build the 1995-96 season around.
mating on the board. Any playoff talk would be premature.
We have to see what we can put
together."
The Mavericks have Lorenzo
Williams, Jones and rookie
Loren Meyer of Iowa State, one
of two first round draft picks,
for help in the middle. But big
teams gave the Mays fits last
year and will be a problem
again.
"We still have problems with
teams that have dominating
centers," said Motta, whose
Mavericks open the season Friday against San Antonio and
the ever-dominant David

''
"
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Robinson.
Williams averaged eight
rebounds per game but needs
help. Jones led the league in
offensive rebounds with 329 but
was ninth in overall rebounding
with 10.6.
Motu isn't counting on any
help from Roy Tarpley, who an
inflamed pancreas and may
open the season on the injured
list or suspended. Tarpley, once
considered one of the league's
best rebounders, averaged eight
rebounds per game last season.
Mashburn finished the season
ranked fifth in scoring with
24.1 points per game.

Top draft pick Cherokee
of Duke is expected to
give the Mavericks some small
forward help off the bench. He
and Meyer showed talented
flashes during the Mays' 2-6
preseason.
After opening at the Alamodome with the Spurs, the
Mavericks catch the Golden
State Warriors in Reunion Arena on Saturday night.
"This is a hard-working
team," Motta said. "We will
have a hustling, hard-playing
team. We've got to get a lot
better on defense. I think our
offense will come around."
Parks

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
University of Kentucky football
coach Bill Curry has found himself in hot water with the NCAA
after commenting to a Philadelphia Inquirer reporter about
Leslie County High School quarterback Tim Couch.
A story by Inquirer reporter
Diane Pucin quotes Curry as saying: "Tim Couch is the best high
school prospect I've ever seen,
and I've seen a lot of prospects in
my 42 years."
Couch, a senior who holds two
national high school records and
is within striking distance of at
least one more, is considered by
many recruiting experts to be the
nation's top prospect at his
position.
The NCAA prohibits coaches
from talking about high school
prospects because of possible
recruiting advantages.
"Coaches are only allowed to
say whether or not they are
recruiting a prospective student

BILL CURRY
athlete," Bob Oliver, the
NCAA's director of legislative
services, said Wednesday.
Oliver would not comment
further, other than to direct further questions to the NCAA's
enforcement division.
Curry also declined comment,
except to say he would never say
anything about a recruit ever
again.
Sandy Bell, Kentucky's director of compliance, said Curry's
remark was nothing more than a
simple mistake.
"It's a very minor problem,
and we'll handle it," Bell said.
"It's the kind of thing we deal
with all the time. It's something
that Bill did offhandedly and
didn't even think about it. It
wasn't even an interview situation. But we'll take care of ii"
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Fox 'totally burned'
by fight cancellation
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Boxing Writer
LAS VEGAS (AP) - Mike
Tyson's broken right thumb is
almost as painful for others as it
is for him.
Buster Mathis Jr. won't get the
$800,000 payday for fighting
Tyson, the Fox Network is missing the programming coup for
showing the bout and the public
lost the chance, at least for now,
of seeing it for free.
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Coulter Inc. placed first In the summer 9 Ball league. Pictured are
(horn left) Shane Phillips, Gary Camden, Clydell Coulter and Chuck
Williams. Williams was the league's high shooter with a 9.11 average
of a possible 10. Fall league play starts Nov. 6.

Bowling tournament at Corvette Lanes
Corvette Lanes in Murray will host a turkey shootout bowling tournament Saturday and Sunday, starting at 1 p.m. each day. Check-in
time will be 12:30 each day. The entry fee is $30. For more information, call 753-2202.

On Halloween night Tuesday,
the former undisputed heavyweight champion announced that
he was postponing the fight
because of the injured thumb.
Tyson's doctors, Gary Marrone
and Gerald Higgins, said "at this
point, there was no way we could
medically release Mike to fight.
We feel it will probably be at
least another four to six weeks
now before we could allow him

•Racers...
FROM PAGE 10
explained Fuller. "It's crazy, I
never did think we'd have this
kind of opportunity. I'm grateful.
"You know how we got beat
(in the past), I never thought
we'd be like this, in a big-time
game."
Okoli, a transfer from the University of Arkanas, said this
unlike any other big game he's
played in.
"This game means more to me,
because I'm a senior and a captain," he explained. "The
togetherness is real, it's real. The
people we have here, they want
to win.
"We've got a coach that's been
here three years and he's totally
turned it around and we want to
go out and make him happy,
because it's what's right
period."
Players insist that they won't

to fight again."
Marrone said Tyson had come
to his and Higgins' office about
two weeks ago and they had _
determined he had broken the
thumb between the main joint
and tip about three weeks ago. He
said the injury was healing, but
that Tyson rebroke it while sparring either Monday or Tuesday.
'If Dr. Marrone and Dr. Higgins say that it's broken, then it's
broken -absolutely," Marc Ratner, executive director of the
Nevada State Athletic Commission, said Wednesday.
The commission did not yet
have the X-rays of the thumb, but
Dr. Flip Homansky, a commission doctor, will get them along
with copies of the report by Marrone and Higgins, Ramer said.
That was little solace to executives of the Fox Network, which
was to telecast the fight in a
show from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. PST.
"It was trick or treat and we
got tricked," David Hill, president of Fox Sports told the New
York Times. "All the marketing
we done, all the promos, you

to at least $250,000 next season.
Sanders played his first game
for Dallas last Sunday with oneweek permission from the league
while the dispute was settled. He
signed with Dallas last month for
$35 million over seven years.
But the NFL told the Cowboys
the contract would have to be
renegotiated because of the heavy
emphasis on signing bonus over
salary - Sanders got a $13 million bonus but his salary for this
year and the next two is only the
minimum $178,000 per season.
The union, which originally
sided with Jones, insisted the deal
contain the clause prohibiting the
Cowboys to cut a player to make
room for Sanders if the league
insisted that more money be
counted against the cap. There
had been speculation one of the
players in jeopardy might be
starting defensive tackle Russell
Maryland because of his high
salary.
If the Cowboys do not have
$411,000 - the exact figure in cap room this year, they will
be charged an additional
$800,000 against the cap in 1996.
But because of an expected
increase in revenue, the cap
should be substantially higher
than the current $37.1 million
this year - it went up about $2.5
million after last season.
The new agreement sets a specific ratio of signing bonus to
base salary that will be used in
all new contracts to avoid the
large discrepancy presented by
Sanders' deal.
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in the 15,000-seat arena.
Bill Doak, public relations Snd
promotions manager for /the
hotel-casino, said MGM Grand
policy was not to divulge ticket
sales, but "we expected upward
of 10,000 paid.

can't recall that. We were totally
burned."
Skeptics mused that poor ticket
sales at the MGM Grand were
behind -the postponement.
Ratner said he heard rumors
that ticket sales were anywhere
from 1,800 to 4,300 for the match

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon Fn 75, Sat

7

Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

RACER
BASKETBALL

SCORE130ARD
Sponsored By:
be tight in their first showdown
with the fifth-ranked Colonels.
Instead, they'll be loose and
confident.
"I think we'll come out like we
usually do. Hey, no one's really
expected us to be the way we are
this year," explained Cutter.
"We're just coming out and having a good time and playing as
hard as we can."
"These guys want it bad," Nutt
said during Monday's heated
practice. In fact, if desire plays
any part in the outcome, MSU
will post another shutout.
"Hungry mouths get fed,"
explained Okoli. "Whoever is the
strongest will endure the longest,
period. They've (EKU) shown
signs of being hungry because
they've been successful and we
have, too, so we're two starving
•
people.
"Hey, we're fighting for gold,
this is for gold."

Jane Rogers Ins.

FAN APPRECIATION DAY

'See me for all your fan* insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
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753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
11/ L T Pis
Philadelphia
7 1 3 17
Washington
8 3 0 16
N.Y. Rangers
7 3 1 15
7 4 0 14
Florida
New Jersey
6 4 0 12
Tampa Bay
25 4 $
N.Y islanders
2 6 2 6
Northeast ONNien
Montreal
6 6 0 12
Pitisbu rgh
5 2 2 12
Ottawa
5 5 0 10
tiantord
4 4 1
9
4 7 0 6
Bunaho
3 5 2 8
8011tOr
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L T Pts
Chicago
6 5 2 14
WInNpeg
6 5 2 14
Dales
5 4 3 13
Detroit
5 5 2 12
TC401110
5 5 1 11
St Louis
5 6 1 11
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Peak Division
3 1 17 43
4 3 4 12 41
4 4 3 11 43
4 5 2 10 28
4 S 0 8 35
1 8 3 525
0 7 3 3 31
Wednesday's Gems
Prttsburgh 10, Tampa Bay 0
Buftalo 2, Detroit 1
Wastington 5, Montt's' 2
Chicago 1, DeBas 1. Its
Toronto 4, VAnolipp 2
Colorado 6, Cavity 1
Edmonton 3, Vancouver 3, lie
Ananem 3, St. Lours 0
Thursday', Gimes
Ottawa ai Hartford, 6 p.m.
Flonda at Philadelphia, 610 pm
Detroit in Boston, 830 p.m.
Pam Jersey at San Coe, 930 p m
N.Y. Rangers at Los Argotic, 930 pm
Friday's Games
Pittsburgh al Buffalo, 810 p.m.
N.Y. Wanders at Tampa Bay. 610 p.m
Roads at INestington, 7 dm
Colorado at Winnipeg, 7-30 p.m
Toronto C Vancouver, 9.30 pm
NY Rangers al Anaheim 910 pm

Cotorado
Los Anodes
Vancouver
Edmonton
Anaheim
Calgary
San Joss

31
39
45
43
38
46
47
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Tyson's thumb injures others
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Doug Allen, the union's assistant executive director, said only
one other player besides Sanders
is affected - kicker Pete Stoyanovich of Miami. But Allen said
the discrepancy in that contract is
only about $25,000.
And Allen noted quarterback
Drew Bledsoe's new $42 million,
seven-year deal with New England is not affected.
The major problem for the
Cowboys could come in the latter
years of the deal. In 1998, the
last capped year, Sanders, who
will be 31 then, is scheduled to
be paid $5.25 million.
Under the new agreement, if he
is cut by the Cowboys, as many
club and league executives
believed he would be, Dallas
would still be charged under the
cap for $1.86 million in signing
bonus that season plus $3.9 million in bonus money for the next
three years and the $411,000
from the current seulement.
That works out to $6.2 million
in cap charges for 1998 if Sanders doesn't play for Dallas and
$7.25 million if he does.

• Three-Point Shooting Contest
•Dunk Contest
*Autograph Signings
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WITH BIG PRICES AND PAYMENTS
At the intersection of Lone Oak Rd. and Lakeview Dr.
in the Marketplace Shopping Center in Lone Oak.
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vs.
Eastern Kentucky
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'96 NEON CPE

24 Mo. Lease
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..
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Cruise, AM/FM Cassette W/
6 Speakers, Rear Defroster, Air
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Cap Cost
Cond., Rear Spoiler + More.
8,950.40
Residual
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Cash Down
999.00

Highline, 2.0 SOHC, Auto,
Air Cond., AM/FM/Cassette
W/6 Speakers, Console, Rear
Defroster, Floor Mats +++
Emerald

'96 NEON 4 DR.

$20
Cap Cost
Residual
Cash Down

mo.
12,684.94
9,059.20
999.00

$21242:.

Highline, Tilt, Cruise,
Auto., Air Cond., Rear
Defroster, AM/FM/Cassette
W/6 Speakers, Floor Mats.
White

Cap Cost
Residual
Cash Down

12,884.94
9,219.20
999.00

'Mut Tax, Loc., Title
-Plus Tax.
Month Payment, Seam ity Deposit 01 225.00 To
250.00Plus 57.00 Lib., This Foes Due Al inception 0 AC Based On
1,000 Mils.lWonth 15it Over
-011er Good Mon. 11 Weds. Only Between
12 45 pm and 100 pm (Just Kiddngj
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Saturday, November 4th • 1:30 p.m. Kickoff
Roy Stewart Stadium
Tickets Available By Calling (502)762-4895
is sponsored by

Roomier Than Cavalier,
Grand AM, Corolla, Sentra •
And Even Contour & Accord.'
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Highline, 2.0 SOHC, 5 Spd.,
Air Cond., AM/FM/Cassette
W/6 Speakers, Console, Rear
Defroster, Floor Mats + More.
Light Iris

41110
2801 Lone Oak Road - Paducah, KY 42001 - 502-554-0943
Open 8AM.- 10 P.M. Friday & Saturday 'til 11 P.M.

$11,199*
24 Mo. Lease

'96 NEON 4 DR•

Sue TheINlacers
In action!

The game

Saturday, Nov. 4
11 a.m. - Noon
Racer Arena
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In Western, Ky.

Cain's0
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP-EAGLE

Hwy.641 N. • Murray

753-6448
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LAKER
FOOTBALL

"Your local certified
marble manufacturer."
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"Quality That Will Please"
612 S. 9th St.

753-5719

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS
44:24

I RINTED SPORTSWEAR
w
CUSTOM SCREEN PRINT & EMBROIDERY
104 N. 15th St.
(Next to Murray Discount Golf)
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Proudly
supporting
our Lakers
for the
past 67
years.
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Calloway County (7-3)

-Self Service -Full Service
-Major Brand Oils
&Igo Card, Major Credit Cards 8 American Express Accepied
'Quality Service at Competitive Prices'

South 12th • Murray • Monk Stallons, Mgr.. 753-1615
,
:r
taN"I •

<p
Good
Amift
1_10 ImpAI

vows 6)4N,
MURRAY
AUTO PARTS

1300 N. 12th St.

753-4424

Good Luck
Lakers!
Compliments of

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Terry & Karen Isaacs, Owners

201 S. 3rd St.

753-2411

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

•

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

os•

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!

'

••••;.
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•• 4

sees Bank of 9fazet
Shell
622 South 4th

Oelifrel./y 74e Peefect Pizza.

Member FDIC

Hazel, KY

492-8136

he'll be 100 percent by Friday.
"We can't say right now if Sam will start, so we'll
still go with the same gameplan as we have in the last
two games with Alberto Villanueva in the shotgun at
quarterback," Mitchell said. "We fell confident that
Sam will be able to play even though he's not at 100
percent yet, but we don't want to play him if he's
not."
Villanueva has been a more than adequate fill-in for
Arneu the past two weeks, rushing for 309 yards and
passing for 152 with seven touchdowns. In last week's
28-21 win over Caldwell County, Villanueva rushed
for 198 yards and scored all four Laker touchdowns.
"Alberto has filled in fantastically," Mitchell said.
"Sam sparked us last week by geuing some first
downs and then Alberto came back in and directed our
touchdown drives."
Mitchell said the fact that his team is better than it
was two years ago gives them a very real chance to
advance to the next round, where they would face the
winner of the Hopkinsville-Bowling GreenGreenwood clash.
"We have to get back in sync, but I think we will go
up there and play a good game," he said. "The fact
that we came back and competed up there two years
ago was the big thing, and now we know what to
expect."
Owensboro utilizes a power-I offensive set and as
long as they Can move the ball, the Red Devils will be
content to run it all night long.
"They show you a lot of different formations, but if
they can beat you with the three-back offense, they
will; if not, then they'll go with some motion and try
to get outside of you," Mitchell said. "They've got
speed. I can't deny that.
"But they'll run the ball 80 percent of the time;
they'll run a lot of different types of play-action, but
the quarterback will run the ball too," he said.

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
This
Page

Woodmen
of the World

PIZZA

1 2Large Pizzas With 2Toppings
Only $12.98 + Tax

Lakers return to Owensboro
seeking first-ever playoff win
By MARK YOUNG
Start Writer
Two years have passed, and the time has come to
see just how far the Calloway County football program has come.
It was two seasons ago when a 3-7 Calloway team
squeaked into the state playoffs and received a date
with Owensboro, then ranked No. 1 in the state.
The game looked to be going according to plan as
the Lakers fell behind 42-7 at halftime. But instead of
packing their bags and looking ahead to basketball
season, Calloway decided to go down fighting, and
gave the Red Devils the scare of their lives before succumbing 42-34.
Calloway has since followed that inspirational second half performance with back-to-back seven-win
seasons, and is set to return to the scene of its rebirth
Friday night with another first-round game at
Owensboro.
Even though Calloway has never won a playoff
game, the odds are a lot more even than they were two
years ago as both teams sport 7-3 records heading into
Friday's 7:30 kickoff at Owensboro.
"That game two years ago got us off to a different
approach and introduced us to the excitement of 3A
football," Calloway coach Billy Mitchell said. "It really helped us see what football is all about, and now
we're ready to step up to the top echelon of 3A in the
state."
The obvious factor heading into Friday's game is
the health of starting quarterback Sam Arnett, who has
passed for over 1,800 yards this season but has missed
the majority of the last three games with a rijght ankle
injury.
"Sam's a lot better; he's about 90 percent," Mitchell
said as he taped Arnett's ankle Wednesday afternoon.
"He's throwing better off his back (right) ankle, but he
has trouble if he gets it jarred or bruised. We hope
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November 3, 1995— 7:30 p.m.
Owensboro High School
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Owensboro (7-3)
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701 Main Street

onf.ft I

James R. Jackson
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple,Murray
753-8113

Calloway County's Alberto Villanueva breaks free from the Caldwell County defense in last week's 28-21 win at Princeton. Calloway visits Owensboro Friday night in the first round of the state playoffs.
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FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
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DBD
PLUMBING
Residential • Commercial
• Service Repair
"Specializing in Quality Work"
David Ryan

Darren Howard

Tele/Fax 753-4736

Call Now For Your
All Sports Special!

753-6666

West Kentucky
Properties
Steve Durbin
Broker
Principal

Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
Management
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1315 Main Street • Murray, Ky.
Office: 502-759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE

7,1

Summer Special
EVERYDAY
All Movies

• 3 iOf
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•
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1.50

Keep for 2 days

N a0•

753-7670* sales a Rientaig
626 Central
Shopping
Center

•
"411C,I.,IV,'
VIDEO SUPER STORE

LAliER
FANS

Open:
7 Days
10 a.m.
-11 p.m.
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Dry Cleaners are not
just for your
parents

60
60
Prom Dresses
50
50
Sc hool Jackets
40
40
Alterations
30
30
Chearleader Uniforms
20
20
Band Uniforms
10
10
Homecoming
Make a Touch Down
Come See Us

Ask
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3
753•952S
Central Shopping
Center
Mon.-Fri. 630.6:00
Sat. 7:30-Noon
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Publication to show many facets of Murray life
•

fr

The Murray-Calloway County
Magazine will be a new publication
in 1996 that will tout this Western
Kentucky community's many facets
through professional written amcies and photography. This magazine will illustrate that there is still a
place that exists for families and
retiring individuals to escape to,
hang their hat and get comfie.
On Nov. 6 Carla Henry, project
sales manager with the Journal
Communications, Inc., will begin
contacting local businesses who are
current members of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce about advertising in the new
Murray-Calloway
County
Magazine.
John Williams, executive vice
president of the Chamber, said this
will be a wonderful marketing tool.
"We are very excited about signing a contract with Journal to collaborate efforts with us to create a
magazine that will highlight the
lifestyles, personalities, place of
interest and historical points of our
community," he said."We hope that
all current members will take advantage of this great opportunity."

Kane attends
symposium
at Furman

36
1
MI1

I

/41

a

Murray State University faculty
member Susan Kane went to Furman University for a symposium
entitled "Women, Music, and Creativity" in Greenville,South Carolina
Oct. 15-16.
Although I was not one of the
presenters, the conference is one of
the first of its kind and blends
perfectly with a new course I will be
teaching this coming spring at
MSU, Women in Music: A History," Kane said.
The two-day conference featured
presentations by Joan Tower and
Susan Cook. Tower a noted composer, talked about her life as a
composer. Many of her pieces were
performed by faculty and local
Greenville musicians, including her
"Fanfare for the Uncommon Woman" which is often programmed as
a counterpiece along side Aaron
Copeland's "Fanfare for the Common Man."
Cook is co-author of "Cecilia
Reclaimed," and is a musicologist at
University of Wisconsin - Madison.
Cook talked about the changing
landscape of musicology. Her work
entails exploring the past and present of music from the perspective
of women. Cook,a leading research
scholar in the burgeoning field of
women in music, talked about how
musicology is beginning to incorporate the significant contributions of
women which have been long overlooked.
"I was so invigorated by this
conference," she said.
Kane, a doctoral student at the
University of Cincinnati - College
Conservatory of Music, is especially excited about her course at
MSU.
"This area is the leading edge of
musical studies. People are discovering the lost works of Fanny
Mendehlssohn Hensel, Amy Marcy
Chaney Belch, Clara Schumann,
Rebecca Mk, and many others.
Scholars have discovered about
6,000 women composers who have
published thousands of pieces. This
is a vast area to study and listen to."
Kane holds her Bachelor's of
Music from the University of Iowa
and a Master of Music degree from
the University of Iowa and a Master
of Music degree from the University
of Cincinnati. Hired by MSU in
Aug. 1994, she teaches studio voice
and music education courses. Noted
for her high soprano and vocal
quality, Kane is looking forward to
uncovering and performing more
works by women composers and
sharing them with her students.

Williams said 10,000 of these
magazines have been ordered.
"7,000 of these will be distributed to
the Chamber and the other 3,000
will be for advertisers and members," he said. "These will be sent
out in relocation packets, given to
visitors and for Chamber members
to use as a way to illustrate to their
customers the great amenities in this
area"
Journal, a firm that specializes in
publishing custom magazines that
includes chamber of commerce magazines for communities in four
states and includes ad solicitation,
stables a staff of 24 award-winning
free-lance photographers and writers to help in the different phases of
production of this magazine.
Sherry Purdom, administrative
assistant of the Chamber believes
this is a great opportunity for all

Chamber members.
"Journal has just received two
SIDC Literature Awards in the
Magazines& Adventorials category
for 'Best of Class', for their Brentwood Tennessee Chamber of Commerce Guide,and a 'Superior' rating
for their Tennessee Economic Develprnent Guide," she said. "It is a

long-awaited and much needed publication that will help in gaining
prospective business propects,
along with impressing individuals
who are looking at Murray as a
place to retire or relocate."
Purdom said she and Williams
will be working a select committee
of Chamber members to coordinate

7111E'd Green

the different articles and photography for this publication. "We want
this magazine to be a classy and
illustrative publication of this area
of the country from a local perspective," she said. "It will be used to
persuade individuals that MurrayCalloway County is a place to call
home."
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Tax Shop
Bookeeping • Payroll

• Income Taxes

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
•Chargrill Burgers & Steaks. Fish. Chicken. Pork Chops
•Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials *Take Outs Available

753-4668

Hours: Sun. 5:30-2; Mon. Closed; Tues.-Thurs. 5:30-7;
Fri. 5:30-9; Sat. 5:30-8

Southside Shopping Center

Nay. 94E sc-rose from "happy Holidays' • IV* miles from Murray • 759-9030

Free review & estimate of fees.

3Locations To Serve You

temin
a

Williams said that the campaign
for this production is currently
underway and anyone wanting information on this magazine or men)
bership information can call the
Commerce Centre Offices at (502!
753-5171, 7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday, and on Saturdays
from 8:30-11:30 a.m.

Offering Sneak Peek Savings At Fleming Furniture
In Benton and at the 2 Paducah Stores

0

THE BIG

THE BIG

NO
*PAYMENTS

12

12

Til
November 96

1
1
7
1,1
fiTr

$597

$797

Sleeper
Sofa

4 Piece All Wood
Pine Bedroom Suite
Chest, Dresser,
Cannonball Bed
& Hutch Mirror

PI

Queen Size

41,1

e-

Sealy or Simmons
Twin Size Bedding
Starting at just $99 Each Piece

Your

2
41.
".

1.

Broyhill

$297

Krbiei
.k,,IP-41s.

Sealy or Simmons
Premium Bedding

arocaee
*

-- •t•

•

-4--

A
6
1

:?).>
.•

2 pc. Queen Size Set

Lane
Action
Recliner

• 046,_

Broyhill
Traditional _
Sofa

$497 sea

15

•

Mattress
& Box
Springs

efrt

-

Retail $969

a 11597
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Your Choice!
Broyhill S piece Oak Set
Table St 4 Chairs
or
Matching All Wood
China Cabinet
Regular $877

Your Choice!

$497

$397
S Piece Solid Wood
Dinette Set
Country Green or
Natural & White Finish'

A

Sneak a peek at our new Fleming Supercenter on highway 60,just down from the mall,
near Hancock Fabrics. You'll also find tremendous savings at our Gallery and soon-tobe-completed Factory Outlet Centers at our old locations, offKentucky on 16th Street in
*With minimum purchase of $411 anti your pod credit_ Offer
Paducah and on North Main Street in Benton.
cannot apply to previous purchases. 25% Down on Spocial Purchases

C

turing?

not
your
ents

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans. The initial guaranteed rate for amounts over $5,000
is:

5.75

can be Locked tri
for one year

Ask your Woodmen representative
about our Flexible and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.
Robert Duncan
Woodmen Building
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-6050

5
pping

1•6:00
L1011

1••••••••=1.

Woodmen
of the World

$

7110masville
Gallery

fletnin

FURitURE
BMW
&Wage
G

*

Design Assistance Availabre
Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.

BROY11/11 CAZIERY
FACTORY Ovrar CFA/TER

451 South 16th Street
Paducah, KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Pot all Mitrchendree e el location*.'Comparable prices for
•msier merchandise Thee* reference prices are protruded
a.• guide toll's range of seeing sores is the merest!' across
the country I they may change The reference poet 6s not
our present Or future eelena price

ET 1 MEI
C"
.

egROYNIL CAZIERY
FACTORY Ovrar Ciwrik

305 North Main Street
Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224
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Classified
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

VISA
UMW

QinalgY Aat
$6.00 Column Inch
SO% Olecouni Ind Nun.
KM Discount kid Run.
0./ SAO/AM/kw MIMS Day Pe/0Q
$2.00 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guido).

010
020
025
030
040
050

Reader Ads
30. per Want $6.00 minknurn
1st day.64 per word perday for
each additicwicd consecutive
day. $2.00 extra toe Shopper
Ousts. Ckissinecls go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
Wind box ads.
illtraCk-lisaftePgia
AS2.00le• will be required tons*.
cety changes iss ad offer deadline.

Ratko

PAINT PLUS

Tanning
Special

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
BIBLE questions" Learn to
pray or Bible study
474-8636

300 min.

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
With
Custodial Care
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever
For free
Information call:

$15.00

Car & Home
Stereos Repaired

•

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

CLASSIFIED

918 S 12th • 759-4979

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Kut .N. Kurl

Fast Service

Southside
Shopping Center
753-1682

World of Sound
753-5865

'tree local claim service
DIABETICS! FREE SUPPU ES! For those who qualify. Medicare/Insurance
billed direct for test strips,
insulin, glucometers. Satisfaction Guaranteed! Liberty
Supply.
Medical
800-762-8026 Mention
#2070.

Coffee, soups, and yummy desserts!
Saturday, Nov. 4, 1995
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Church
100 South Main Street • Murray, Kentucky

AllEA RUGS

FOUND: In Dexter area,
long haired cat wearing collar. 437-4017 after 5pm

lb

HALEY'S

Owen's
Part or Full
Time Deli Help
Needed Apply at
Owens Market.
1407 W. Main SL
AQUATICS instructor
needed. Must be CPR/ First
WSI & Life guard certified. Apply at YMCA, 1510
Chestnut St.

Proof of insurance.
Start at $4.50 hr.
Flexible Flours

693821:14- Gary's Discount

Tips & Mileage
Apply In Person

CUSTOMER Service Engineer. National manufacturer of banking equipment
has an opening for a resident service technician in
the Paducah/Murray
market area. Must have
current Associate Degree
in electronics or equivalent
electronics service experience, Send resume to: Diebold Inc., 6050 Wedeking
Ave, Bld 116, Evansville, IN
47715 EOE, PiA/F/H.

197 Memorial Dr. (Old Wal-Mart Shopping Center)

ANNIVERSARY SALE
Thurs.-Frt.-Sat.-Sun. • Nov. 2 thru Nov. 5

Remote Sat. & Sun.
Special Radio Prices

Drawings All 4 Days
Select Group
Christmas
Paper

4

79*

roil

Select Group
Poinsetia
Bushers

1996-1997 Pocket
Calendars

99' ea

32 Cl
Gift Bows

49' Bag

2 Ft. Pine
Christmas
Tree

49' ea

Brown Jersey
Gloves
Soft Peppermint
Candy

594

1/2 Price

Christmas Lights 100 Bub End to End Light Set
Indoorldoor-flashing-Non-Flashing-UL Approved-Clear Only

A

Men's Caps

991 ea

Select Group
Men's Camo
Caps

,

$1.99

25 ft

Huge Selection of
Mini Tea Sets _
Singing Bears

$19.95 ea

.

$2.79 set

Select Group
(6 Pr to Bag)
Men's Socks

Rope Garland

Mini Goklei Books
12 To Bag

$1.49 ea

4
pr

394 Bag

All Regular Greenery (Excluding Christmas Greenery

Select Group

$1.99

$1.99

$2.99

Bag

Select Group
Red Craft Berries
104 ea

Select Group
Coloring Books
Talk Back Toucans

'ea
29
Birds Special $12.99

1st Day Thurs. 800 a.m.-903 pm - 1st 100 Customers Get Free Christmas
Ornament Drawing For Thum. Collectr Knit. Flower Arrangement - Bicycle Porcelain Doll
2rKIDay Fri Reg Hours 8.00 a.m -900 p m - Drawing For Fri Flower Arrangement Grinder - Lighted Porcelain Houses Indian Figunne
3rd Day Sat Reg. Hours 8:00 am -9.00p m -Remote 100 p m til 500 p m Drawing
Sat $100.00 Cash - Picture Frame - Cologne - Bicycle - Fern Stand Also Special Prizes
During Remote.
4th Day Sun 1730 pm.-6 p.m - Drawing For Sun Chrstmas Watch Wrench Set •
Flower Arrangement $5000 Cash • Santa Figurine Ertl Banks Remote 1 CO p m til
5-03 pm Also Special Pnzes
Drawings Will Be Held At Close Of Each Day's Reg Business Hours You Don't Hine
To Be Present To Win. You Must Register Each Day

ANNIVERSARY SALE
Come Out And See What's New At

Gary's Discount

A

/ ALPINE
4
$

iocidbrdrosgakee

Clarion

Cr:
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
Itt. <a 1_1 it3. I .C:a

753-0113

Dixieland Center

C& C
Nursery

OFFICE HOURS:

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Colurnr.
Wanted

410
540
560
570

DRIVERS. $36,000+
yearly, up to 36ctsimi, be
horne every 9-12 days, free
medical, dental, retirement
$1,000 tarp, $500 safety
bonus. Assigned tractors
Hornady Truclo Line
803-648-9664.
DRIVERS EOE- Don't just
take our word for it, talk to
Maverick Drivers They'll
tell you that they get. Excellent pay packages with
yearly increases, top-ofthe-tine freighdiners, home
most weekends, quarterly
bonuses, tarp dispatch pay,
paid insurance, 401K plan
We appreciate our drivers
Maverick Transportation,
Inc. 800-289-1100, Must he
24 YOA & have 1 year OTR
DRIVERS NEEDED No
experience necessary. No
cost training available to
those who qualify Many
companies ready to prehire. $30,000 potential. For
more information call
800-525-3237_
Mature, honest, over 25
years for fumiture
set-up warehouse,
all around worker. Must
be he to drive furniture
van Full time
Apply at

Wiggins
Hwy 641 N
Across from Memorial
Gardens

TRUCK DRIVERS
ARE IN GREAT
DEMAND!!
Expenenadinexpenenced
Earn 130,030435,000
First Year'
Caner assstarce for
obtaning CDC Trainng
Arranged, I needed!

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
• Deadlines are 2 days
I, odtrancei

DRIVERS/OTR $1000 sign
on bonus, new conventional equipment, great
benefits, lease program
Earn up to 29 cents per
mile. Students welcome.
Cal Ark International
800- 950 -TEAM,
800-889-1030.
DRIVERS Solo & Teams,
$2,000 sign on. Top teams
earn $103,000+, major
benefits/motel & deadhead
pay. Driving school grads
welcome. Convenant
Transport 800-441-4394.
call
Students
800-338-6428.
EARN up to $10005
weekly processing mail.
Start now, no expenence,
free supplies, information,
no obligation. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks, Dept 14,
3208-C East Colonial Dr.
No. 308, Orlando, Florida,
32803.
FIREFIGHTERS trainee
program. Limited openings.
Must pass physical. 17-34
with high school diploma.
Excellent pay and benefits.
Paid training and relocation
Call
expenses.
800-284-6289.
FULL time position, 11pm7am. Must be honest &
dependable. Apply at USA,
Union 76, 811 Sycamore.
753-7333.

753-2993

FULL time clean up personnel needed. Apply in person at Purdom Motors

MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY
Management positions can be yours after 6
months specialized- training period. Earn from
S35,000-550,000 a year In management. We will
send you to school for a minimum of 3 weeks,
expenses paid, train you in the field with a
minimum guarantee of S400-5503 a week. You
need to be bondable, be ambitious and
aggressive, 21 and older. Hospitalization. dental, 401K and ESOP programs furnished.
Call Today
9:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
502-247-8899
Ask For Darryl Hageman

RETAIL

TAKE A GIANT STEP
FOR YOUR CAREER!

sHoe sensaTion
Now Hiring
LOCAL MANAGER
Management Anplicanu Must Be Aggressive,
Independent, And Have Previous Retail
Management Experience.
We Offer: Salary Plus Bonus - Paid Vacations
Group Health - Hands On Management Experience
Training Program - Growth Opportunities
Employee Discounts
Fill Out Application At
Chestnut Hills Plaza Location.

Have Mop 17 Will Travel
Churches
Carpet
Upholstry
Bonded
Owner
Beverly De Vries

502-436-2663

Residential
Commercial
General
Cleaning
Offices
Stripping
--AWaxing

Etc;

The Total Cleaning Service

NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSING MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
714-502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 hours)

DRIVER RESOURCES K.
Interviewing This Week
Call Now:
1400-467-3806

*LANDSCAPING
*Mulching & Mulch Delivery
*Trimming & Fertilizing
•Tractor Work

, Paid Daily
Today!

Paris,
TN

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Domino's Pizza

Good driving record.

CARPET SALE IN PROGRESS

Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"

Part & Full Time

18 years old.
2 FULL Service driveway
attendants needed 40/Hr
week, $6/hr, weekends
$9/hr, Insurance, uniforms,
vacation, profit sharing
Must be mature, clean,
friendly. Apply in person,
Ky Lake Oil Co, So 4th St,
Murray. No phone calls.

MRental and Sales
112 So, 12th Murray. KY 42071

Murray
Must be at least

Across from
Govemers
Mall behind
Wendy's, 127
Terminal Rd,
Clarksville
615-552-8787

mi. South
et
of Hazel, r
clr'
KY, 14 mi.
North of
Paris TN,
Hwy 641
901-498-8161

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sole or Laise
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

Hss
Wanted

ACCEPTING applications EXPERIENCED cook FAMILY Hair Care in
at Dutch Essenhaus needed at Fern Terrace Olympic Plaza is taking apLodge of Murray Full time plications for apprentice &
753-2334.
position available Pleasant
A HIGHLY self motivated atmosphere, good working cosmetologists We have a
individual with great inter- conditions Please apply in percentage pay, plus an
personal skills for traffic/ person at 1505 Stadium hourly pay You will receive
which ever a highest on
billing position for advertis- View Dr. EDE.
every pay roll. We also
ing sales Job responsibilities include data entry and EXPERIENCED auto body provide everything you
accounting procedures. repairman Excellent salary need to work with, except
Must be responsible indivi- & benefits Send resume to your scissors Apply in perdual who can work under a P.O Box 1040 E, Murray. son Mon-Fri, 9am-6pm
deadline situation. Send resume to P.O.Box 1040 D,
Murray, Ky 42071.

DRIVERS
WANTED

Hand Made or Machine Made
We Import For Best Prices
Up To 10 Ft. x 14 Ft. In Stock

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

nso

ATTENTION Murray.
POSTAL JOSS $12.68/hr
to start plus benefits. Carriers, sorters, computer
PSYCHIC FESTIVAL- Holitrainees For an application
day Inn, Hopkinsviile, Ky. & exam
information call
November 4. Saturday,
1-219-791-1191, Ext P 23,
9am-9pm. Readings,
9arn-9prn, 7 days,
booths, demonstrations,
kirlian photography, indol- AVON sales $8-$15/hr• No
ogy, door prizes. Free lec- door to door Mail order
tures every half hour with prograrn. 1-800-827-4640
$5 admission. A Pegasus Indica/rep.
Productions Fair.

Tea Room will be open.

I

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Cornpers
Boats & Motors

Computers
For Sole or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
liom• Furnisnings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
is & Radio
Pets & Supplies

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

Help
Wanted

Notice

PASCHALL Drywall is no
longer in business due to
bad health

insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

060

020

020

WALLPAPER
CLEARANCE
SALE

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
280
285 Mobile HOMe Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
360
For Rent or Lease

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
190
Livestock & Supplies
370
Poultry & Supplies
390
Produce
400
Feed & Seed
550 .....

080
230
250
290
530

Help Wonted
Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

060
070
090
100
110

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

REAL ESTATE SALES

MERCHANDISE

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

753-1916

CALL

ATE
AI:LI
M

ADJUSTMENTS
Advverhsers are requested to
check thaw first Insodlon of
their ads for any error. Atufray
lodger & limes will be responsiblo for only ono Inc:wad insertion. Any snot
should be rspodod
duly so corrections can he
mad*.

HOME TYPISTS, PC users
needed. $45,000 income
Call
potential.
1-800-513-4343 Ext. B8155,
HOMEWORKERS to help
us in our business. Send
LSAE to Prime-Data,
381-M E Oak Dr, Buchanan
TN, 3A222.
JANITORIAL workers, no
experience necessary, will
train. Call 436-2663 for
interview.
LAUNDRY personnel &
shirt unit operators Full
time regular hours, competitive wages Apply in person, 605 Main St, Murray
MAINTENANCE person.
Salary based on experience. 40+ hr work week.
Insurance, uniforms, vacation, profit sharing. Preferred mechanical & electrical skills. Send resume to
Ky Lake Oil Co, P 0.Box
368, Murray, Ky 42071,
NEED immediately full time
person to unload trucks &
stock shelves. Apply in person at D & T Foods.
NEW IMPROVED PAY
PACKAGE- offered by
Beech Trucking for regional
driver Be home every
weekend & Start at 26cents
with monthly bonuses Call
800-399-3902 EOE

NOW Accepting applications for roofing and construction worker's Call Advance Roofing and Construction at 753-5814

NOW hiring skilled and un
skilled construction labor
ers Also. opening for CDL
Drivers. Class A & B Apply
at Southern Pipeline Construction Co., 1271 Old
Fern Valley Road, Louisville, Ky 40219.
502-966-5195
PART time 'warehouse/ delivery. Mail reply to: Personnel, 411 N 4th, Murray, or
call Personnel 753-6288.

WestView
NURSING

HO 5.4 E

DIETARY AIDE
Full-time and part-time positions for afternoon/
morning shifi Excellent benefits.
Apply in person to Cadelia Davis R.D.

502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071
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NURSING ASSISTANT
West View nursing home is a superior rated, 174
bed Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The nursing
assistant is responsible for providing quality resident
care.
Nurse aid certification preferred but not required.
Certified nurse aid training program available.
West View offers competitive salary and excellent
benefits, including health and life insurance and paid
vacation and holidays and paid sick days.
Full-time positions are available on the 3-11 and
11-7 shifts.
Please apply In person or contact
Gwen Pruitt, Staff Development

Ar

5(

Sen
Cor
vac

answl
prefer

502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

age
age I.

Fisher-Price
PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Fisher-Price, which is now a part of the
Mattel Corporation and a leader in the children's toy and juvenile products industry, is
seeking an experienced Production Supervisor for our manufacturing facility in Murray.
The person we're seeking will be assigned
to the second shift (3:30-12:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday) and work with other supervisors in coordinating production operations.
The successful candidate will have a minimum
of 3-5 years first level supervisory experience
in a high volume manufacturing environment
with responsibility for typical performance
measures, i.e. employee _Lelations, safety,
quality, costs, etc. Solid interpersonal and
verbaVwritten communication skills are a must
and 2 or more years of college training is
preferred.
For immediate consideration, please send
resume indicating current salary to:
Employment Manager
FISHER-PRICE, INC.
Route 2 Box 53A
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f/d/v, No
phone calls or agencies please.

Fisher-Price'
In response to existing employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions on the following shifts:
• 12 hour fixed (fixed noon to midnight and midnight to noon work
schedules with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (fixed 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. to midnight work
schedules Monday thru Friday)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and $5.30 for 8
hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment include a
comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer-WE/ON

age
age
age
age ;
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Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Want
To Buy

Fame

PART TIME AVON
SALES- Earn extra Christ
mas money $13-$12/hour
No door to door New sating
methods (80-100% by
phone) Independent sales
representative
800-735 5286

WANTED Due to building
arid equipment expansion,
Pans Tool & Doe Company,
Inc is looking for qualified
persons in Die Repair, Mold
Repel and CNC Machinea. Full benefits. To schedule interviews, please call
901-642-8574, 7:00ern to
5.00pm or evenings at
901-6442984.

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 woe Call Larry Elluns
4921646 days. 753-1418
evenings

1073 DODGE grain ruck
1411 Krause desk Cal alter
5pm, 753-7845

ROOFER & siding man
with at least 2yrs expenence Also a laborer
753-2502

WANTED In our home,
childcare for 4A & 2yr old,
SHONEY'S of Murray now 1-2 days a week Expenhiring cooks, bus boys, once & references rehostesses and manager quired 753-6463
trainees Inquire in person,
Hwy 641 North
070

Domeetic
SOUND Designs he. an
I Childcare
opening for a car Audio
Specialist, due to our growCALL Uncle 750-9553 Will
ing car auto department.
dean home or office
Must have experience.
Please come by 808 Col- WILL clean houses, refer
dwater Rd.
ences, reasonable rates
437-4064
TAKING applications for
full time maintenance man. WILL do house-cleaning.
Apply in person at South- Call evenings. 4 till.
side Manor, 8-12, I.4-F or at 474-2131
Murray Manor Apts
1:30-4pm, M-F.
100
Business
TENDERS Pet sitting &
Oppotainity
house sitting service provides home visits and care OWN YOUR OWN apparel,
for pets and house while bridal, westernwear, shoe
resident away Tenders is or crystal/gift store.
adding part-bme, substitute $16,900 to $35,900 inworkers Prefer mature in- dudes inventory, fixtures,
dividuals that have experi- buying trip, training, more.
ence handling animals. Call Paul Kostecky at UbMust be honest, depend- erty Fashions anytime.
able, bondable, local resi- 501-327-8031.
dent, own transportation,
provide local references,
120
available to work varied
hours including nicrnings,
Computers
evenings, weekends & holidays. For information call ANNOUNCING! POWERShawn Maxwell 753-6147. FUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
TRUCKERS/
FOR YOU. HAWKINS REINEXPERIENCED, Com- SEARCH 1304-E CHESTpare our training program
NUT STREET, 753-7001
Train at our Training Centers, no payments, paid FREE 90 DAY 100% MOlodging, paid training after NEY BACK GUARANTEE
completion. Guaranteed ON YOUR NEW LOCemployment. Builders ALLY BUILT CUSTOM
Transport 800-822-2189, COMPUTER. FOR FREE
Ext. D-6.
DETAILS CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
WANTED: Cosmetologists 753-7001
& Manicurist, part-time or
full-time position. Karen's
Hair Studio. 753-3688.
tan
Wait
WANTED: Dancers, Foxy
To Buy
Lady, Hwy 79 S. Paris,
Tenn. 901-644-0107 Days, ANTIQUES by the piece or
901-644-0301 Evenings. collections. 753-9433 day
You have seen the rest, or night
now come see the best!

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071

Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year round convenience.

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
- rates at different ages for $4000 policy
MALE
$11.61
14.18

age 50
age 55
age
age
age
age

FEMALE
$9.20 .
10.96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
17.50
13.09
60
15.54
21.78
65
27.31
1933.
70
26.18
38.77
75
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase_

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

A

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shoguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
WRECKED or junk cars,
Pucks, and al types soap
metal & appliances
753-4133
ISO
Anicies
Far gab
18 HUFFY girls bicycle,
Ike new 486 IBM capatible
computer, Magnavox color
monitor, printer. Make ofter 753-1960.
401437x14' STEEL buildings Some panels blemished, was $6,967 will sell
kir $3,967. One open end,
guaranteed complete
parts. 800-292-0111.
CONTACT LENS REPLACEMENTS!Save up to
70%! All brands, 100%
guaranteed. Sealed vials.
No clubs 10 roan Prescription required. Call for
prices, free catalog.
800-568-5474 Ext-5
DISNEY area 5 Days/ 4
hotel nights. Use anytime,
paid $310, sell $100.
502-584-5650.
DOLL HOUSES. Doll
house furniture, horse
barns, fences, elc. Embroidered gift items. Cabbage doll clothes. Vood-nCrafts' 502-247-5036.
MATCHING his & hers Diamond Wedding & Engagement set 436-5572 days,
753-0516 evenings, leave
message.
MILLERMATIC Mig Welder, like new, 10 hours, use
with gauges. Asking
$1,000. CaN 753-4186.
NEW Karaoke machine, list
$995, asking $500. Stereo
cabinet with record player &
am/fm radio, over 100 records. Complete set of encyclopedias, 7ft long itft
high entertainment center
shelf. Sewing machine,
antique cash register,
Brother Word Processor w/
monitor a 3.25 Floppy.
Portable color tv, school
desks, all sizes, small 3
drawer desk, great for dorm
room. Remington Sportsman 48 semi-auto 12
gauge. Uncoln welder, 225
amp, 4 seat paddle boat.
1977 Datsun Station Wagon. Call 435-4465 after
6:00.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length.
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
SUNOUEST WOLFF TANNING BEDS CommercialHome units from $199. Buy
factory direct and save Call
today for free new color
catalog. 800-462-9197
WALLS for your office
space, 10-13, 6'x5'. Best
offer take all. 753-4668.
WOLFF TANNING BEDSMontego Bay. Home &
commercial units. Factory
direct. Financing available.
90 days same as cash.
Units start as low as
$ 1 09.00 .
Call
800-247-4301.

160
Home
Fumishirgs
DINING room set, Fruitwood, extends to 84 ft, 8
chairs, 2 captains chairs,
$500 Bedroom set, 4
piece, solid Cherry, mattress & springs, $500.
492-8736.
SOUD wood queen size
bed with matching dresser.
753-7284

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, Nov. 4, 1995 • 10:00 a.m.
From Dresden, TN proceed north on Hwy.89 approximately 1 mile. Turn left
onto Bradbarry Cemetery Road (m1.18). Proceed 1.3 miles to sale site. Watch
for signs. Sale conducted on Winstead Farm.
Unusual antique & collectible dem* 2 complete manual broom makng machines. B&O
lantern, Pans & Paducah Dairy bottles, Confide/41e money. oki $1000 bil, side saddle, pea
huler. National cash register, od advensing signs, many old drink bottles in wooden cases
mik cans. nai kegs. well & counter lop water pumps. wooden flour barrel, 1882 seed cleaner,
cistern buckets, cow bells, wooden boxes, wash kettle. complete draw bell on post pony
saddle, cotton sacks. whiskey barrel, many riems of tack. WWII military items old car & truck
license plates, arms Poxes
Horse drawn equipment McCormick team mower wonginal manual, team disc, hay rake w/
extra von wheels, 2 row drib, cuarvator, warn buckboard wagon. buggy seats, double shovel
plows, cotton scraper, wood spmg tooth plow, cotton planter, double trees, potato sweep, ox
yoke cow yokes (metal & wood), vulcan plows. Erastus, pond scoop, new ground plow, bull
tongue. 8 ft noon harrow, complete sorghum mdl wpan. these & many other complete &
pans ol horse drawn equipment
Hand tools large & small anvils, broad axes, plationn cotton scales w/weights. wooden wagon
jack. stak cutlers. ship builders chisel, crossc ui saws, wooden feed baskets, wood levels wood
planes. drawn° knives. bean scales, tobacco plug cutter. past mil, corn shelter wagon wheel
wrenches, hey knife, hay hooks, ice tongs, wood augers pry bars, sheep shearers shoe
hammer. 20 11 circle saw blades, craddin squeezer, Ford wrenches, lard paddle. tire pump.
tobacco pegs & knives, dog irons, wooden puNeys. wooden mauls. complete hay needle
Furniture & furnishings mirrored hall Vow oak wall telephone, sofa bed. wooden water keg.
several German & American of lamps, shaving mug & brush, my mik can wreteels, mirrored
mania, iron match holder, oak oh/ton:az slonewarctrodis 1jugs, flour star, wooden dough
bowls, won skillets, coffee Dividers. lire tools, won dinner kettle, iron tea kettle lemon squeezer.
lots of tables, hand scales. brass wash board,50 lb lard stand, ice picks. peanut scale, rockerS.
quilts & quilting Names.fruit & snuff jers of al lunds. several 78 records. cigar press. organ stool.
straight razors, razor wraps portable cream separators, wood & glass rolling pins butter mold
horn, brew capper, walnut shadow box, burlap bags gasoline iron kraut cimer, n36i
encYcicasdies, smoking pp* stand glassware
Terms Cash day of sale

FARRIS AUCTION
Richard Farris - Associate
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
TLN 2431 TFN 2121
Hazel, KY
(502) 492-8796
P.O. Box 149
Not ,ospowlet4 to, oto•onto 4n.44anoroonee tiny of onto Mk• procollono• ore. di poolool .04.41

Pubis

Pub*,
Geis

Craft kems &
Baked Goods
Senior Citizen
Center

Garage Sale

Miscolaneoue

BOW HUNTING
EQUIPMENT- Bcrahunters
Discount Warehouse
America's largest archery
supplier, stocks over 5000
bowhunting items at
20-40% off retail. Call
800-735-2697 for free 184
Pa99 catalog.
GUNS: buy, sell or trade
436-5630.

WEDDINGS. Oldfashioned candlekteer caremonies Smoky Mountains
Chapel, overlooking river.
near Gatlinburg. Horse
drawn carnage, cabins ia
cuzzis Ordained ministers
Complete arrangements
No lest or waiting Heart
land 800-448 VOWS
(8697)

MUFI-CAL Apartments now
aoospeng applications ta
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apart
ments now acceplang applr
cations for 1-2br apart
monis Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
1409 _Duigiud
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am- 12noon . No
phone calls please. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

GUNS for sale: New &
25,0
Used, riles, shotguns, pisROOMY 2br., 1 bath, Dutols, SKS rilles on safe.
TN.
plex. Appliances furnished,
7.62x39 Ammo by the box
Radio
wild hook-up, lyr lease, 1
Firearms,
case
BHB
or
436-2980. If no answer 25'CABINET style color N, mo deposit, no pets,
$475/mo. 753-2905,
please leave message
excellent condition, $150 753-7536.
GUNS, good selection and 489-2062
VERY nice 2te. Apt, central
prices. X-Mas layaways,
hest & air No pets. 641
270
436-5650
South 492-8634.
Mob&
Homes
For
Sit
210
12x65 3BR, 1 bath, comFirewood
pletely set up on rented lot,
A-FIREWOOD for sale needs work, $2500 Call 28R,
1 bath, %yid hookup,
753-6012.
437-4667
stove & retrig furnished, 7
FIREWOOD, also tree ser- ONE of our largest ever miles north of Murray,
selections of used homes $300/mo,. $300 deposit
vice. 436-2562.
Buy from the housing 753-4959.
SEASONED firewood, de- leader, Dinkins Mobile
Nverecl & stacked $30. You Homes, Inc Hwy 79 E. 3BR, 1'4 bath, all electric,
pick up $25. 435-4494.
Paris, Tn 1-800-642-4891. 316 N. 61h, washer, dryer,
stove & ref. $425/mo
THUR. Nov. 19, 1995- 762-4483, Sam-4fxn
220
Dinkins Mobile Homes will
be celebrating their 49th 38R, 1 bath, carport & garAnniversary Come by and age on Wells Blvd, no pets,
see Dinkins many, many $450/mo. 1 me, deposit.
CONSOLE/ Spinet Piano Anniversary Specials. 753-2480.
for sale. Take on small Dinkins Mobile Homes, 3BR,
1 bath home in Colpayments. See locally. Inc., Hwy 79 E. Paris, Tn,
dwater. $500/mo. Plus de1-800-343-6494
1-800-642-4891.
posit. Call Vicki at
753-1492.
PEAVEY foundation bass
280
guitar, red, 4 string w/case
38R, 2 bath, double car
Mobile
435-4353 ater 4
garage, basement,
Homes For Rent
$500/mo, $500 deposit,
2.1n
lease & references required, 10 miles north of
fillsoplamous
Murray. 753-7262.
Affordable and beautiful SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, 4BR, house in
Coldwater,
Smoky Mountain wedding electric or gas Walking dis- $300/mo. deposit &
lease
in the Mountain Log tance to college. 753-5209. required.
489-2376.
Chapel. Everything proFULLY furnished homes on
vided including formal wear
285
Ky Lake, utilities incl., $150
and cabins. Free video with
Mobile
to $225 per wk., prepaid by
photo album. Christian AiHoo• Lets For Root
the month, Paradise Renistry. 800-262-5683.
MOBILE Home Village, sort. 502-436-2767.
America's fastest growing $80/mo, water furnished.
LEASE only: 1A story,
wedding destination, beau- Coleman RE 753-9898.
tiful Smoky Mountain.
newly redecorated, central
h/a, new appliances No
Simple to elegant, compets, references, in counplete wedding packages
try. 753-4937, 8-5pm M-F.
starting at $99 00. No
Bloodtest or waiting.
SHARE expenses, country
800-619-3397.
UPSTAIRS office space. home,
references, 1st
AUTUMN, WINTER Located Downtown $95, months &
deposit.
WEDDINGS- new Memo- $175& $575 Size of rooms 436-5572 days, 753-0516
vary.
Some
wavindows.
Inries Chapel. Personalized
leave message.
wedding any size. Photos. cludes all utilities.
flowers, video, ordained mi- 753-1266.
360
nister, gazebo. Honey- OFFICE or retail space on
FerRarI
moon suites and reception 121 By Pass. 753-6855.
Or Lease
area on property.
800-242-7115. Gadinburg. RETAIL or Office Space in CREEKVIEW Self-storage
S. Side Shopping Center. warehouses on Center
BARBIES large inventory. 753-4509 or 753-6612
Drive behind Shoney's.
Check our prices before
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
you buy. 502-554-7755.
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
320
DRIVERS- EXPERwarehouses on Center
Apartmwsw
IENCED: Shonhaul & conFor Rent
Drive behind Shoney s.
tainer services- $500 sign$20-$40/nek 759-4081.
1,2,3BD apts Furnished,
on bonus, blanket wrap
very nice near MSU. No RENTAL space now availreefer. Great pay/benefits
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 able East Side Boat & Mini
Ask about our $500 safe pets.
driving bonus. Burlington days,753-0606 after 5pm. Storage: 759-9835.
Motif Carriers. 800-JOIN1BR Apt., downtown, lease
365
BMC. EOE.
required, no pets, deposit.
For Sale
8-5pm,
M-F.
753-4937,
DRIVERS/OTR ADS
Oil....
$1,000 Sign-On-Bonus- 1BR & etficiency, nice, near
Limited openings for exper- MSU, available now. Cole- COMMERCIAL Property:
ienced flatbed drivers. As- man Real Estate. Location, location, location.
Price, price, price. 2 Story,
signed conventions, bene- 753-9898.
2500 sq ft. per floor. Retail,
fits, 401K, and more. Call
today! 800-646-3438, Ext. 1 OR 2br apts near down- antique, offices on court
square. City's best location,
1007. Owner operators town Murray. 753-4109
Paris,
Tn.
Call
welcome.
2BR, 1 bath, Duplex, cen- 502-759-4713.
DRIVERS- Semi TT,$1300 • tral air, gas heat, w/d hoosign-on. Empty & loaaed kup, dishwasher, riling, 2
380
mileage .pay, monthly in- car garage, no pets,
Pets
$450/mo,
deposit.
$450
centive bonus. Immediate
& &GRAM
759-9545.
insurance coverage. Excellent benefits. MD Transport 2BR, 3 miles east of Mur- AKC Chow puppies. Call
Systems 800-626-1988 ray. No pets, $285/mo, plus 759-1668.
(EOE).
deposit. 753-8848.
AKC Lab pure, 5 weeks
28R, appl furnished, laun- old, 759-9405.
dry room, garage, near AKC Puppies, various
GET MARRIED- Smoky downtown, no pets Lease, breeds Shots and vet,
Mountains. Beautiful, af- deposit required, 3325/mo. 615-7465355
fordable weddings. Photo- 492-8736.
DOG obedience classes or
graphs, flowers, complete 28R.,Duplex. Don't rent till private Serving Murray 14
arrangements, large or you see the one! Too many years 436-2858
small, Christian services, features to list. $425/mo.,
lovely gazebo and elegant includes washer & dryer. READY Nov 1st, half
chapel, lodging, no test or Deposit, no pets. Boxer, half Pit Bull Gorgeous pups, 1st shots,
waiting 800-893-7274.
753-8734
wormed & groomed Great
HARVARD 8' pool table BLOCK from water, good v./acids, good watch dogs
wiaccessones, newly new, neighborhood, nice 2br.,
502 753 S574
$350 8'x10' Tilt bed trailer, Duplex, $250 Water,
$350 Black plastic truck washer & dryer included. REGISTERED Pointer
puppies, great bloodline
tool box, $25. Yard trailer, Cad 527-9639, HUD ok.
Call 753-3966 nights,
$50 Realistic bookshelf
speakers, $30 for pair GRAD student seeking 753-7435 days
Realistic turntable, $30. roommate for Dec
492-8248 after 5pm or 753-7028
leave msg.
KENTUCKY Lake, LakeMARRY ON A MOUNTAIN' land Wesey Village. lbr
Be married inc magnificent apartment, utilities innew mountaintop chapei cluded. rent based on insurrounded by trees and come 65 & older, or handiM-F 8 am -5 pm
Smoky Mountain views' No cap & disabled Equal
Sat.
8 am -i1 am.
blood test or waiting period' Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888.
800-729-4365

607 Poplar
Friday
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.

Garage
Sale
Thurs., Nov. 2
Fri., Nov. 3
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
1415 Oakhill Dr.
(back of Campbell
Estates)
Furniture, gas logs,
gas gnII, household
items, crafts, misc
Ram or Shine

Yard Sale
Rain or Shine
Alma,Hwy.464 at 15
mile marker.
Thurs. & Fri.
Nov. 2 & 3
Gas furnace, Franklin
stove, gas cook stove, used
wooden & aluminum storm
windows, tools, GMC camper bus, truck cap 7', cement mixer, misc. & household.

BUSINESS
HOURS
ARE:

MILITARY RETIREEChampus will pay the 25%
allowed, plus 103% of all
excess charge. For bro
chure. call 800-627 2824
Ext 259
STEWART
HOME
SCHOOL- Frankfort. Ky
Houseparents needed $14,000 00/Yew room &
meals provided Health
ins , retirement. etc Stewart Home School for mentally challenged Call
502-227-4821

STORAGE
641
Space Available
.4x5 -4x10 .5x10
-10x20 .10x25

Call 753-5585

(Moving)
Fri., Nov. 3 &
Sat., Nov 4
7 to dark
753-4921
1200 Doran Rd.
Couch chair ita amp tate
lamps woes antique dishes
cite Cashes cceitivare pc
tures swain Chnstmas lams
clothes large fp nee games
other irthS
(Rein or Shine)

Yard/
Moving Sale
904 Olive
Fri. & Sat.
8 am.-?
Some antiques, furniture, knick knacks,
entertainment centers, lots of misc
Yard Sale
1703 Farmer Ave.
Friday, N
•
Onl
8 a.m
Furniture
Cur
tains,
• cookware,
brand la
dies
ng (some
ne
n), children's
toys, house
items, MI6C
items
753-8349

Yard Sale
841 N. to Hwy. 80
West, loft on 299
(Kirksey Hwy.) 5th
houss on right.
Thurs. & Fri.
8 ain.-4 p.m.
Christmas tree & decorations, cook stove,
dishes,
glassware,
Home Interiors, winter
clothing.
If rain postponed HI 9th
& 10th.

Yard Sale
Indoors
Thurs., Night 5-9
Nov. 2
Fri. 8 am-12 pm
Nov. 3
710 Elm
Lots of great stuff!
Clothes, aquariums,
baskets, books, furniture etc.
(Rain or Shine)
Classifieds
Office Open

'

7

4115

410

110

WEB PRINTING PRESS
OPERATOR Immediate
need at a quality afternoon
newspaper Benefits package Contact Larry Simpson, Daily News P 0 Box
90012, Bowling Green Ky
42102-9012
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8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
Saturday

2 Family
Yard Sale
1617 Locust Dr.
Fri., Nov. 3 &

Public
Sale

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-191

2 & 4 UNI f
properties Some ri
nanang possible ,
t
tied buyer Serious
les only please '5,
40 ACRES Calinv.
new fencing 1;4.
acres tillable `5`,
502 527 8275
4',/, ACRES near
Golf Course w 'ode489 2768 I ay
489 2161 after ipiir
7 ACRES near K,
partially wooded
489 2768 tiny'
489 2161 after 7prii
CUT the red tape by
your real estate at ai
For details call Wilco.
ally 753 5086
HALEY Appraisals
Haley state cor
759 4218
KOPPERUD Realty
buyers waiting to (atm-.
homes all price range
you are thinking of cell
contact one of out ;.ot
ous and piolessir.
agents at 753 1222 ,u
by office at 711 ktn,ri

•

4

Sat., Nov. 4

a.m.-12 p.m.
toys, baby items,
clothes - adult &
kids, misc.

Lake
prnv

8

15 ACRES near )<y I
wooded excellent
tirement $1 7,500 t
terms, 759 1922

Miss Your Paper?

CALL 753-1916
4404Waiiii*Aiii88681/-

Business on
a Budget?
Run- this 2x2 consistency ad lii
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).
Rote Effective April 1. 1995

Call 753-1916 for details.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., Nov. 4, 1995 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn
Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take 94 West to Lynn Grove. Fron
Mayfield, Ky. take 121 South through Coldwater, turn south .onn
Hwy. 1836. Follow to auction. Watch for auction signs.
Three nice bedroom suites - odd beds & bedding - odd chest & vanities
nice electric organ -(2)nice hideabed couches - matching recliners ode
chairs - nice coffee tables - nice lamp tables - nice lamps - color t.v
electric cook stove - frost free ref. - (2)chest freezers - nice microwavfoven - small kitchen appliances,- some old glass & china - flatware
corner cabinet - what not & what not items - gun cabinet - 3 piece set c'
new wicker- small office safe - large Sure P.A. set with large music
master speakers - radio's -4 wood home heaters - one gas home heater
fireplace insert - large lot of metal office equipment - electric office
equipment - convalescence items - electric heaters - wood front door
storm door - louver shutters - vacuum cleaner -glider swing - metal glider
- metal lawn chair's - push lawn mower with bagger - air operated grease
gun - manual tire changer - hyd.jack - heavy grease pump- metal barrel!
- wash kettle - chain fall - Craftsman metal lathe no motor - electrical
power tools - step ladder - ext. ladder - log chain - shop vise - 1/2" impact
tools - electric drill motors - 3/4"socket set - 1/2"sockets - electric transfer
pump - small tool boxes and tools - wheel barrow - portable air
compressor - battery charger - gas line trimmer - Dewell meter - good
running H-Farmall tractor - rubber tired manure spreader - good set n'
cattle racks for Chevrolet truck - nice 50 cal. Missouri Black Powder gun
Steven model 774 pump shotgun 12 ga. 3' chamber and much more
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Auction held rain or shine

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

ESTATE AUCTION
Absolute Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Nov.11,1995 at 10 a.m. at the home place of the late Mr A 0
(Rod)and Maggio Woods. Approx. 5 miles South of Murray, Ky on
Hwy. 121. Watch for auction signs.
Large brick house 1'/o bath - 2 bedroom downstairs - large living room dining room - kitchen - large den - utility room - large finished upstairs large metal building on large lot with mature shade - gas heat.
Also 2 lake lots in the Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision. Lots number 356
and lot number 357 in Unit 2 as Shown by plat of same recorded in plat
book 2 page 2 in the office of the clerk Of Calloway County Court
All real estate will be sold at the home on Hwy. 121.
Terms On Real Estate: 10% down on house and lot. 20% down on lake
lots. Balance in 30 days or until attorney can prepare deed. This real
estate will absolutely sell to highest bidder.
This auction held jointly with Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall Broker
435-4011.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
Watch rt.?xt week s paper for detailed listing of some fine antique
furniture and glassware.
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Lake
lifelessly

Used
TWA,

Matorcycles

LAKE LOT SALE' Estate,
size hontesites with private
lake access in Kentucky 1
to 11 &CM from $8900
Financing. Free color broc h ure. Call now
800-8581323, ext 3957
Woodland Ades

4 to 5 BR , Bnck house, 2
garages & 1 7 acres, in
town Located at 317 N 7th
St Call Keith Black at
753-0839, 7am-5pm

38R. • Brick, attached garage, fenced back yard,
completely remodeled, in
WANT to buy Lakefront town
$58.500 753-6855.
Property with or without
Call 3BR duplex for sale
house
1-800-484-8079, pint 753-7947
1630, after 6pm
3BR duplex for sale
753-5114

BEAUTIFUL building lots,
Coles Campground Rd,
25,000 sq ft . city water &
gas You pick at $6,500/ea
Mur Cal Realty, 753-4444
SOUTHWEST area l',
acre building lots, each with
20011 road frontage restricted, $12,500
435-4548 after 5pm

EXTREMELY nice brick,
just outside of town, 1.4
baths double carport, sun
porch & nice work shop
Price reduced Coleman
RE 753-9898
FOR SALE 2128 Southwest DU, in Southwest
Villa, $119,500 3 BR, 2
baths, 9' ceilings, whirlpool
tub, central gas heat, overhead farts, and many more
extras Call 753-0090.

1987 HONDA Rebel 450
52,500. 4182477
1989 YAMAHA Blaster,
exc. cond. $1.600 Call
489-2666 after Atrim
1992 YAMAHA Big Bear,
4x4. 700 mi, excellent condition. $3400. 7581519.
HONDA Big Red, good
condition, $1400
753-0062.

1962 FORD Galatia 500,
great shape, runs good,
352, a/t, a/c. no rust.
$3,000. 759-4227.
1972 CHEVROLET, 2dr.
Custom Impala, mechanical cond very good,$1,000
obo. 1000 Olive St,
753-0196.
1981 OLDS Cutlass LS,
good engine, good
trans,good transportation,
502-753-5561.

TRAILER lots at Coles GATESBOROUGH home,
Call 3 bedrooms 2 baths,
Campground
489-2768 .Daytime, sunroom/ceramic tile floor, 1983 BUICK, new motor,
16'x24' recreation room, new exhaust. Call
489 2161 after 7pm
formal Irving-dining, hard- 753-8414 or 435-4630.
wood floors, intercom sys-. 1984 MERCURY Lynx,
tern, 2 car enclosed gar4cyl. diesel, saves on gas,
age, fenced back yard. 89 mi. to a gal. Manual
753-8093
trans, am/fm radio.
11 25 ACRES,3 mi. west o
HOUSE at Center Ridge, 753-7356.
building
40x40
Murray,
Price reduced, 753-7581 near the lake. 2br,, 2 bath
Call 489-2768 Daytime,
after 5pm
489-2161 after 7pm
1st TIME on the market,
No Credit
180 acre farm, 80 acres UKE row home in Preston
crop land, 35 acres woods •Heights subdivision,just reAuto Dealer will
65 acres pasture land duced to $110,003. Home
arrange financFarm has tobacco base, features 3br, 2 baths, den
corn base 4 spring fed yr/vaulted ceiling. Huge
ing, even if you
ponds & several beautiful wooden deck in back yard
have been turned
building sites This farm overlooks shady grove of
elsewhere.
down
has it all Call Billie at Kop mature trees Immediate
perud Realty, 753,1222 for occupancy on this immacuLoans for banklate home Contact Kopdetails
more
rupt,bad credit or
perud Realty, 753-1222.
MLS/3000459
no credit. No
MLSS3000447.

Bad Credit

•

NEW 313r., upper 70's, all
city utilities, outside city limits 753-3672

1409 DUDLEY Dr, 2000
sq ft living space 3br. 2 NEW home ready now 3br
bath, gas heat, fireplace, 2 bath, master bath has
large detached garage whirlpool 911 ceilings, hardwood floors, custom ca753-7170
binets, fireplace, lots of
38R:1 bath brick on 5 closets, 3000 sq ft. in
acres, East of Murray in Southwest Villa SubdiviPalestine Church Com- sion Call now at 753-4873.
munity, $49,500 Call after
PURYEAR, large historic
500, 753-4038
home on 4 acres, with
3BR , 1 bath,-on 1 acre with barns,
$4g,500
a 24x24 garage & an above 502-376-2025.
ground pool with deck,
REDUCED $54,500, re$57,000 753-2519
cently redecorated 3br 1
38R, 1 bath, & carport bath on 1 acre, 2 worklocated in Southwest area, shops, c-h/a, hardwood
1 street outside of city lim- floors, immediate possesits. Call 753-7701 after 5 or sion. 759-4561 night,
leave message. $59,500
759-1874 day.
3BR. 1 bath, formal living &
dining room, family room,
central h/a, $65.000. May
view 5-6pm. Nov 1-5, 1634
Miller St
CONDO on Lake Barkley,
downstairs unit 4 plex, 3br.,
2 bath, new Berber carpet,
fully equiped kitchen,
washer & dryer Pool, tennis court, club house &
more, near Outlet Mall &
1-24, Lyon Co Ky Reduced
$79,900.
Owner
502-388-2332.

SCENIC Acres Charm.
Easy commute,energy efficient central gas heat, 3br.,
2 bath, kitchen pantry, laundry room, .kitchen appliances included City water, 1985 Fleetwood, 14)030
mobile home on large lot.
Call Barbara, 753-1492,
Century 21, Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 502-753-1492.
VINYL siding, Ranch Style,
central h/a, well, 1370 sq. ft.
south of Hazel, $40,000.
502-345-2449.
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Custom Home Building * All
Types of Roofing * Additions
* Remodeling * Patios -*
Decks * Siding
15 Yea;aEsperience - Free Estimates

Phone

489-2934

CONCRETE • REPAIR - RESTORATION
Driveway - Walkway - Patio - Pool Deck
Patching - Coatings (25 colors) - Waterproofing
CRACKS Sealed Permanently - Free Estimates .
Expansion Joints Installed - 10 Yr. Warranty
RESTORE your DRIVEWAY - Local References

1-800-700-9464
CO

NE VII`i5f:)

Since 1973
Serving Western KY and West TN

West la Glass & Mirror
Auto. • Commercial • Residential
* Custom Mirrors, * Tabletops,
* Storm Windows, * Patio Doors

* Insulated Glass,
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
FREE ESTIMATES
717 4th St. Murray
753-4527

ADVANCE ROOFING
AND CONSTRUCTION
Prompt Professional Service
Al Competitive Prices
Custom Home Building • A11 Types of Roofing
All Types of Flooring • Additions • Remodeling
Patios • Decks • Drywall • Siding
12 Years Experience - Free Estimates

Murray, Kentucky

753-5814

510

Still

co-signers necessary.
Call Ron
Mon.-Tues. S am -7 p m.
Wed. 8 am.- El p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
at 753-2222.
1984 PEUG 505, auto
trans, runs good. 1980 Datsun 310 GX, sunroof. .1982
Unc. Town Car, sunroof.
Call 753-9181.
1987 SS MONTE Carlo,
loaded with T-lops, good
cond., $4,300. 753-6885.
1988 - FORD BrOrrlif,wheel drive, Eddie Bauer
pkg 90xxx mi, new paint,
new tires, 753-8992 leave
message.
1988 HONDA Prelude SI,
black, loaded, $4200.
753-6435.
1989 OLDSMOBILE 88
Royale Brougham, 4dr, V6,
dark blue, loaded. Very
good condition, 168,xxx
mi., $3,000 obo. 759-4676.
1993 BONNEVILLE, Burgandy, 45xxx mi, ptw,
tilt, cruise, arnem cassette,
dean, $12,300. 753-0886
after 530pm.
1994 GEO Metro, automatic, a/c, arn/fm, 10xxx mi,
57500. 753-4547.
1994 MUSTANG LX, extended warranty, 17xxx mi.,
5sp., air, $14,000 firm.
502-527-3037.
'84 BUICK LeSatire gray,
117xxx mi., good condition.
For more info, 753-1118.

1977 SILVERADO, very
rough, strong power tram,
4x4, $1500 obo 753-6633
between liam-1pm or leave
message

Sto
„ Services
Offered

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 alter 4pm,
Horace Shaer

-•••••••••••••■•••••-

•

•

Pocket Rocket
Customs
Parts & Accessories
C-a,ss

By I
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soloist is Stephen D. Keene of
Louisville.
Assisting the choir will be the
department of music faculty Marie
Taylor,piano; Scott Locke,clarinet:
and Hong Zhu, viola. Other guest
include Lu Deng of Murray, violin;
Charles Manchester of Paducah,
cello; and Robert Whiuner ofLouis-

dies

Al
am
cou

rem
can
ical

ville, bass.
Making this event even more
special will be attendance by Roland E. Martin, composer of the
work "Requiem da Camera," a secular elegy.
"When I was asked to write a
choral work for Murray State University, I thought it best that I turn
my attentions to secular poetry for a
change ... then Housman's lovely,
native folk-like poems came to
mind, and I could not do without
them," said Martin. "So was conceived this five-movement secular
requiem."
He is a member of the faculty of
SUNY at Buffalo where he teaches
organ, harpsichord and piano;
serves as opera and vocal coach and
accornpanisi Since November of
1992 he has been director of music
for St. Joseph's University Church
in Buffalo. He is also assistant
musical director and accompanist
for the Chautaugua Chamber Singers,as well as founder and director
of Speculum Muisicaz:an ensemble
for early music.
Martin recieved his Bachelor and
Master of Music degrees from the
State University College at Fredonia, New York. He has performed
throughout the eastern United
States, Canada and Bermuda-serving as accompanist, a position he
has also held with the Metropolitan
Opera National Competition on several occasions. He has also traveled
to many sites in the U.S. and abroad
performing as organist at many
recitals.
This concert is free to the public
and everyone is invited to attend.
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Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulchhauting &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning. Licensed & _insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates. 'Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1400-548-5262..
A-1 Tree professionals.
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980.
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737.
A and A Lamb's lawn mowing, light hauling, mulching,
leaf raking, tree trimming,
Mark. 436-2528.
ALL around hauling, junk
dean up, mulching, raking,
tree work. Reasonable
rates, Joe. 436-2867.
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified. 489-2214.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056

'87 THUNDERBIRD,2dr,6
cyl, automatic, while w/blue
interior, $995. 753-2703.
'89 MERCURY Topaz,
black,48xxx mi,good cond,
1 owner. CaN 753-6940 at6pm.
'
'89 SKYLARK 52100. '89
Grand Am $2450. '88 Beretta GT $2100.'88 Sunbird
SE $1850. '89 Escort GT
$1650. '88 Corsica 4cyl.
$2000. '88 Corsica 6cy1.
$2200. '85 Cutlass Ciera
Brougham $1500. '88
Spectrum $1600.'89 Cavalier $2450. 753-152e '0r
759-4806.
'91 EXPLORER 4x4
$8950 '90 Ford F-150 XLT
Lariat $7950. 753-1522 or
759-4806.
'94 GRAND Am GT, 23xxx
mi very sharp, $12,900.
Call 753-3868 or 759-2403.
'94 PLY. Duster, good
shape, still under warr.
$7700. 759-2088.
WHITE '89 Ford Probe LX,
excellent condition,$5,500.
753-6669.

d9S

Vats

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see oa showroom
40a SUNBURY - MURRAY (Betund Bunny Broad)
753-59a0

Quality Service
Free Estimates
24 Hour Service
Landscaping
Hedgv "invning
Tree Spraying

Tree Trinrrting
Tree Removal
..c(kt Br014,
>
Stump Removal
Cleanup Service
Light Hauling, Etc.
Full Line of
Equipment

Tree Service

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed 8 insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262
We have been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

Bruce Green
Budding Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 753-8343

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will'Build To Your Specylcations!

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664.

*Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
<Hike Furniture & Entertainment Centers
*Solid Surface Counter Tops

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems. R.H.Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221.

830 N. 4th St Inext to Lassiter Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL. SYSTEMS, INC

BOB'S Plumbing Repair &
Carpentry Service Decks,
porches patios, and remodeling All work guaranteed. 436-5832 or
753-1134.
BUSHHOGGING. Gardens
plowed, disked, driveways
graded
Milt Jones
437-4030
CARPET & Upholstery
cleaning, $25.00 per MOT.
Free deodorizing.
436-2654.

502-759-9672

M & M Remodeling

FRIDAY,NOVEMBER 3, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE leaping ahead.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Investment and insurance pay-offs Your finances influence a career
add to your income.' Your romantic decision you make now. Do not be
nature wins you many admirers. Get' fanatical about minor points. Makyour personal life in better order. ing intelligent concessions will salTravel is not the answer to a recur- vage a profitable deal. A flexible
ring problem. Stay home and deal mind set wins new fans.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Take
with the realities of a difficult situation. As your self-confidence grows command. People who are decisive
so does your ability to advance your will make the greatest gains. Sign
career. A special legacy will come .contracts and agreements. Your
in handy next summer. Ignore any- superb managerial skills make you
one who denigrates your efforts to the logical choice to run a large
business:
learn new skills.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21):
. CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: producer Roseanne An emotional thunderstorm could be
Barr. Italian actress Monica Vitti, brewing. Do not let pet peeves get
boxer Larry Holmes, singer Adam under your skin. Steer clear, of
small-minded or jealous co-workers.
Ant.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Lunching with a favorite friend will
Say what you think. but speak in restore your usual high spirits.
'SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
measured tones. Stick to the facts_
instead of indulging in personalities. 21): Greater business success can be
A good-humored approach could achieved through group effort. Steer
clear of becoming entangled finanlead to a compromise.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): cially with a member of the opposite
Specialized training may help you sex. A close relationship gradually
advance at work. Redecorating your deepens. Do not be afraid to ask perhome proves fun. Clean, paint and sonal questions!
repair what you already own.-A deal
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
ith a neighbor-should work out 19): A good day to seek work, hire
personnel and change office procewell.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20)t dures. Bring a job opening to others'
Avoid acting overly sensitive about attention. Avoid making a public
little things if you want to keep display of your differences with a
peace at home. Be conciliatory family member or romantic partner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
when talking with loved ones. Make
commitments subject to unforeseen Satisfactory results depend on the
developments.
amount of personal effort you
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): expend today. Show diligence.
Up-to'-date facts and figures help Higher-ups are relying on you to
you arrive at a wise decision. Show exercise diplomacy. Be cooperative,
consideration for a loved one's not high-handed in all dealings with
needs. Bargains abound if you have the public.
the funds. Seize an opportunity to
PISCES (Feb.- 19-March 20):
stock up on staples.
Listen to worthwhile suggestions,
• LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Clearing but let your instincts dictate your
up a financial riddle lets you know final decision. Clinch a business
IA here you stand. An sintellectual
agreement even if the temis-are not
approach may not resolve long- everything you wanted. It's a good
standing problems. Heed your intu- evening to dine out. Wear someition. Finish old business before thing comfortable but stylish.
TODAY'S CHILDREN have a brilliance and depth of mind that few
ixissess. Their probing questions often demand answers their teachers can-

A Professional Service
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms
Te help yaw piss your New Kitchen or Bathroom

Call 753-6869

Scedaiztrig In Cusicrn Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities

1993 DODGE Conversion
Van loaded, Burgandy,
45xxx mi 759-4561

COOKSEY'S PLUMBING
New Installation- Repair.
Replacement 436-2667

'01N-Ua Your lassauronana•-1/Ae1 BUM

87 BLACK/grey Ford Aerostat 7 passenger Mini
van $3000 or best offer.
436-5370

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulffs Recovery, Murray
436-5560

Iii
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not prov ide. Encourage these young intellectuals to read, read, read. Hard
mk wi and optimistic, these Scorpios will take on work assignments that
others bemoan and make a big success of them. They have a special interest
in helping the young or impoverished and may one day run their own charitable or educational foundation.
\

•

for tree quote or communing.

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

r'

HOROSCOPES

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAWNETS
CUSTOM WOCHrORKING

1985 RAISED roof Chevy
Van, customized w/aN the
extras 1 Owner van w/lots
of miles but well cared for
Call Bill at 753-1222 days if
you are looking for a good
deaf on spacious family
vehicle

.."110•11•••.•4r

MSU Concert Choir
announces fall recital

The Murray State University College of Fine Arts and Communication and the Department of Music
are pleased to announce the Fall
1081 BRIGADEER Tractor, DRYWALL, finishing, reConcert of the MSU Concert Choir.
double bunk & head rack, pairs, additions and blowThe Concert will be held in the
new 444 Cummins motor, ing ceilings. 753-4761.
Farrell Recital Hall in the Fine Arts
less than 30xxx mi.
Building on November 2 at 8:00
new,
rewire,
ELECTRICAL
502-7581645.
p.m.
repair, replace. Licensed,
1985 FORD Bronco II 4x4, reasonable, fast Call
The choir is under the direction of
75xxx mi, pis, p/I3, a/c, 474-8636,
Dr. Bradley Almquist, director of
cruise, tilt, arn/frn cassette
choral activities and is accompanied
Fair condition, $3000 obo FOUR Star Mobile Home,
492-8248 after 5pm or parts & service Everlock
by Martha Saywell of Kirksey.
502-759-9354
vinyl undemining, lifetime
leave msg.
Themsu Concert Choir enjoys a
warranty, tan, beige, white,
318 Solar Drive
reputation for choral excellence
1988 CHEVY Scottsdale, grey. 492-8488.
throughout the region. The choir has
350, auto, 120xxx mi.
Murray, KY 42071
GUTTERS cleaned and re$6,700, 753-8341.
performed invitational concerts bepaired. No job to small
LONG Life, repair, leaks, fore the American Choral Director's
1992 CHEVROLET Subur- 753-5762
rod sink lines, main lines. Association, the Kentucky Choral
ban Silvered°, 80xxx rni,
loaded, Burgandy/ KITCHEN CABINET RE- Same day service
Directors Association, the KenChampagne, dual air, 3 FACING Make your old 436-2654.
tucky
Music Education Association
seats. $19,000. 437-4252. new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates SEAMLESS gutters in- and recently completed a concert
'91 DODGE Dakota, V8, Wulff's Recovery, Murray, stalled, residential or com- tour of England, Scotland and
mercial, Servall Gutter Co. Wales. •
dean, low miles, must sell KY. 436-5560
753-6433.
due to illness, $10,000
The program will begin with "Let
PLS. Call 436-2159 be- LAMB Brother Home Im
provements, remodeling, SUREWAY Tree & Stump the People Praise Thee 0 God," a
tween 8arn & lprn.
additions, roofing, siding, Removal Insured with full setting of Psalm 67 by William
'94 S10 EXT Cab,4.3 auto, free estimates. 436-2269. line of equipment Free esMathias,and then move on to pieces
loaded. 753-0031 after
timates. Day or night,
LAMB Brothers Tree Ser- 753-5484.
such as Mozart's "Missa Brevis in D
300.
vice, stump removal, spray
minor."
mg. Licensed & insured, THE Gutter Co. Seamless
Following intermission the choir
Free
estimates. aluminum gutters, variety
will
perform "0 Magnum Mysterof
colors.
Licensed,
in5 0 2 - 4 36 - 5 7 4 4 ,
sured. Estimate available. ium" composed by Morten Laurid1995 JAYGO pop-up cam- 1-800-548-5262,
759-4690.
sen from theUniversity of Southern
per, only used 4 times. A/C,
LAMB'S Tree trimming,
awning, very nice, paid
stump removal & light haul- WALTER'S Contracting, California and two movements from
$6500, will take $5500 obo.
Gerald Walters, owner. a work titled "Triptych" by Lloyd
ing. 436-2269.
Call 492-8248 after 5pm or
Vinyl siding, painting, Pfautsch. Also a world premier of
leave msg.
LEAF pick-up & yard mow- decks, additions, roofing,
ing, free estimate. Billy 2Cyrs experience, free esti- "Requiem da Camera," the first of a
29 FT Airstream, new in- Paschall,
series of works commissioned by
502-753-2943.
mates_ 753-2592.
side, rear bath. 753-0114
the Concert Choir, will be presenLEE'S CARPET CLEAN- WE do additions, roofing,
MOTOR home, good conted.
ING. Carpet & Furniture siding, remodeling. For free
dition, low mileage. cleaning. Free
For the closing piece, the choir
estimates. estimates talk to David at
753-0076.
753-5827.
will sing the spiritual "Hallelujah,"
436-5043.
arranged by Robert DeCormier.
LEWIS EXTERIOR WOOD VCR- repairing
520
Several members of the choir will
CLEANING: Houses, mo- VCR's, camcorders, microBoats
bile homes, brick & vinyl waves, Mon- Fri,9-12, 1-5
& Was
be featured as soloists, including
buildings, R.V.'s, sidew16FT. PolarKraft, 51in., alks. Free Estimates. Free estimates. 753-0530, Gina Taylor of Franklin; Tiffany
Hancock and Lauren Boswell of
bottom, 72in., beam, 413hp 502-753-6490.
ZEBS VCR Repair- free
Evinrude, Motorguide trollestimates, cleaning $15, Louisville; Justin Durham and Jaing motor, Eagle fish finder, LICENSED for electric and average repair, $30
son Bratton of Paducah; April Frisk
$1,850. 753-6226, gas. 753-7203.
753-3557.
of
Benton; Julie Causer of Olney,II;
753-4168
Tracy Baker of Salem, 11; Corey
V
/3.-±•0111K-..r„..
•
<Rft..
Crider of Marion, II. and Sarah Lyn
530
Balduf of Ypsilanti, Mi. The tenor
Services
DAVID'S cleaning ser1980 CJ-7 Jeep hardtop, vices We clean vinyl, brick,
very good condition, drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes. R.V 759-4734.
$2500. 759-9125.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Mil lila nil
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Cabinets Need A New Look?

Visa and Master Card

Let us give your existing cabinets a facelift.
Get that new cabinet look without having
to pay that new cabinet price.
Sull You. Neale

Lay-A-Way Now Tor Ch ristm as
as Cabinets lk Katartainment Centers

OPEN MON.-FRI. 9-5
Unfinished Oak Rirniture

753-0981
11
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had long fingernails. I was concerned
that the "claws" could cause an infectious scratch on the eye and request
ed that I administer medication
myself rather than risk injury. Am I
overly concerned?
DEAR READER: While I suppose
that it's theoretically possible for a
nurse with long fingernails to scratch
a patient's cornea while administering
eye drops, I can't for the life of me
conceive how this would happen.
Nurses are well trained in giving such
medication and if the technique is
properly performed, the fingernails
should be nowhere near the eye. I
believe that you are overly concerned.
. 1995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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CALVIN and HOBBES
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TIVICE A YEAR THEY MIGRATE
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Ten years ago
John R. Clendenon, Soil Conservation Technician with United
States Soil Conservation Service
at Murray, retired Sept. 26. He
had been with the service for 31
years.
Winners of Murray Bass
Club's Points Tournament held
out of Barkley Dam were Gary
Marquardt, Gary Jenkins, Carlos
Black and Keith Black.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parrish,
Oct. 25; a girl to Herbert and
Georgia Miller, a boy to Michael
and Jennifer Treas, a boy to
James and Linda Murdock, and
twin boys to Jerry and Pamela
Hooten, Oct. 29; a girl to Larry
and Tammy Myers, a girl to Jeffrey and Ginger Russell, and a
boy to William and Donna
McCarty, Oct. 30.
Twenty years ago
The annual March of Dimes
Walkathon was held Nov. 1 in
the parking lot of Stewart Stadium, Murray State University.
James T. Stone, building trades
superintendent of Murray State
University, has retired after more
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 2, the 306th day of 1995. There are 59
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 2, 1783, Gen. George Washington issued his "Farewell
Address to the Army" near Princeton, N.J.
On this date:
In 1959, game show contestant Charles Van Doren admitted to a
House subcommittee that he had been given questions and answers in
advance when he appeared on the NBC-TV program "Twenty-One."
In 1963, South Vietnamese President Ngo Dihn Diem was assassinated in a military coup.
In 1984, Velma Barfield, convicted of the poisoning death of her
boyfriend, was put to death by injection in Raleigh, N.C., becoming
the first woman executed in the United States since 1962.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q9852
V9843

GARFILLD
COUNT CAT'S CrHASTL4 REIGN
OF TERROR CONTINUES! '
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+A76
WEST
EAST
47
+4
VJ65
✓ K 102
• K 9543
• Q 762
+ K Q 95 3
+10842
SOUTH
+ A K J 1063
V A Q7
• A 108
+J
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
Pass
4•
14
68
Opening lead — king of clubs.
Some endplays come ready-made
for declarer. All he has to do is to
recognize the position that exists
and take advantage of it.
There are other hands, though,
where the endplay is not so obvious
when dummy first appears. Declarer
has to formulate a complete plan of
play in order to bring about the
position necessary to assure the contract. This may require him to look
many tricks ahead to visualize the
ultimate end position, but such foresight is not uncommon at the bridge
table.
On today's deal,the correct view
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28 years as an employee of
physical plant operation for the
campus. He was honored by his
colleagues in the physical plant
and others on the campus on Oct.
31.
Pictured are scenes from construction now going on at Sager
Glove Company, Calloway County Public Library, and Calloway
County Health Center. The
photographs were by Staff Photographer David Hill.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Obion Central 14 to 8 in a
football game at Ty Holland Stadium, Murray.
Thirty years ago
Joe Pat Phillips is serving with
the United States Navy in the
Philippines, and John Thomas
Phillips is serving with the
United States Air Force at Shaw
Air Force Base, South Carolina.
They are the sons of Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Phillips.
Pictured are some of the students of the class at School of
New Hope, a school developed
especially to teach mentally
retarded childeren of Calloway
County.

for South to take is that the slam
cannot be defeated regardless of how
the opponents'cards are divided. He
wins the ace of clubs and notes that
there are no losers outside of hearts.
Rather than stake the outcome
on the success of a heart finesse
against the king, which is only an
even money proposition, South develops a plan to overcome the possibility that West may have been dealt
the king.
He does this by clearing the diamonds and clubs from his own hand
and dummy's before tackling the
heart suit. At trick two he ruffs a
club high and then draws a round of
trumps. Next he cashes the ace of
diamonds and ruffs a diamond.Then
he trumps dummy's last club, after
which he trumps his last diamond in
dummy.
The stage is now set for the
endplay that cannot fail. He leads a
low heart from dummy and, after
East plays low, finesses the seven.
West wins with the ten but, whatever he returns,South is sure to take
the rest of the tricks. A heart lead is
fatal, and so is a club or diamond,
which would give declarer a ruff and
discard. The endplay removes all
risk of defeat.
Note that it would not help the
defense if East played the jack when
the heart was led from dummy.South
would simply cover the jack with the
queen and West would again find
himself in a helpless position.
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IS THERE ANYTHING
MORE ANNOYING THAN
WITNESSING INNER PEACE'

than

TODAY IN HISTORY
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38 Tea
39 British
machine gun
40 — paddle
(swim stroke)
41 Violent
whirlwind
42 Diana —
44 Peaceful
poem
47 Mechanism
51 "Thin Man"
actress
52 Verve
53 Oliver Twist
word
54 Yoko —
55 Baking —
56 Actress
Archer
57 "Winter of
Artiface"
author

1 UK
broadcasters
4 Pieces out
8 Icelandic
writing
12 Exclamation
of surpnse
13 "First Knight'
actor
14 Scene of
miracle
15 Heat unit
(abbr.)
16 — Khomeini
18 Tatter
20 — Valley, CA
21 Shepherd ID
22 DC VIP
23 Fiber plant
27 Stadium
cheer
29 — Vegas
30 Colorado
park
31 — an
32 — Ben
33 Opp. of SSW
34 Yes, in
Cancun
35 Dinner
course
37 Ms Arthur
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LOOKING BACK

natural remedies just don't help asthmatics More important asthma is
potentially fatal, so relying on ineffective therapy means that the asthmatic
risks respiratory failure In the pres•
ence of a life-threatening disorder, it
would be unconscionable to recommend therapy that is so obviously
inferior.
As to your last point, giant cell
arteritis (or inflammation of the temporal artery I is a potentially serious
disorder that can lead to blindness.
Conventional therapy with cortisone
drugs is universally successful. There
is no useful "natural- cure for arteritis Why, then, risk further health
problems -- even disability — by hoping to find a home remedy and disdaining therapy that has been proved
again and again to be effective?
I'm sorry that I have to disagree
with you over this important issue I
don't have a problem with home
remedies for trivial disorders, such as
colds and common sprains, but when
it comes to serious diseases, why
compromise?
DEAR DR. GOTT: As a patient in an
eye hospital. I had eye medication
administered topically by a nurse who

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT: You have a tendency to discourage the use of home
remedies Recently, you put down a
person who asked about vinegar and
honey for arthritis.
Why don't you offer natural remedies for asthma')
Also, I have giant cell arteritis and
am anxious to try a home remedy
DEAR READER: In general, I discourage people from using home
remedies because, quite frankly, they
can't hold a candle to standard medical treatments.
For instance, no one has ever
shown that vinegar and honey have
the slightest effect on arthritis. Why
suffer and waste precious time by
fooling around with ineffective cures
when there are so many alternatives
available for arthritis? These alternatives range from over-the-counter
compounds, such as aspirin and ibuprofen, to prescription drugs (Voltaren, Naprosyn and others).
Asthma is a stunning example of a
disease that is readily and safely
treatable with a variety of medications, ranging from inhalers to potent
drugs, such as cortisone. So-called
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1 Jerks up and
down
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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5 Lock opener
6 Expunges
7 Surgical
thread
8 Overshadow
9 Pigeon pea
10 Genetic
material
(abbr )
11 Joyful
exclamation
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Hindu chant
Sullivan ID
Droop
That thing
Mary Hart's
"ET" co-star
26 — Minor
27 Former
Supremes
lead singer
28 — — on the
back
29 Cover
30 Spanish
queen
32 Handkerchief
33 Not pos
36 French article
37 — Red Sox
38 Sn Lanka's
former name
40 TV offering
41 Hypothetical
force
43 Alternative
word
44 Two words of
understanding
45 An Anderson
46 "Lolita"
actress
47 Roman
bronze
48 Middle East
org
49 Cushion
50 Coflosrnaker

Pauteue Ross and Mark Ferguson were crowned as senior
queen and senior king at the Faxon School Fall Festival. Phyllis
Budzko and Danny Houston were
crowned as junior queen and
junior king.
Forty years ago
R.L. Cooper, administrator of
Calloway County Health Center,
urged that all parents with children from 1 through 9 to contact
their family physician for their
polio vaccine. Each doctor has a
small supply on hand, and there
is additional supply ready to be
issued to doctors upon request,
Cooper added.
The third annual District FFA
and 4-H Beef Cattle Show and
Sale will be held at Murray
Livestock Yards on Nov. 7,
according to Show Chairman
Harvey Ellis.
The Murray Woman's Club
1955-56 program yearbook won a
first place award as best club
yearbook of First District of Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs held at Beaver Dam. A
number of changes were made in
the book this year including
reducing to 4% to 6% inches to
permit the book to be carried in
members' purses to all meetings.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
have been happily married for
three years, but there is something
he insists on doing that I find very
irritating.
He telephones his parents twice
a day. He calls them during the day
from work, then calls them again
during the evening before we go to
bed. He has done this ever since I
have known him.
We have had a few arguments
about this because I feel that at his
age (38) he shouldn't be so closely
tied to his parents. His parents are
in reasonably good health and live
less than a two-hour drive from us.
Once, when we were vacationing
out of town, he failed to call his parents for three days, and when we
got home, they laid a guilt trip on
him for having "neglected" them.
Abby, I feel that adults need
some boundaries from their parents,
especially after they are married.
We have no children yet, but we
have been tryink for a year with no
success. All this stress sure hasn't
helped much. Any suggestions?
IRRITATED IN OHIO
DEAR IRRITATED: I may be
mistaken, but I believe that a
man who calls his parents every
day should be admired ... and I
would say the same about a
woman.
I fail to understand why this
should irritate you. Please write
again and explain.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to "Not Cheap, But Reasonable," the
couple who wrote to you complaining that being in a friend's or relative's wedding is prohibitively
expensive — and asking if they had
to also give a wedding gift if they
were part of the bridal party.
Brides would do their friends
and relatives a huge favor if they
would consider renting their bridesmaids' gowns instead of forcing
their attendants to buy them. Very
nice formal-wear stores exist that
rent the same garments advertised
in the major bridal magazines. They
can be a tremendous help for budget-minded people.
I happen to own such a store,
and none of our bridesmaid's gowns
rents for more than $60. We also
rent tuxedos at that price. (Bridal
gowns rent for $99 to $250 —
nowhere near what it costs to purchase one.)
Formal-wear stores offer free
alterations, and most maintain very
high standards when it comes to
keeping their merchandise clean
and looking brand-new.
Men have rented their formal
attire for years. Their closets are
not full of various tuxedos in odd
colors and styles that they will
never wear again. It's time for
women to do the same.
CHEAP AND REASONABLE
DEAR C AND R: Many readers will thank you for your
intelligent reminder. Renting a
bridesmaid's gown eases the
financial crunch of being in the
wedding party.
Also, the bride who opts for a
lovely rented gown can use the
money she saves for other wedding expenses, the honeymoon,
new furniture or a joint savings
account.

For everything you need to know
shout wedding planning, order "How to
Have a Lovely Wedding." Send • busi•
ness-sized. self-addressed envelope, plus
check or money order for 11195 ($4.50 in
Canada to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris. tIl. 610540447.(Postage is included.)
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Letter of Appreciation

'
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Dear Editor
The Murray Lions Club wishes to thank the many merchants who
donated items to the Annual Lions Club Radio Auction. Also, we would
like to extend our gratitude to Sam Parker and the entire staff at WSJP/
WBLN Radio for their generosity in providing over 10 hours of free air
time to our annual projecL
Also. Walt Apperson and the Murray Ledger and Times provided
invaluable advertising space for our auction. In addition, we appreciate
the support of Mike Strickland, Houston Nuu and his staff and Mark
Gonfried and his staff.
Most people would be amazed at the number of times representatives
from charities and worthwhile causes call upon our local businessmen
and businesswomen for contributions. Nota day passes that two or three
solicitations are made. But through it all, the local business community
and community leaders continue to support worthwhile efforts.
To the people of Murray,Calloway County and the surrounding area,
thank you for your support of our efforts.
If everyone honors their bids, the lions Club will raise approximately
$5,800 for local Lions Club benevolent causes. Items and coupons can
be picked up and paid for until Friday Nov. 3 at Peoples First Bank of
Calloway County. Thanks, Murray, for a job well done!!! We look
forward to your support next year.
Tom Tompkins, Lions Club President
Dave Hornback, Radio Auction Chairman

MSU rated one of
America's best
for fourth year

Deaths
Ralph L. Hawk

Macon M. White

2.

Ralph L. Hawk, 57, Gilbert:vine, died Tuesday, Oct. 31, 1995, at
6:39 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He retired in 1994 as manager of ISP plant at Calvert City. He was
of United Methodist faith. His father, Lonas Hawk, and three brothers
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara Hawk; one daughter. Mrs.
Patricia Melina, Prairieville. La.; three sons. Jeffrey Hawk, Rolla,
Mo., Mark Hawk, Gilbertsville, and Patrick Hawk, Murray; his
mother, Mrs. Dorothy Davis Hawk, Irondale, Mo.; five grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at Mountainview
Cemetery, Des Care, Mo.
Friends may call at Filbeck and Cairn Funeral Home, Benton, from
5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday). Visitation will be at Horton-Wampler
Funeral Home, Flat River, Mo., from 3 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Lung Association or American Cancer Society.

Mrs._Ruth Howard
Mrs. Ruth Howard, 85, Rt. 5, Murray, died Wednesday, Nov. 1,
1995, at 9:50 a.m. at Brookhaven Nursing Center, Puryear, Tenn.
Her husband, Donald Richard Howard, died in September 1976.
Born May 24, 1910, in Nelsonville, Ohio, she was the daughter of the
late John Sowers and Mertie Thompson Sowers. She was of Catholic
faith.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Suzanne Pittman and husband, James T., and Ms. Johanna Kirwin and fiance, Steve, Rt. 5,
Murray, and Mrs. Jacquelyn Schuler, Daytona Beach, Fla.; one son,
John Patrick Howard and wife, Donna, Knoxville, Tenn.; 14 grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

Macon M. White, 93, Irvin Street. Murray, died Wednesday. Nov.
1, 1995, at 5:50 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A retired farmer, he also was retired from Murray State University.
He was a member of Green Plain Church of Christ where he served as
an elder for many years.
born Oct. 6, 1902, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Sam White and Betty Smith White. Also preceding him in death were
one sister, Lottie Lush, and four brothers, Comos, Hugh, Kenton and
Woodrow White.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Arnie Brandon White, to whom he
was married on April 26, 1924; two daughters, Mrs. Marguritte Stubblefield and husband, Charles L., and Mrs. Oneta Morris and husband.
Brent; Murray; one brother, Elwood White and wife, Lula, Rt. 2,
Hazel; five grandchildren, Gail Wright and husband, Larry, Benton,
Phil Morris and wife, Tonya, Brent Morris Jr. and wife, Jane, and
Kenny Stubblefield and wife, Gail, all of Murray, and Van David
Stubblefield and wife, Gina, Smyrna, Tenn.; eight great-grandchildren,
Jason Wright and wife, Chrissy, Whitney Morris, Matthew Morris,
Micah Morris, Brandon Morris, Mart Stubblefield, Adam Bryan Stubblefield, and Justin Morris; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Blaine Whtie and
Mrs. Gertrude White, Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Green Plain Church of
Christ. Virgil Hale and Henry Hargis will officiate. Burial will follow
in Green Plain Church of Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home from 5
to 9 p.m. today (Thursday).
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Simple tips for winterizing homes
Checking
inside, out
important
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Winter is coming on fast,
.bringing with it cold temperatures and potential headaches
for homeowners.
But a little planning ahead
can keep you worry-free while
the cold winds blow outside
this winter.
Fall is the perfect time to
start preparing your home for
the cold months ahead. Homeowners can use this time to
make sure their homes are as
safe, comfortable and energyefficient as they can be.
One of the first things that
can be done is to seal your
home against drafts by caulking and weather-stripping
around doors and windows.
"You also want to replace
broken glass in storm windows," said Mike Lovins,
manager of Murray Lumber.
"You want to get all of your
loose caulking replaced and
you need to have storm windows installed if your windows are single-pane."
Another step is to check
your home's insulation levels
to make sure they meet recently upgraded R-value recommendations by the Department
of Energy. If your attic or
crawl space needs insulation,

Sealing out moisture and cold air from around your home before winter
comes in fuN force can save money and headaches later.

add a layer of quality CertainTeed Fiber Glass Insulation.
"You want to have adequate
insulation in your attic to keep
moisture and dampness down
because if you don't, you can
get moisture built up when
there's heat in your house and
it can lose insulation," Lovins
said.
Other key preventive measures involve your heating
unit. Furnace filters should be
cleaned or replaced periodically during winter months.
"There's no set time when
filters start geuing dirty, but
every month you need to look
at it, and if it looks dirty,
replace it," said Jamey Vance

of Jerry Humphreys Heating
and Air Conditioning in Murray. "A lot of times people
will make a call to us, and all
that's wrong with their heating
unit is that the filter is stopped
up, and that's something they
can take care of themselves.
"If you've got a gas unit
you want to routinely check
your burner to make sure it's
not clogged, because if it gets
dirty its not as efficient as it is
if it's clean," Vance said.
"Right now, even if you don't
want to call someone to
inspect your heating unit, you
should at least turn it on and
look at it because that could
save you the trouble when its

want to leave one vent slightly
open, but make sure it's one
away from your plumbing,"
Vance said. "Make sure you
have no water underneath
there because if you do it will
stagnate and your duct system
will pick up mold and spread
it throughout your house.
That's what makes people sick
if thei're allergic to mold."
Another key step to winterizing your home is to wrap
your water popes and ducts in
any exposed area such as
unheated crawl spaces.
"The best way to do that is
to use an insulation-foam pipe
wrap taped around the pipes,"
Lovins said. "If you can, put a
heat bulb in your wellhouse to
keep your pipes from freezing.
If the pipes under your house
do freeze, put some sort of
heat in that area to help them
thaw out."

10-below and then finding out
something's not working
right."
Vance said that even if you
don't want to go through the
time and expense of calling a
dealer to service your unit,
you should at least trust your
unit to capable hands.
"You need someone who
knows what he's doing," he
said. "You don't want to go
too far by taking a simple
problem and making it worse.
If you don't feel comfortable
working with your heating
unit, then leave it alone and
get somebody that's confident
with working on them. You
could end up costing yourself
if you don't."
One simple problem Vance
said he has noticed is units
becoming clogged up by
insects.
"That's the number one
problem people have," he said.
"In the summer, if people
would spray some insect spray
around their heating unit they
wouldn't have as bad a problem because insects, and especially spiders, get in there and
clog up the electrical points.
"This time of year is when
that really comes in because in
the last two weeks we've gone
out on more calls where the
only problem is the unit is
stopped up by bugs getting in
it," Vance added. "When it
turns cold, that will pretty
much stop."
Another way to help your
heating unit operate more efficiently is to keep cold wind
out from under your house.
"Close up the ventilation
under your house; you may

Periodically checking and changing filters in your hooting unit can
extend the life of a unit and keep
your home warm this winter.

CO.
BETTER BUILT GARAGE
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

Improvements
You Can Live With...
t,
• An extra ROOM.
• A spacious DECK.
• A remodeled KITCHEN.
• A remodeled BATHROOM.
• A GARAGE

But how can you improve your
home if you can't live with the
initial cost? Good question.
And we have an answer: An
easy-to-pay home improvement loan.
Talk with one of our loan
officers today. You might be
surprised at what you can
afford.

Dees Hank of_Hazel
HAZEL. KENTUCKY

(502) 492-8136

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
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J '6" plywood
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L Overhang covered
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aluminum covered
P 2110 headers
O 444 raised curb
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Wicker, other
items starting
to cross over
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Photograph by Jeffrey T. Blade

Stairway Safety
Colder weather opens up opportunity to take care of the things you've been meaning to do all summer. Take five minutes
and check your stairway railings to ensure their reliability and safety.

Questions from homeowners
By POPULAR MECHANICS
For AP Special Features
Q: We have a problem with
squeaky floors in our 50-year-old
home and will be tearing up the
floor to correct the problem.
What can you suggest to insure
that the squeaks don't come
back?
A: We suggest that you use
PA -inch-long drywall screws
instead of nails to attach the plywood to the joist. Drywall screws
don't require predrilling a hole
and will countersink themselves.
They hold tighter than nails and
won't come loose even if the
wood shrinks.

These screws are also used by
some contractors on outdoor
decks, and we have seen boards
stay as tight as when they were
attached under conditions where
temperatures vary from subzero
to more thah 100 F and the
humidity vary from 0 to 100
percent.
Q: I have an old Frigidaire
combination refrigerator-freezer
with the freezer on top and the
thermostat in the evaporator.
With the thermostat set at "A,"
the freezer is cold enough, but
the refrigerator is at about 28 F
and the food freezes. With the
thermostat at "C," the freezer is

West KY Glass & Mirror
Auto. • Commercial • Residential
* Custom Mirrors, * Tabletops,
* Storm Windows, * Patio Doors
* Insulated Glass, * Windshields
* Tub & Shower Enclosures
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
FREE ESTI1AiES
All Insurance Claims Welcome

753-4527
717 4th St. MutraN

ntion This Ad t-1 Recei-ce an Additional 10% oft

about 20 F and the refrigerator at
about 34 F.
When a serviceman looked at
the refrigerator, he said there
were drops of oil on the compressor terminals, this indicated a
refrigerant leak, which he said
would cost $300 to fix. I realize

▪ See Page 14

By The Associated Press
The current popularity of
wicker furniture, originally
designed for outdoors but
increasingly found inside the
house, illustrates the penchant
for crossover decor.
— A wicker chair from Lexington is a case in point.
Instead of casual cushions, it
has neatly tailored skirted slipcovers and cushions; the skirt
rides high to show off the
wicker base.
— Brown Jordan's cast aluminum Art Nouveau dining set
would be just as home in the
kitchen alcove as on the patio;
the chairs have claw-and-ball
feet on curved legs while the
circular table has an artful filigree design. For its Jardin collection, the company also uses
aluminum framing under
woven resin, to emulate wicker. And coming in out of the
rain is Brown Jordan's Florence sleigh bed, made with
curved and curled wrought
iron.
— The Monet Seat from the
Tidewater Workshop is a stylish arched cedar bench (in
either 5- or 4-foot lengths) that
can be left to weather to a
silvery gray when left out-

doors or painted and stained,
perhaps for indoor use. Tidewater, a direct market operation, can supply more information on the bench and other
garden furniture models by
phone: 1 (800) 666-TIDE.
— The In-Motion series of
kiln-dried pine outdoor furniture from Leisure Life
includes swings, loveseats,
chairs, rockers and couches
with canvas slings and coordinating pillows. Weather durable, the finish will age to a
soft gray, or it can be painted
or stained. Canvasses are
available in solids, a stripe, a
plaid and prints. The pieces
come ready to assemble and
are available in garden, pool,
furniture, and specialty stores.
For information call 1 (800)
96-MOTION.
— A traditional oldie, the
Tennessee Porch Swing can be
found in the Gardener's Supply Company catalog. It has a
contoured seat and weatherresistant finish on hardwood.
Also included in the catalog is
the Italian Garden Bench,
made of steel and coated with
dark green epoxy. For information or catalog, call 1 (8001
955-3370.

K-Wiex&Bag
Choose from our collection of quality marble products to customize your home.
• Vanity Tops
• Kitchen Counter Tops
• Bath Tubs - Showers

• Shower Doors
• Mirrors
• Ceramic Tile and more!

•

„I

"Your Local Certyled Marble Manufacturer"

Thornton Tile
and Marble
"Quality That Will Please"
Open Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. - Noon
753-5719
612 S. 9th St.
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Fabrics are center of home design
By The Associated Press
Fabrics are those fluid elements of home design, adding
color, texture and comfort to
furnishings.
"The manipulation of form
is an eternally challenging
aspect of working with and
creating soft furnishings,"

writes English designer Melanie Paine in her successful and
recently updated "The New
Fabric Magic" (Pantheon, $25
paperback).
Paine emphasizes that making up the fabrics with care
and skill counts for more than
just selecting the priciest yar-

dages at Well . known fabric
houses. She recalls picking up
bargains from market stalls
and second hand shops —
unbleached sailcloth, elaborate
silks, tickings, cambrics, and
organzas. — Far better to
choose a plain fabric, add a
touch of visual interest with a

ATTENTION...
Murray-Calloway County
Homeowners
TEMCO American Dream TM
Vent-Free Gas Logs and
TEMCO Fireplaces.
•Easily installed in nearly
all factory built and masonry
wood-burning fireplaces.
• Money-saving supplemental heat
•Beautiful, realistic glowing
logs and embers
•No mess to clean up.
No soot. No ashes.
•Available in natural or LP
•Three control settings provide
the look and heat you want.
•99.9% Effecient
Exclusive Local Dealer
A major breakthrough in gas log technology
now available in stock at...

,

border, and then concentrate
your efforts on ensuring that
the curtain, or bedcover or
tablecloth hangs well, drapes
elegantly and fits exactly the
area that it was intended to
cover," she advises.
With that in mind, here are
some selections you'll find in
the marketplace this season:
— Long associated with
homey English interiors, Laura
Ashley fabrics are being
shown — and suggested for
use — in rooms evocative of
other countries. Light colors in
muted and pastel tones (Croquet Check, Gingham and
Tulip) work well with newly
popular Scandinavian country
styles, the company says,
while brighter hues in bold
patterns, like Cirque Stripe
and Regatta Stripe, can help
create a Mediterranean feel.
Brighter-hued versions of
Tulip and Gingham are at
home in American country
decor. The lines come in fabric
weights appropriate to use and
are coordinated with wallpapers, trims, and accessories.
— An American-Victorian
romanticism characterizes two
lines of coordinated fabrics
and wallcoverings from Sanitas: Hearts and Flowers, Volume 3, featuring flower
designs in a lace-like patterns,
like Becky's Bouquet, a botanical series with medium and
small posies within a vine trellis: and Country Style Volume

S.-

208 E. Main •753-3361
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A few suggestions on
decorating for comfort
By The Associated Press
Decorator-author Teri Seidman suggests ways to a comfortable home:
— Think carefully about
prioritizing space. If you will
use a dining room only a few
times a year, use that space for
activities that take place more
frequently.
— Arrange furniture out of

qAY
ITIUR
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

3, which includes Starry
Night, a muted cloud design
with diffused stars.
— Unabashedly American
are the Topiaries prints from
Concord House, including
charming country floral motifs
— one a collage of gardening
tools, plants and animals,
another a packed rosette
design. The Cracker Barrel
design looks like its name — a
miniature checkerboard available in six color combinations.
The Portraits of America
designs are American Harvest,
American Wildlife, American
Homestead (a giant sunflower
design) and Secrets of the
Garden.
— The inevitable blending
of American and European
design is realized in Thibaut's
Vittoria's Plaid, an exuberant
multicolor with European
sophistication. Thibaut offers
coordinating papers and borders, many with the EuroAmerican feel.
— The sophisticated Italian
look is achieved through a new
line of fabrics and wallcoverings from the House of Ferragamo — the firm best known
to Americans for shoes and
leather goods. Called the Blue
Room and distributed through
Ramm, Son & Crocker, fabrics
are available in a rich if
restrained palette. There are
stripes, checks, tartans, solids,
damasks and jacquards, some
drawing inspiration from antique textile documents.

the path of traffic to create
cozy conversational groupings.
— Choose durable fabrics
that can be washed or dry
cleaned easily.
— Choose comfortable
chairs and include an ottoman
or footstool for putting your
feet up. Next to every easy

II See Page 14
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Books offer decorating advice
By The Associated Press
Design and decorating
mavens may want these new
titles for their libraries:
— The evolution of the
gothic arch in medieval times
made possible the soaring
beauty of the cathedrals of that
era, and romantic revival of
gothic design conventions
beginning in the 18th century
inspired generations of furnishings and architecture. In
"Gothic Style" (Abrams, $60
hardcover), Kathleen Mahoney
traces that influence in great
and small houses, inside and
out, with photographs (mostly
by Michael Dunne) of some of
the most notable surviving
examples in Europe and the
United States.
— Among the legacies of
Finnish-American architect
and designer Eliel Saarinen
and his wife, textile designer
Loja Saarinen, is their Arts
and Crafts-era house at Cranbrook Academy of Art in
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
"Saarinen House and Garden"
(Abrams, $45 hardcover) by
Gregory Wittkopp, Roy Slade
and Diana Balmori, with
photographs by Balthazar Korab, offers a portrait of the
restored 1920s house and gardens and its Art Deco
furnishings.
— Two new titles in the
small-format Library of Interior Detail series by Elizabeth
Hilliard for Bulfinch-Little,

can add architectural interest
Brown: "Villa," focusing on
to ordinary rooms. She also
painted
and
colors
the bright
shows how pillows, which
ceramics of Italian rustic, and
take little fabric, can add char"Casa," celebrating the Mooracter and opulence to existing
Spanish
on
e
ish influenc
beds, couches, chairs and
Mediterranean interiors (each
alcoves.
$16.95 hardcover). These complement Hilliard's earlier
— A new edition of Melanie
titles, "Cottage" and "Maison," devoted to English and
French country styles.
— California style is
defined in "San Francisco
Interiors" (Chronicle Books,
$35 hardcover) by Diane Dorrans Saeks, with photographs
by Alan Weintraub, and "Los
Angeles: A Certain Style"
(Chronicle Books, $35 hardcover), with photography by
John Vaughan and text by
Pilar Viladas. The San Francisco book concentrates on
homes reflecting the city's
eclecticism — Victorian, neoclassical, Arts arid Crafts. The
other book Spotlights the
sophistication and glamour of
modern Los Angeles design
through the work of some of
the city's best architects,
designers and artists.
— Decorating ideas and
techniques for the home are
suggested in "Stenciling" and
"Pillowmaking" (Little,
Brown, each $11.95 paperback) two titles in the Craft
Ideas for Your Home series by
Candie Frankel. The author
shows how stencil an, an old
tradition enjoying a revival,

'Installation &
Design

"Don't Let Your Leaves Gang Up On You!"

*Interior & Exterior
Door Units
*Formica & Conan
Counter Tops
*Stop By Our Showroom
For Free Estimates

"Quality Lawn & Landscape Services"

Call Today for Your
Free Estimate

753-5726
7.59->007
1918 Coldwater Rd.
Murray. Ky.
Owen Norstuorthy. Owner

ant — curtains, bedspreads,
bed hangings, linens and pillows. The possibilities range
from simple scalloped cafe
curtains to formal drapes with
elaborate swags; duvet covers
to canopies; from pillow
accents to draping fabrics
across walls and ceilings.

THEY'RE
BAAAAAAACK!

WORSWORTHY 8V/I.D/A/0
SUPPLY 046YA/EMY
'We Specialize In
Kitchens & Baths
*Wood Mantels &
Wood Moldings

Magic" (Pantheon Books, $25
paperback) has updated photographs and information on
home design fabrics, hardware
and suppliers. The book is
aimed at the do-it-yourself
consumer who wants either
simple or complex — but eleg-
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Traditional furniture can vary
By The Associated Press
Traditional style remains the
popular center of the furniture
market, but the indusay is
casting a wider net of inclusion to define that style.
Once represented mainly by
early American or English colonial influences, traditional
now looks more international.
Especially prevalent are
French and Scandinavian

country looks, with highly colored stained or painted
finishes and homey fabrics.
Then, too, once-modern styles
— Art Deco or Mission —
have been around long enough
to enjoy revivals so they now
could be considered
traditional.
Some manufacturers are
blending these influences.
— The Country Colors col-

lection from Ethan Allen, for
example, borrows its lines
from normally austere Shaker
tradition but offers pieces in
palette of muted colors — sage
green, mid-blue and burnished
red — mixed with natural
wood finishes. Similarly, the
company's Country Crossings
collection features bone white
finish as well as a natural
brown, spiced up with some

LEEScarpets

pieces painted hunter green.
This collection features
straightforward country furniture lines and wickers but also
includes oval-backed dining
chairs that wouldn't be out of
place in French or Swedish
decor.
— Southern tradition
inspires the new Savannah collection from Hickory White,
derived from the rich Georgian
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Check Our
Quality &
Price
Before
You Buy

It's the Lees Carpets sale of the year!
Save money on quality Certified STAINMASTER'
carpet NOW during our Lees Authorized Dealer Sale.
We've got a wide selection of eye-pleasing styles
and textures for you to choose from in huridreds of
today's most desirable colors.
All Lees Certified STAINMASTER'"carpet in
this limited-time sake is guaranteed to resist stains,
protect against soil and reduce static. All these
quality carpets are manufactured to the exacting
standards that have made Lees the first choice
in carpet for more than seven generations of
American homemakers.
Come in today. See the best — and save the most!

• See Page 12

How being a lazy boy
can eventually pay off
MONROE, Mich. (AP) —
Mike Pixley can work up a
sweat just by sitting down on
the job.
You might say he's the lazy
boy of La-Z-Boy Chair Co.
A senior studying aeronautical engineering at the University of Michigan, Pixley is
paid $6 an hour to test a variety of La-Z-Boy chairs. In other
words, he comes to work, sits
down, leans back and then
relaxes forward.
All day long.
"I think a lot of people
think it's easier than it actually
is," Pixley told The Blade of
Toledo, Ohio.
During the summer of '93
— his first with the Monroebased furniture maker — Pixley lost 18 pounds.

IAINMAS1 ER

architecture and furnishings of
Savannah, Ga. A Chippendalestyle leather-upholstered armchair, with nailhead trim and
carved mahogany brackets, is
based on a similar piece in the
city's landmark Davenport
House, for example. There
also are a cherry china cabinet
with deep-carved tobacco leaf

"You can work up a sweat
after the first hour or two,"
said Pixley, 20, who reads to
dull the monotony. He says his
calf and abdominal muscles
get a workout.
He averages about 2,800
deep rocks a day, said test lab
supervisor Judy Fay.
"He'll do 2.5 million, easy,
before we're finished," she
said.
Finding the right slacker for
the job wasn't easy, said Fay,
whose ideal hire weighs 180 to
200 pounds and stands at least
6 feet tall. Fay tested 'about 24
people in the last several
years, but few sat around as
well as Pixley.
"I want someone who's
self-motivated, who won't get
bored, who sets their own personal goals," Fay said.
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Expert Installation

FREE ESTIMATES • NO OBLIGATION
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eliurman furniture

"Specializing in Quality Work"

Hours: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

208 E. Main St.
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A few tools help do the job right
By READER'S DIGEST BOOKS
For AP Special Features
You don't need a workshop
full of tools for routine home
maintenance, but what you have
should be the best you can afford.
Most homeowners can get by
with the following tools:
— Safety equipment: Safety
goggles guard your eyes against
flying particles and when handling certain liquids. Inexpensive
disposable sanding masks give
you relief from dusts, odors and
mists. For working with toxic
substances — such as lacquers or
urea formaldehyde — buy a special disposable respirator or
invest in a dual-cartridge respirator with disposable filters.
— Claw hammer: A 16-ounce
model is most useful for driving
or pulling nails and prying wood.
— Nail set: Tapped with a
hammer, it sinks the heads of finishing nails below the surface so
they can be concealed with wood
filler.
— Screwdrivers: It's good to
have a few different lengths and
widths. For slotted screws, one
with a one-quarter-inch tip will
handle most screws. It can be
turned with a wrench if it has a
square shank. Get a stubby one
for tight spaces. For Phillips-head
screws, a No. 1 and a No. 2 will
handle most jobs.
— Hand saw: Get a crosscut
saw to cut wood across the grain.
They come with 10-to 16-teeth
per inch; 12 is a good choice for
a smooth cut. You may also need
a rip saw, with 5-to 12-teeth per
inch, to cut wood along the grain.
— Hacksaw: Blades come with

18-to 32-teeth per inch. In general, use Coarser teeth on thick metal and finer teeth on thin metal.
— Coping saw: Cuts smaller
diameter curves and filigree.
Blades have 10-to 20-teeth per
inch for cutting wood, plastic or
very thin metal.
— Keyhole saw: Its tapered
blade, with 8 to 10 teeth per inch,
can make cutouts in wood with
the cut started from a drilled
hole.
— Adjustable pliers: Jaws
open to varying widths. Versatile
slip-joint pliers are good for light
gripping and turning. The jaws of
groove-joint pliers open to many
widths, usually up to 2 inches.
— Locking pliers: Can be used
as pliers, clamp, vise or wrench.
Some have a cutting edge that
can be used to cut wire, nails and
small bolts.
— Needle-nose pliers: Often
with a cutting edge, they can
bend wire, handle small objects
and reach into tight places.
— Diagonal-cutting pliers:
These have no gripping jaws and
are used to snip wire and small
metal parts.
— Adjustable wrench: Tighten
or loosen nuts and bolts with an
adjustable wrench. Adjustable
ends are opened and closed by
turning a thumbscrew.
— A Pipe wrench: Used for
tightening and loosening metal
pipes.
— Electric drill: Get a reversible model with variable speed
control. Fitted with the proper bit
or attachment, it can drill holes in
almost any material, and can also
drive screws, grind, sand or

polish.
— Hand-drill: A push drift or
crank-operated (egg-beater type)
drill can drill small holes in wood
or plastic when you don't want to
get out the electric drill.
— Flat file: For smoothing
metal edges or surfaces.
— Block plane: Used to

smooth small areas of wood.
— Wood chisel: Get a onehalf-inch size, to trim or shape
wood.
— Utility knife: Razor-sharp,
it's used to cut or trim wood or
other materials.
— Putty knives: In 1-. and
3-inch sizes, they're used fair

smoothing putty and plaster.
— Steel tape measure: Get one
that's retractable and 25 feet
long.
— Carpenter's level: Used for
checking horizontal and vertical
surfaces, a 2-foot model is a good
choice. You may also want a
smaller torpedo level.

$Ct
Recliners $100 Off List
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New "Face-Lift" With A New
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Factory Icemaker
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Starting at
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Prices Good Thru November 9
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damaging ultraviolet rays,
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Decoupage can give
furniture a new life

BUILDING?
EMODELING? HIA offers
See Us First!
We carry a
complete line
of kitchen
appliances to
fit your needs.
"111251MVERNIE

• Dishwashers
• Ranges & Stoves
• Cooktops
• Ovens
• Microwaves
• Dishwashers
• Refrigerators
▪ • Washers
Dryers
111.1111111231g 212112
_
-

We also do
Replacement
Installations

these tips

By The Associated Press—
Decoupage — the art of
using printed cutouts to imitate
hand-painted surfaces — is
one way to give new life and
an individual look to furniture
and decorating accessories.
"Decoupage is a perfect
project for do-it-yourself crafters because it can be accomplished quickly, easily and
inexpensively while producing
beautiful results," says Susan
Brandt of the Hobby Industry
Association.
All sorts of things can be
used for designs: wedding or
birth announcements, favorite
snapshots, greeting cards, gift
wrap, fabrics or wallpaper.
The HIA suggests cuuing out
wallpaper motifs and applying
them to furniture or accessories to coordinate with the
papered room.
A basic decoupage primer
from HIA:

— Tools. You'll need scissors, paintbrush, glue, sponge,
protective finish —and
•
practice.
— Wood surfaces. If your
project is wood, sand with the
grain until smooth, using 220
sandpaper. Wipe the surface
clean with a damp paper towel. Apply one coat of waterbased paint and let dry. Sand
again, then apply a second
paint coat.
— Painted surfaces. If
desired, paint all types of surfaces with acrylic paint, using
a sponge brush or flat artist's
brush. Sand with sandpaper
after the first coat, then with a
piece of brown grocery sack
after the second.
— Print preparation. With
small, sharp scissors, trim
excess around the print before
the final close trim, keeping in
mind it's not necessary to follow every detail of the print.
For a rustic look, tear out
some prints and singe the
edges. Place the print on the
surface to check that it fits and
looks like you want it to.
— Gluing it on. Use a
sponge or flat brush, lightly

CRAFTSMAN
'OM ,00.•
Otfornbly

1799.99

Fall Home Improvement

TN, Nov
INK }PC,Q4

Save *300

90 DAYS
SAME
AS CASH

Christmas Gift Giving

Frigidaire

•Ask About Our Builders Discount•

MLL2
411 Maple Street

and

15 5-HP 42-.n hydro lawn track), ranges
speed without clutching or stopping

No Payments!
No Interest Charge!

coat the back of the print with
the protective finish, and position it on the piece. Dab the
print all over with a damp paper towel, a damp sponge or
your fingertips to work out air
bubbles and excess glue from
under the print; work from the
center out. Make sure all the
edges adhere well. Allow the
print to set for a few minutes,
then clean up around the print
with damp sponge or paper
towel. Let it dry completely.
— Finishing. Apply protective decoupage finish to the
entire project, using a sponge
brush or flat brush. Allow it to
dry about 20 minutes. Apply a
second coat, which should be
sufficient to seal the print.
(More coats can be applied if
you want.)
To achieve a satiny final
finish, wet a 400 sandpaper
with water and work lightly
until it is flat and smooth.
Wipe dry, then polish the
whole piece with 0000 steel
wool. For even more gloss, dip
the steel wool into a liquid
paste of linseed oil and
pumice, then gently polish
until smooth.

Murray, Ky.

Dual
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39.99
2-pc Pobo-Grip - pliers set with exclusive
Sell-actiushng design for easy one-hand
and 9-in sizes
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299.99
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Plywood: Types and applications
By POPULAR MECHANICS
For AP Special Features
Since 1905 when plywood was
first developed in St. John, Ore.,
it has changed little. But its use
in home building has changed the
design and structure of homes
radically. Here's a review to help
you understand the types and
applications of plywoods that are
available.
Softwood-veneer plywood is
most widely used in construction
and industrial applications. It's
made by cross-laminating an odd
number of wood veneers such as
pine, spruce, fir, and hemlock.
Running the wood grains at right

angles to each other gives plywood its strength. It comes in
4x8-foot panels with one-half,
three-eighths and three-fourths
common, thicsithesses.
During miinufacture, wood
veneers are bonded together with
an adhesive under a hot press.
Depending on the adhesive used,
the plywood is graded for interior
or exterior use. Interior-grade
plywood is made with moistureresistant glue. Exterior-grade uses
100 percent waterproof glue.
Plywood is graded by the quality of the veneer used on the face
and back surfaces, as well as by
the type of adhesive. The highest
quality veneer grades are N and

A. These have smooth, defectfree surfaces. Grades C and D are
the lowest.
N-grade natural finish is all
sapwood or heartwood free of
open defects and with no more
than six well-matched wood
repairs per panel. A-grade is
similar with no more than 18
neatly made repairs parallel to
the grain. B-grade has a solid surface with circular repair plugs
and tight knots permitted to
1-inch diameter and minor splits
allowed. C-grade (plugged) permits synthetic repairs, splits up to
one-eighth -inch wide and
knotholes up to one-half-inch
diameter. C-grade (regular)

Silver utensils are winners
By BARBARA MAYER
For AP Special Edition

As collectibles, silver-plated
utensils are winners. They are
plentiful, decorative and useful. And in most cases, they
are affordable.
Although much silver plate
has been worn out and thrown
away, a good deal of it survives because, unlike sterling,
there isn't enough silver in it
to make it worthwhile to melt
down to recover the monetary
value.
The first heyday for silver
plate was the late 19th and
early 20th centuries, when
inexpensive plate was even
given away as premiums, says
Charles Venable in "Silver in
America," (Abrams, $65 hardcover) that tells the story of
American silver and silver
plate from 1840 to 1940.
"People bought sets that
they never even used," says
Pen Wolfman. "That is why
you can still find things in
their original boxes."
Wolfman is always in the
market for silver plate. She
collects and decorates with
American and English plated
utensils and holloware, and
she sells them in her New
York shop, Wolfman Gold &
Good Company.
"1 keep flatware on the buffet in my dining room in old
pressed glass celery jars and
footed bowls, and I have
Bakelite-handled utensils in
stoneware jugs in my kitchen," says Wolfman, co-author
of "Forks, Knives, & Spoons"
(Clarkson Potter, $25
hardcover).
Wolfman also has converted
old knives, forks and spoons to
drawer pulls on a massive
dining room sideboard. She
displays a collection of forks
on the sideboard in sizes rang-

ing from oyster and sardine
forks to large bread forks.
Each handle in the collection
is made of an organic material
such as wood, ivory, bone or
horn.
When using silver plated
utensils for dining, Wolfman
enjoys mixing many different
patterns. For the main course,
she may mix forks of one pattern with knives and spoons
from two different patterns. If

she does not have enough
forks from a single pattern,
she simply mixes the patterns.
"1 will use a fish set for a
salad or dessert course," says
Wolfman, who also sets out
footed bowls in different sizes
and shapes.
One of the best parts of collecting old plate is the almost
incredible range of different
• See Page 14

Framing Nailer
For framing, sub-assemblies,
sheathing,.decking,
and fencing.

With Tool Case

Maple St •

Murra

allows tight knots and knotholes
to
-inch diameter plus synthetic repairs and defects that do not
impair strength. D-grade permits
knots and knotholes to 2'A -inch
diameter, synthetic repairs and
stitching repairs.
Some plywood and reconstituted panels are performance
rated by the American Plywood
Association (APA). These are
stamped with a number like
24-16 which means they can be
used in walls over studs on
24-inch centers and floors over
16-inch centers.
Hardwood-veneer plywood is a
quality interior panel for furniture
and cabinet construction. The
face and back plys are hardwood
like birch, oak, lauan mahogany,
walnut and ash with softwood
interior plies.
Lumbercore plywood is the

highest quality with hardwood
face and back laminated to a center core of hardwood strips. It's
used for desk and table tops and
comes in '4x10-foot panels 1.2,
three-fourths and 1-inch thick.
Medium -density overlay
(MDO) is exterior plywood veneered with an opaque resintreated fiker overlay suitable for
painting. It's used for exterior
signs and soffits as well as kitchen and bathroom cabinets. MDO
exterior plywood siding is also
available.
High-density overlay (HDO) is
similar to MDO but tougher and
more abrasion-resistant. It's used
to build concrete forms and for
counter tops and workbenches.
Both MDO and HDO come in
three-fourths, three-eighths, onehalf, five-eighths and threefourths-inch ,thickness.

Building? Remodeling?
"We're The Answer."

Wayne Higgins
Backhoe and Trucking Service
Septic Tanks, Sewers, Foundations,
Sand and Gravel Hauling

Free Estimates...Call Us Anytime

759-4685

Trim/Finish Nailer
For moldings, jambs,
paneling, casing &
cabinetry applications.

Impulse
Cordless Nailer
Complete with case,
battery, charger.
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Regional styles
different in U.S.
By BARBARA MAYER
For AP Special Edition
Is there such a thing as a
national style in the United
States? Or do regional differences play a role?
The answer is yes to both
questions.
Some furnishings professionals think the country's
rooms are taking on a similar
aspect, helped along by the
national decorating magazines
and the penchant of Americans
to take their decorating preferences with them when they
move. The growth of national
chains also may be playing a
part.
"Eighty percent of our fabric line sells well all over the
country and there are no major
differences in preferences for

furniture or accessories," says
Farooq Kathwari, president of
Ethan Allen Furniture of Danbury, Conn. Ethan Allen markets its home furnishings products in 47 states.
But there are discernible
regional flavors.
"Most of the differences in
decorating these days can be
attributed to different building
styles for homes and different
climates," says Sue Pelle,
senior vice president of Decorating Den, a franchised decorating service with branches all
over the country.
In the southwest, for example, houses have much larger
windows and windows in
unusual shapes, so the window
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Keeping your gutted and downspouts free of debris will direct rainwater away from your house, preventing
potential damage to your roof and foundation.
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From white elephant to dream house
By BARBARA MAYER
. For AP Special Edition
Turning a white elephant
into a dream house is the
olympics of decorating. Mastering it usually involves a lot
of practice.
Janine and Chip Broadhurst
have been "practicing" for
more than 20 years. They are
now completing their chef
d'oeuvre — a 1906 cut stone
and shingle house in Green-

Remodel the kitchen
with Profile"
Built-In Appliances

11

wich, Conn. It is the fifth and
most complicated renovation
that they have tackled since
buying their first house when
they got married 21 years ago.
Over the years, the Broadhursts have evolved a system
for assigning tasks. She is the
space planner and decorator,
as well as a hanger of wallpaper, painter, furniture refinisher
and a frequenter of auctions,
flea markets, tag sales and loc-

al art shows. He is the point
man on structural and mechanical systems.
In this particular renovation,
both skills were required.
While imposing, the house
needed a new roof and
upgrades of plumbing and
electrical systems, work on
kitchen and bathrooms and
considerable attention to walls

•See
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Why Buy when you can RENT?
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Don't invest in Equipment
you rarely use! RENT IT.

MIN
White on white Convection Oven
Model JICP55WV Shown
White on white Downdraft
Cooktop Model JP389RWV
Shown

•

Introducing the new GE Profile appliance series.
These built-in appliances offer white on white styling and a variety
of cooking options. The double oven offers two cooking systems,
convection bake in the upper oven and conventional lower oven.
Both ovens are self-cleaning. The dual modular cooktop can be
tailored for any cooking need. Optional cooking modules include
Calmd® and solid disk surface units and a plug-in grill module.
Powerful downdraft venting provides installation flexibility. See
these and other versatile Profile'" appliances at your GE dealer.

Murray Appliance & TV
"Your General Electric, RCA & Jenn Air Dealer"

212 E. Main St.

753-1586

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

Ladders
Scaffolding
Skid Steer Ladder
Backhoe
Chipper/Mulcher

Floor Buffers
Floor Sanders
Carpet Tools
Carpet Cleaners

Murray's Only
Complete Rental
Store

RENTAU,SALES

200 E. Main

753-8201
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Start with candles
when redecorating
Variety is
important
With the whirlwind of activities that ushers in the holidays, taking time to redecorate
your home can seem like an
impossible luxury. But with
easy and inexpensive accents,
creating a festive home can be
a simple pleasure.
Start with candles. Clusters
of flickering candles brighten
the room and provide the
many fragrances of the season.
Combine different heights,
shapes, sizes, finishes and colors for a more interesting
statement. Look for crystal
rose bowls, frosted and colored glass and brass pillars.

Pattie Shaw, a style director
for home furnishings catalogs,
suggest filling glass jars or
cylinders of various sizes with
ornaments or pine cones. Or
place a pillar candle in a glass
bowl and surround it with
fresh cranberries.
"Often you don't have room
for a large centerpiece on the
holiday table," said Shaw.
"Instead, surround a cluster of
candleholders with fresh fruit
or decorative ribbon."
Holiday feasts served on
Christmas dinnerware are a
family tradition. If you don't
have a separate holiday pattern, look for salad plates in a
Christmas design to complement your regular china.
Lustrous white and gold are a
rich alternative to red and
green, particularly where
pastels dominate a home's

interior.
In the living room, pleated
lamp shade covers in red and
green fit easily over existing
shades. For another quick
change, transform everyday
sofa pillows to a Christmas
motif with "envelope" slipcovers. They take up less storage
space after the holidays — and
make a great gift for the
hostess.
Bedrooms can display a
little or a lot of Christmas finery. Welcome guests with a
complete bed ensemble and
window treatments, or simply
change the sheets to a holiday
print.
"You don't need a big
budget or a lot of space time
to create a holiday atmosphere," said Shaw. "A few
inexpensive shortcuts can
make any home special."

Little things count in decorating
By The Associated Press
Little things count, especially in home decor
— Rest on a franchise with
novelty sport-themed pillows
featuring Mickey Mouse, from
Mickey Unlimited.
Even if you don't ordinarily
care for tie-ins, you might like
these for your teen-agers or

even yourself. Overall classic
patterns predominate, With
Mickey pictured at play, discreetly in one corner of the
pillow. A lasso-twirling mouse
is shown against the background of a blue bandanna, for
example, or Mickey at bat
against a field of ticking
stripes.

— The Collectors Cabinet
Clock-by Howard Miller is an
ingenious combination of a
traditional pendulum clock and
curio cabinet, with glassencased shelves to display
collectibles.
— Casablanca was never

See Pogo 13

TOP QUALITY LIGHTING
CHLER
K
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Arrange candleholders of different styles, sizes and colors to create a warm and fragrant holiday display. Also, fill candleholders
with flowers, potpourri or miniature pine cones.

This Land is Your Land..
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...we help '
make it beautifu
Through appealing design, attention to details and
timely performance, we can turn your yard into a
beautifully landscaped homeplace.

Landscapes

Construction

Residential
Commercial

Arbors
Decks
Fences
Patios
FountainsPool renovation
Irrigation

Professional
Grounds
Maintenance
'f Fine residences
Business locations
Office parks

Selected retail items and special
order trees available.

Large In-Stock Selection

4V11,01-400
Hoffman'sIN
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HOLESALE
206 E. Main
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Beautiful Evergreens
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•Regional styles...
FROM PAGE 10
treatments are necessarily distinctive. And rooms decorated
in so-called southwestern style
are common in the western
part of the country where
adobe-style houses are often

built. The weather makes
pastels and bright colors such
as aqua and fuchsia and lime
green more popular in Florida
and other sunbelt states than
they are in New York, New
England and the midwest.
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thing from ficus trees to philodendron," Pelle says. "With
more women working outside
the home and time scarce,
there seem to be fewer livo
house plants and more silk
flowers and plants that take no
care.
"We don't see people
ordering huge wall systems or
seating pit groups," Pelle
adds. "Instead, they are
choosing smaller pieces of furniture. And there is more use
of metal such as wrought iron
and brass beds. One of the hottest products recently has been
decorative drapery hardware
with rods that look like
swords, and unusual brass and
metal tiebacks."
Ideas from national decorating magazines that have
caught on in rooms decorated
by Decorating Den include
media areas and the use of
special paint treatments for
walls and furniture. Other
favorites in high-end magazines, such as antiques,
custom-made art furniture,
special lighting and original
art, are rarely if ever desired
by customers of Decorating
Den.
"The big thing is home security systems," says Pelle.
"Today, vet); few homes are
being built that don't have the
option of a home security system. It is a big selling feature
in new homes."

III Furniture...

---

I* ..

before.
"In other locales, especially
California, people are more
adventuresome in their decorating," says Pelle.
Kathwari, however, notices
stylistic differences mainly
between rural and urban areas.
Because they generally live in
apartments with limited space,
people in cities choose more
contemporary pieces suited to
limited space, and often prefer
furniture that is very functional. In the suburbs, houses are
larger and people more likely
to select more formal classic
furniture and arrange it in a
traditional way.
Despite any differences that
still remain, slowly but surely
a sameness is coming over the
decorating practices of the
country. Features turning up
all around the country include
the use of special paint
finishes, such as murals, window treatments that don't
obscure the view, more use of
area rugs and ceramic tile
floors and less use of wall-towall carpet, Pelle says. Surfaces generally are lighter,
cleaner and brighter. The light
look is in for kitchens and the
dark mahogany look is out.
And "it's silk, silk in every-

_

35,000 to 150,000 BTU

ALPHA 11 SERIES
VENT-FREE
DUAL BURNER
GAS LOGS

Local decorators, whose
work is seen in decorator
showhouses and model homes,
are also a force for regional
differences.
"Most people in Atlanta
want to decorate in American
traditional style to match the
architecture of our houses,
which have Palladian windows, crown molding and
wainscoting," says Judith
Slaughter, a decorator affiliated with Decorating Den in
Atlanta.
Explaining the paradox that
clients get their ideas from
mass circulation decorating
magazines but still opt for a
regional look, Slaughter says
that typically people only clip
pictures suited to the style of
their own house.
"They see a room and
think: 'My room could look
like that," Slaughter says.
Some of the traditional cliches about decorating differences still seem to be opedtive. In Florida, for example,
clients are more in the market
for easy care and easy maintenance in home furnishings,
says Pelle. And in the midwest, people have a tendency
to choose something that looks
exactly like what they had

753-2571
753-4110

This is the perfect time
of year to make those
interior renovations
to your home. Nail
down the best deal in
town with our homeimprovement loan.
Stop in for more
information on how
you can make those
changes for spare
change!

FROM PAGE 6
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Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Bank
"Your Community Rank"
7th & Main Streets • Murray
Member FDIC • 753-7921
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edging and an elegant curvedfront chest, among other
pieces.
. — European country tradition is romantically interpreted
by Lexington Furniture Industries in its Lynn Hollyn at
Home collection: an example
is a pine washstand with
carved swags and bows and
hand-painted floral details,
done over a antique bisque
finish.
— Mission furniture,
including chairs and sofas with
separate cushions instead of
upholstery, are showing up
anew from a number of makers, including the Tell City
Chair Company. Its Mission
chair has a gracefully curved
solid knotty cherry frame and
features soft leather covers OR
the cushions. Something in a
similar vein is the Woodstock
sofa (or loveseat or chair)
from Ethan Allan.
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By BARBARA MAYER
For AP Special Edition
Can you afford antiques for
an old world look? And are
there enough for everyone who
wants them?
Make them, suggests Amy
Howard. A patina of age can
be achieved inexpensively
with either new pieces or other
people's castoffs with decorative techniques that are not
beyond the abilities of a beginner, says this decorative painter in Memphis, Tenn.
"An added bonus is that it
is a lot of fun to rekindle street
finds, yard sale rejects and furniture languishing in the attic
by changing the finish or
adding some trim," says Howard. She founded Artisan Studios to restore old pieces and
to create "instant antiques,"
such as new panel screens artfully aged with paint.
A number of commercially

available products are available to age furniture, including
lacquers, glues, and waxes.
One of Howard's favorite
techniques is to apply gray rottenstone and wax to impart an
"ancient" luster to wood.
"We use some old-world
methods, such as applying gesso, which is a thick chalky
paint-like substance that adds
dimension to the surface of a
piece of furniture," says Howard. "A gesso surface can be
carved for additional
ornamentation."
Gesso, some of the lacquers
and the most complex faux
painting techniques are best
left to professionals, but
beginners can produce good
results through less complicated means.
"The rottenstone and wax
application is not all that hard

As winter approaches, homeowners who have to deal with the inevitable plunge in temperatures are making
their lift of things that need to be done around their homes so that energy and money arent wated on heat
that leaks out. From insulating pipes to weather stripping doors and windows, the chores are piling up for
people concerned with lowering their utility bills and protecting their home.

•See Pogo 15
Mon.-Fri. 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Salo Items Cash S Carry

•Little things...
FROM PAGE 11
like this: Emerson Electric has
a new ceiling fan it calls Petal,
with blades in white or offwhite sculpted like petals of a
flower. On some models,
there's an integrated globe
light at the center, heightening
the effect. The company,
which has been making ceiling
fans for 100 years, also markets remote controllers for
selecting different fan speeds
or light levels.

— With child safety in
mind, Hunter Douglas has
developed its Break-Thru
Safety Tassel, a window cord
pull that breaks apart and
separates the cords if a child
or pet gets entangled in them.
The company also has a PermAssure Safety Wand for vertical blinds; both cord and
chain are eliminated, and the
wand, which both tilts and
traverses the blinds manually,
can be placed out of children's

2MYERSL umber Co.
500 South 4th, Murray

(SO2)7534450

The Vinyl Window So Energy Efficient,
It Left The Competition Out In The Cold.

reach.

— 21 Years Experience --

M & T PAINTING
Free Estimates
Call

753-2407

Weather Shield has taken vinyl windows so far into the future that our
2000 competitors can hardly be expected to keep up. Visions 2000
.,-..-! windows combine unparalleled energy efficiency, superior craftsmanship and top quality vinyl to give you stronger,longer lasting
windows. And they come in a wide variety of styles and shapes.
sit D
So we expect many people to warm up to them - even if our
competition doesn't.
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Kitchen, bath fix-ups
can create a new look

,

Changes need
not be pricey
If your home is like most,
the rooms that get the greatest
use — the kitchen and bathroom — are also the most
likely targets for remodeling
jobs.
Because some think it's
tough to redo these rooms
without breaking the bank,
Sterling — a company long
known for quality kitchen and
bath fixtures at reasonable
prices — now has a free booklet suggesting quick, easy and
economical spruce-up tips.
Clip and
Save
•
71'4

For example:
.Anti-scald tub and shower
faucets ensure constant water
temperature regardless of
water pressure changes and are
a must if you have children.
•The most important faucet
feature is drip-free performance, so a washerless design
is your best bet.
*Those concerned about
water purity should consider
one of the new lead-free faucet
designs, which are also highly
corrosion-resistant.
'New 1.6-gallon, low consumption toilets are not
affected by changes in water
pressure and save water and
money with one -flush

Blankets
; Quilts and Afghans I
$600 Down $8°°
—forters,
i
r Com

each

▪II

!Coupon must accompany order when!

leaving items
Expires 11/11/95

II

753-9525
Central Shopping Center (in front of Wal-Mart)
Monday-Friday 6:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday 7.30 am.-noon

De)/l't
Forget To
Improve Your
Pet's Home

• s

•

Barno Insulated
9A. Do House
$3995
Many other varieties on clispla

Farmers
Farmacy
,

441'
hi&

Dixieland Center • 759-2248

FROM PAGE 9
utensils. As the appetite for
silverware grew, so did the
variety of available items. By
the late 19th century, manufacturers were producing as many
as 140 different implements
for dining. The large sets that
resulted came in fitted chests
the size of a grown man.
Today, it is rare to find an
intact large set complete with
cabinet, says Wolfman, but
smaller sets for specialized
uses, such as a fish set or a
dessert set, are abundant.
The best places to find bargains are tag sales, country
fairs and flea markets. Often,
mixed unmatched silver will
be placed in a box and sold as
a single lot at an auction sale.
Such lots are usually a good
buy if they are not bid up too
high. Even if most of thi
pieces are useless, a few good
ones make the purchase
worthwhile.
Buying singles or twos or

performance.
'Today's affordable composite sinks offer contemporary
designer looks, yet are stain-,
chip- and scratch-resistant — a
blessing in hectic households.
'Tub and shower stalls
designed for do-it-yourself
installation can save you hundreds of dollars. Look for
units that snap together easily
and have structural ribs for
added support and longevity.
*Ready to replace those
shower curtains with the latest
in shower doors? Some new
models allow access to every
inch of the tub or shower, have
For a free tips booklet call
1-800-895-4774 or write to
Sterling Plumbing Group,
2900 Golf Rd., Rolling Meadows, III., 60008, attention
Sterling Fundamentals.

threes of a pattern is another
good way to get a bargain.
Since there is a premium on
matched pieces, the larger the
set, the more expensive each
individual item will be.
With sterling, blackened
metal is all right because it
will polish up. With silver
plate, heavy tarnish may have
gone through to the base metal. Wolfman suggests bringing
a silver cloth or glove impregnated with polish along when
shopping. Rub the piece gently
to make sure it will polish up.
If a handle is split or a blade
pitted, she usually will pass up
the piece.
Plate, like sterling, will
tarnish over time. To minimize
the need for polishing, Wolfman suggests wiping the
pieces every few weeks with a
mitt or cloth impregnated with
silver polish. These are available in home centers and
housewares departments. A
caveat for those who live near
the ocean: salt air will tarnish
and pit silver.

•Questions...
FROM PAGE 3
that this appliance has reached a
ripe old age. However, it's still
capable of freezing food and is
only used intermittently for extra
cold storage space at holiday
time.
A: A drop of oil on the compressor terminals might or might
not indicate a refrigerant leak. A
good way to see if you have a
leak is to look at your freezer
coil. Begin by defrosting the
refrigerator thoroughly. Turn the
thermostat back on and let the
refrigerator run for a while, then
open the door. Check the frost
pattern on the freezer coil. There
should be frost all over the coil.
This would indicate there is no
refrigerant leak.
if -only a small portion of the

coil is frosted, this could indicate
a slight shortage of refrigerant in
the system. You can have a serviceman add refrigerant to the
system. This would not be too
expensive and it would keep your
refrigerator going, especially if it
is not in day-to-day service
If you do have a good frost
pattern on the coil in the freezer,
we would suspect a defective
thermostat if everything is getting
too cold in the refrigerator section when the freezer is operating
at the correct temperature.
Replacing it is a straightforward
job. Just make sure you get the
correct part for your model.
Q: Can you give me some tips
on how to wash painted walls?
The walls are painted with white,
washable paint.
A: If you are interested in just

Fine Quality

Floor Covering

only
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•Silver...

At

Affordable Prices!

JOE SMITH CARPET
Hwy. 611 North - Murray

(MC & Visa Accepted)

753-6661.

cleaning a dirty wall, you can use
soap and water. A gentle liquid
soap, such as Ivory, is good. Rub
the wall down lightly with a towel or a sponge. Don't scrub too
hard, or you will create a slight
gloss by removing the pigment.
To submit a question, write to
Popular Mechanics, Reader Service Bureau, 224 W. 5701 St.,
New York, NY 10019. The most
interesting questions will be
answered in a future column.

•Comfort..
FROM PAGE 4
chair used for reading, there
should be a handy table and
good light.
— Balance lighting so that
there is light at different
heights and dispersed around
the room.
— Pay attention to personal
tastes. Some people find clutter cozy. Others prefer to limit
accessories.
— Arrange cabinets and
closets without piling items on
top of one another; discard
what is not needed or by add
more storage space.
— In smaller homes,
emphasize double-duty furniture, such as sleep sofas,
slightly higher coffee tables on
which an informal meal can be
served, trunks and cabinets
that serve as side tables.
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•Old world...
FROM PAGE 13
to do, especially on new plccheck in the same color family
as the antique fabric usually
works best. Solids and floral
fabrics do not seem to produce
a good marriage. Howard
often turns old or new fabrics
inside out, finding that the
back which is generally more
muted in coloration and pattern is often more interesting
than the face of the fabric.
Handwoven rugs are another
source of unique fabric fragments. Here again, the rug in
good enough condition to be
used for the floor is prohibitively expensive — and possibly too valuable to be cut up.
It is a rug that is in bad condition with only a few usable
parts that is her usual prey.
The backs of these rugs often
look like petit point and they
make good pillow covers
turned inside out, especially
on mission-style chairs and
settees.
Howard recently put many
of her precepts to work in her
own new home. Much of the
furniture in the house consists
of old, unloved pieces that
Howard and her husband,
Gene, have refinished. She
also used architectural antiques such as old door knobs
and hinges to give her new
doors an aged air. The pulls on
her kitchen cabinets are old
pieces of silverware with
screws soldered on so they
could be attached to the doors.
Individual iron pickets from
old picket fences are recycled
as towel bars by turning them
horizontally and having dowels soldered onto them at each
end so they could be attached
to the wall.
Even the stairway carpet
runner consists of fragments of
kilim rugs and orientals sewn
together.
"I used geometric patterns

ture frames or even a shiny
new piece of furniture," Howard says.
Amateurs can also tint wax
with umber or other colors
available at a paint supply
store before rubbing it on
furniture.
The first secret of successful
subterfuge is choosing a castoff that will repay the time
and money about to be lavished upon it.
"I look for pieces with good
classic lines and an unattractive finish or, in the case of
upholstery, an unattractive
fabric," Howard says.
Replacing the fabric with an
old textile is one of the simplest ways to add a stylish feeling of age to a piece or to an
entire room. Old draperies are
the best source for long
lengths of fabric — possibly
even enough to recover an
easy chair or sofa.
"Don't look at them as
drapes, but as cushion covers,
dining chair covers, easy chair
covers," says Howard.
While desirable long lengths
can be quite expensive, especially if they are silk, it is
much easier and less expensive
to acquire small pieces of old
fabric. Howard finds short
lengths at good prices at estate
sales, charity flea markets,
yard sales and country auctions. One recent find, for
example, was a piece of
100-year-old French toile fabric that she bought for about
$35.
"It only takes a half yard or
so to make a decorative pillow, and if I don't have
enough to cover the chair, I
use a different fabric for the
back."
When working a piece of
old fabric with new, Howard
says that a stripe, plaid or
and the same coloration — a
faded red and taupe palette —
so that the runner would not
be too busy," Howard says.

209 South 3rd Street
753-1270
753-5341
Chades Reed
436-2( H)
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•White elephant...
FROM PAGE 10
and floors.
The Broadhursts gutted the
old 25-foot-square kitchen and
replaced it with a gleaming
white dream kitchen. They
also rearranged the floor plan,
switching the location of the
former dining room and family
room and turning the back
entrance to the house into its
front entrance. The top and
ground floors now house bedroom and study space for their
14-year-old daughter, Lauren,
and 18-year-old son, R.J.
Beyond these interior
changes, they landscaped to
create a garden and a better
circulation pattern for
vehicles.
With 16 rooms, seven baths
and approximately 11,500
square feet of living space on
four levels, the house
approaches elephantine status,
white or otherwise. Yet, it has
the kind of architectural detail
that is rarely available today,
such as 14-foot-high ceilings,
a unique oak staircase, a living
room fireplace that would not
be out of place in an English
castle, and impressive fireplaces in the reception hall,
family room and dining room.
Strategically placed columns
with ionic capitols and plaster
moldings at the ceiling add
grandeur to the living room.
Janine Broadhurst's

methods and approach to
decorating are refreshingly
casual. Family and friends
have learned not to get too
attached to any particular
decorating scheme because
chances are that she'll live
with it awhile and then come
up with something even better.
Despite her penchant for
doing things over, she is satisfied for now with the 26- by
45-foot living room, which has
some captivating architectural
detailing. One of the highlights is the white plaster fireplace with polychrome floral
decoration, which she restored.
A plasterer spent more than a
month replacing missing elements of molding by .taking
castings of intact portions.
A room of this size takes a
lot more furniture than the
usual living room. ThiOhone
swallows up four sofas and a
grand piano and there is still
more than enough room left
over for any number of chairs
and tables.
"A few good things set the
tone," says Broadhurst. Of the
four sofas, one is a floor
sample and another a consignment shop find.
Eventually, the Broadhursts
will replace the windows and
find that "perfect" rug for the
living room. At that point, new
draperies are almost a foregone conclusion.

"I do it all myself so I think
I have license to do it as often
as I like," says Broadhurst,
who spent uncounted hours
removing black paint that
obscured original woodwork in
the house. "Sometimes I buy
wallpaper closeouts or go
directly to a mill. And sometimes I splurge on
furnishings."
Although she doesn't care
for decorating rules, Broadhurst does observe one: In
each room, she includes a
touch of whimsy. In the kitchen, a 1925 Magic Chef stove is
the unexpected fanciful touch.
She brought the stove with her
from her most recent house,
within shouting distance of
this one. The new kitchen is
designed around the stove.
In the family room, she has
set up a small child-size table
with a breakfast set of old china. The room also is filled
with things that kids can have
fun with, such as an old chalk
board and some of her husband's childhood toys. On the
dining room sideboard, a number of make-believe party
cakes stand, decorated with
fresh and dried flowers, nuts
or other embellishments. The
cakes are foam forms decorated and coated with shellac.
"At Christmas, people think
I've prepared a lavish dessert
party," says Broadhurst, "but
it is all make believe."

•
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Specializing In Custom Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities

LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS!
Gun Cabinets •Entertainment Centers & More
Cabinets Need
A New Look?

Plumbing - Electrical Contractors

THURSIAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1995

Let us give your
old cabinets a facelift. Get that new
cabinet look without having to pay
that new cabinet
price.

Unfinished
Solid Oak
• Dressers
• Beds
• Nightstands
• End Tables
•Bookcases
and more!

Open Monday-Friday 9-5
On The Square, Downtown Murray•753-0961
AmejLemem&
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THE SAME CARE AND LOVE THAT COMES OUT
OF YOUR KITCHEN'SHOULD GO_ INTO IT. It's the
care and attention to detail that gives everything you make its true flavor. At

L

Merillat, we think cabinets can benefit from that kind of attention,
That's why we hand inspect our wood
as carefully as you pick apples from a
produce bin. And why we've invented
our WhisperGlide® rubber-ringed
rollers. They help your drawers and
trays glide smoothly. They're standard
on most every Merillat cabinet. As are
concealed, self-closing hinges and
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To learn more, see Treas Lumber Centers.
They'll put the same care into your kitchen as you do.
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